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NEW
VERSIONS
Now available

uniquely powerful, amazing together
The new Sound Forge™ Pro and SpectraLayers™ Pro upgrades represent the nexus of waveform and
spectral editing. Reenergized recording and processing environments, more plug-ins, metering for the new
critical standards, and fresh editing options give Sound Forge Pro 11 the edge on workflow efficiency, while
SpectraLayers Pro 2 comes to the plate equipped with more speed, more convenience, and some astonishing
new tools and methodologies for radical sound shaping. And that’s only the beginning—this pair of heavy
hitters is now wired for seamless audio data transfer, forming a colossal editing system offering immediate gains
for professionals everywhere. Sound Forge Pro 11 and SpectraLayers Pro 2 are both available now, thoroughly
improved and perfectly aligned to serve as your ideal gateway to the highest level of creative audio editing,
including mixing, remixing, mastering, repair, restoration, and pure sound design.
Learn more and download the trials at: www.sonycreativesoftware.com

Buy both and save:
Audio Master Suite

Copyright ©2013. Sony Creative Software Inc. All rights reserved. “SONY” and “make.believe” are trademarks of Sony.
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Prime Focus Facility Selects
Avid Broadcast Systems
P

rime Focus has selected Avid
to power its creative workflow
in its UK broadcast facility.
Featuring Avid Media Composer
this implementation will enable
Prime Focus to deliver high quality,
inspiring content to its worldwide
television, advertising, and film
client base while at the same time
benefiting from a vastly more
productive and efficient operation.
“When a client comes to Prime
Focus they expect us to be using
the best-in-class creative solutions,”
said Rowan Bray, Managing Director
of Prime Focus UK.
“Avid is the industry standard
for the post industry, so having
its technology at the heart of our
facility means clients will have an
enjoyable and faultless experience
with us, every time.”
Andrew Condie, Group Head

Avid systems at Prime Focus promise workflow improvements

of Operations at Prime Focus UK,
added: “Over the past few years
it’s evident that Avid has made
a significant effort to make its
solutions open with third party plugins. This fills me with tremendous
confidence of further marketleading developments in the future,”
continued Condie.
The Avid-based workflow will
enable Prime Focus to speed up

the creative process and work more
efficiently across multiple projects to
deliver a seamless client experience.
The investment, made through,
installed and supported by Tyrell,
comprises 30 Avid Media Composer
seven seats with Mojo DX interfaces,
and three Avid Symphony
Nitris systems.
The installation will be completed
by the autumn.

TriCaster’s 2.5 Million eSports Game Views

Forbidden Offer
Raises £8.9m
GBR: Forbidden Technologies
has raised £8.9 million to
further
development
of
its
FORscene
platform.
In June 2013, Forbidden
announced a conditional firm placing
of £40 million new ordinary shares,
with the goal of raising £8 million.
The company also offered £5
million shares with the goal of
raising another £1 million. As of
mid-July, Forbidden had sold
91% of those £5 million shares.
On-site FORscene ingest servers
are already in use at some highprofile post-production companies.

Sky Brazil
Axon System
NED: AXON Digital Design has
supplied its TRACS compliance
recording system to Sky Brazil.
A key feature of TRACS2 is live
stream forwarding, which enables the
user to create a unicast or multicast
of a live video stream over a LAN.
TRACS2 is based on the Linux OS and
runs on dedicated hardware equipped
with RAID 5-configured disks.
Sky Brazil, which has 39 channels,
has over five million subscribers.

4

I

n the largest ever European
Tricaster production, NewTek
generated online coverage for live
streaming specialists 3xScreen
Media for the inaugural Gfinity
eSports competition.
3xScreen created a 28-input, six
programme output production using
five TriCasters, which was streamed
to Twitch.tv and viewed by more
than 2.5 million gaming enthusiasts
from around the world.
Gfinity London 2013, which took
place in London, set a benchmark
for future eSports events.
The best teams from around the
world battled for the Call of Duty and
League of Legends Championships.
“This was a ground-breaking
eSports event. We required online

NewTek’s TriCaster systems at the
Gfinity event

live coverage to match, including 3D
visual effects, virtual sets, graphics
and transitions,” said Paul Kent,
Gfinity’s COO.
3xScreen Media met Gfinity’s live
video production and streaming
requirements by using five

production pods comprising one
TriCaster 8000, two TriCaster 855s
and two TriCaster 850s.
3xScreen Managing Director Scott
Robinson said: “The success of
the Gfinity production – measured
by viewer figures and feedback –
could not have been achieved
without TriCaster, which played
a fundamental role in our live
production and streaming workflow.”
The TriCasters created six
programme outputs from 28-input
sources including fixed and manned
cameras, live commentary, game
feeds and the master studio.
The six programme outputs,
enhanced with animated graphics
and VTs, fed four Twitch.tv live
stream channels and event screens.

Snell Transmutes
Alchemist OD
GBR: Snell has released Alchemist
OD, the software-only version
of its standards converter.
The first product to utilise
Snell’s ‘On Demand’ technology
a media processing framework
that provides instant access to
Snell’s acclaimed algorithms in
file-based, virtualised broadcast
and digital media environments.
This brings Snell’s frame-rate
conversion to the software realm,
enabling instant access to highquality, rapid, anytime processing
of media files.

LDX

The ﬂexibility to adapt.
With GV-eLicenses, you can adapt your
camera’s capabilities for a week, a month,
or a lifetime… Your choice.
www.grassvalley.com/ldx
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Elysium Workflow Centres On
ACES At Digital Film Central
T

he post facility for Neill
Blomkamp’s new movie Elysium,
Digital Film Central (Central)
constructed a unique 3.3k colour
and conform workflow that tightly
integrated grading with both
editorial and VFX in a pipeline that
used the Academy Colour Encoding
System (ACES).
The effects-heavy movie contrasts
two distinct ‘worlds’ – a ruined
earth and a pristine space station
called Elysium.
Director Blomkamp worked
closely with Central’s lead colourist
Andrea Chlebak on the look, as well
as the finishing process.
“The aesthetic for Elysium was
incredibly important to me,” said
Blomkamp. “A lot of Andrea’s
instincts were in line with mine and
that just makes for a very seamless,
smooth process.”

editorial, VFX,
and DI teams
to stay in-sync.
The use of
ACES meant
that all the VFX
pre-grading
could be done in
the same colour
space as the
visual effects
and finish, while
maintaining
Digital Film Central’s Lead Colourist Andrea Chlebak with
a
linearthe Baselight TWO
light workflow.
Most of the film was shot
In the final grade, Chlebak used
anamorphic on the RED Epic in
Baselight to create a nuanced colour
3.3k resolution. The RED HDRx
palette between Earth and Elysium.
high dynamic range feature was
Chlebak said: “Using ACES kept
used throughout.
all aspects of the production rolling
The metadata support in Baselight
at the same time, allowing us all to
was integrated with Central’s
really push the process and get a
really terrific, seamless result.”
tracking database, allowing

Wohler Ships DVM Multiscreen Monitoring Trio

CBC Chooses
Vizrt Graphics
GER: CBC Cologne Broadcasting
Center has elected to switch its
existing live graphics systems to Vizrt.
The transition includes new Viz Trio
live 3D graphics systems Viz Content
Pilot template-based graphics
system and Viz Virtual Studio systems
for live, immersive 3D virtual sets.
The new Vizrt graphics
technology will be used at CBC’s
broadcast and production centre.
The centre features several
live studios and extensive postproduction facilities, in Cologne,
Germany, with additional locations
in Berlin and Munich.

TMD LTFS For
NAA Project
GBR: TMD is to add LTFS capability
to an ongoing project for the
National Archives of Australia (NAA).
It is one of the first applications
of TMD’s Mediaflex Archive LTFS
file system in a major AV asset
management implementation.
The system TMD is implementing
uses LTO-6 as its archive tape
format. Using LTFS, TMD say NAA
will ensure the security of the data
archive for many decades.

6

W

ohler Technologies has
extended its DVM family of
multiscreen broadcast-quality
MPEG video monitors.
The universal MPEG digital
broadcast confidence monitor
line adds three new screen
configurations: four 4.3-inch
screens, two 7-inch screens, or
two 9-inch screens.
Capable of decoding and
displaying MPEG-2 and MPEG4, DVB-ASI, and IPTV multicast
transport streams, as well as
3G/HD/SD-SDI/HDMI video, the
DVM family puts complex signal
monitoring into a single unit
that gives broadcast operators
convenient, cost-effective access
to critical quality of service (QoS)

Wohler’s DVM-3270 – complex signal
monitoring in one unit

and quality of experience (QoE)
information at a glance or split
across multiple screens.
“The DVM family offers a unique
set of video and embedded audio
decoding capabilities, plus MPEG
PID tables, that facilitate complete
transport stream confidence
monitoring in places it previously
has been impractical or very costly
to perform,” said Carl J Dempsey,
President and CEO of Wohler.
“Because a single DVM unit
handles both compressed and

uncompressed inputs, it can
replace multiple monitors, analysers,
and computers.
“As a result, the broadcaster can
monitor signals with one unit rather
than multiple boxes, reducing both
costs and rack-space requirements.”
The broadcast-quality video
monitors decode and display
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 signals
via BNC or Ethernet inputs while
giving users the ability to browse
the PAT, PMT, and PID data for each
selected stream.
In addition to MPEG ASI and
dual-input 3G/HD/SD-SDI with
loop-through, the DVM monitors
also accommodate HDMI video
and audio with level meters,
GPI, and tally.

ABonAir Adds
Panasonic CCU
ISR: ABonAir has added Panasonic
camera control unit (CCU) support
to its wireless video link product line.
Complementing its support of Sony
CCU, ABonAir wireless video link
systems now support Panasonic CCU.
This enables configuration
of a pro video camera from a
central point, sending control
signals to and from the camera.
This enables multiple cameras
to be monitored and synchronised
for colour balance, picture intensity,
saturation or iris control from the
control room.

But in truth the current broadcast

Delivering the best in over-the-top and

If you can picture the possibilities,

landscape surpasses the size of

digital asset management solutions,

we’ll help make it happen.

even their collective imaginations.

with expertise to manage even the

Multiscreen, multiplatform, social and

most complex workflow integrations,

See us at IBC to learn more.
Booth 1.C30.

personalized are all part of television’s

Piksel stands with those redefining the

new frontier. The good news is that

frontiers of viewing.

PIKIBC297x210

They think they’re seeing
the whole picture.

while their eyes are fastened on your
content, we’ve got ours on your future.

piksel.com
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Danmon Finishes TV 2 Studio
D

anmon Systems recently
completed a new HD news
studio at the Odense headquarters
of Danish TV network TV 2 /
DANMARK A/S.
“Upgrading the TV 2 news service
from standard-definition to highdefinition presented a logical
opportunity to install a more visually
attractive and versatile on-screen
environment,” said Kjeld Skovlund,
Head of Development at TV 2.
“The new studio is located inside
a large gallery with the main
presentation sets at one end and
the weather presentation area at
the other. Camera facilities include
three robotic pedestals and a
Steadicam system.”
Skovlund said: “Production of
daily news programmes is coordinated within the newsroom via
an LSB Virtual Studio Manager and
Mosart news automation system.
“This gives our operators access
to control panels, interfaces
and external devices via an IP
infrastructure linked to a VSM-

8

interfaces, Genelec monitors,
Miranda glue, plus Omneon and
EVS studio servers.
The live news set includes
an 11-metre ultra-wide screen
illuminated by Barco projectors
and provides creative options for
studio programming.
The project also involved
construction of a separate control
gallery to handle special events.

Russia’s NTV-PLUS Opts For Calrec Systems
R

ussian subscription satellite
and HD service NTV-PLUS has
installed two more Artemis Beam
consoles and a Hydra2 router core
in its Moscow studios.
This will enable NTV-PLUS to
produce 5.1 surround sound and
share consoles among its four
studios with full redundancy.

NTV-PLUS – Egor Sakharov drives
one of the Calrec consoles

NTV-PLUS became Calrec’s
first customer in Russia when it
purchased its first two Artemis Beam
desks last year.
Oleg Kolesnikov, CTO at NTVPLUS, said: “We focus heavily
on live sports production, so we
need a versatile system with robust
equipment we can count on.
“We purchased our first Calrec
consoles last year to use during
Wimbledon and then rented three
consoles during the London Games.
“We were impressed, so now we’re
upgrading all of our studios to Calrec.
“Being able to route audio
signals and share consoles
across all of our studios gives us
complete redundancy.”

INA: Indonesian broadcaster NetTV
has selected SGL's FlashNet archive
system for its Jakarta headquarters.
SGL FlashNet provides NetTV
with an automated storage
management system to provide
rapid access to recent and live
content, which then moves
material on to long-term storage.
Controlled by a Harris Invenio
MAM system and with a Quantum
LTO library, NetTV is using a
combination of disk storage and
LTO-5 tape to store its programmes.

Modular Matrix
Supports HDCP

The HD news studio completed by Danmon at TV 2

Studio server. Mosart uses
a template-based structure
which provides the security and
predictability essential for our
news service.”
Additional equipment installed
includes a Grass Valley Kayenne
vision mixer, two Studer Vista
audio control desks, Miranda
multiviewers, Guntermann & Drunck
KVM systems, TC Electronic audio

Net TV Selects
SGL Flashnet

NTV-PLUS installed two fullfeatured, 48-fader Artemis Beam
consoles, which come standard
with Calrec’s Hydra2 audio routing
capabilities that enable the desks
to communicate with each other.
The satellite company also
purchased a stand-alone Hydra2
router core so that it can easily
place all of its Calrec consoles and
their associated I/O on the network,
and ensure easy expansion of the
network later.
Based on 8192² router modules,
Hydra2 allows connection of audio
sources and system components
over copper or fibre, with signals
routed to any consoles or I/O boxes
on the same network.

USA: Gefen's newest modular
matrix card frame with builtin signal extension – the
32x32 HDFST Modular Matrix
– supports HDMI w/HDCP.
The system supports up to
32 HD sources and 32 displays
using HDMI. Each source can
be integrated and cross-point
routed in any configuration.
The modular approach offers
HDMI extension over CAT-5 cable
using Gefen ELR (Extra Long Range)
technology based on HDBaseT for
added flexibility.

Sony Upgrades
Pro Audio Apps
USA: Sony Creative Software
has upgraded two of its awardwinning software applications.
Sound Forge Pro 11 introduces
more efficient recording
and processing workflows
and new signal and effects
processing plug-ins for crafting
broadcast-ready audio masters.
Making working in the spectrum
realm of audio editing even easier,
SpectraLayers Pro 2 boasts a faster
processing engine and toolset
improvements.

MPEG Monitoring The Easy Way
Features/Beneﬁts

DVM Series

Only the DVM series monitors MPEG transport streams, PID table data,
3G/HD/SD-SDI and HDMI signals for complete conﬁdence monitoring in
places it was impractical or very costly to do so. The DVM series brings
conﬁdence monitoring to a new level without codec limitations or the
costly upgrades usually associated with MPEG monitoring equipment.

«M
Monitor
it MPEG from
f
DVB-ASI
DVB
ASI and
d IPTV sources
« Easily browse MPEG PID tables, both video and audio PIDs
« Identiﬁes/decodes selected MPEG-2/MPEG-4 video & metadata
« In-picture level metering for up to 16-channels of audio
« Monitor audio through speakers or 3.5mm headphone output
« Tally and on-screen labeling for quick signal identiﬁcation
« In-picture centre, area, and safe title markers
« Available in 3 sizes. Quad 4.3”, Dual 7”, and Dual 9”
« Easy software updates via USB
Visit Us At IBC

Booth 10.B10
V IDEO

info@wohler.com

AUDIO

C A P TIONING

www.wohler.com

F I L E- B A SE D S O L U T I O N S

+1 888 5 WOHLER
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Leader Partners
With Digimetrics

Avid Ships Modular S3L System
A

vid S3L, with a brand new
modular, networked design for
live sound mixing, is now shipping.
Av i d S 3 L p ro v i d e s t h e
performance, sound quality and
features that countless live sound
professionals have come to rely
on in a system architecture built
for the future.
The new modular Avid S3L
System is comprised of an
innovative high-performance HDXpowered processing engine running
VENUE software and AAX DSP plugins, scalable remote I/O, a compact
EUCON-enabled control surface,
and Pro Tools software for integrated
live sound mixing and recording.
For artists and musicians, S3L
delivers the audio clarity and familiar
studio processing Avid’s preeminent
community of customers need to
sound and perform their best. For

‘Built for the future’ – Avid’s
S3L modular live sound mixer

engineers, having
a high-performance
engine at the core empowers them
to create richly layered mixes
quickly and champion their clients’
signature sounds, without worrying
about technical limitations.
The streamlined networked
design simplifies system set-up
and configuration with drag-and-

drop functionality, while direct
Pro Tools recording and mixing
capabilities open opportunities for
live album releases.
The compact S3L System is easy
to take on tour or install in any club,
theatre, house of worship, or other
performance venue to efficiently
and easily respond to a broad
range of demands.

ADBL Upgrades Torre de Collserola Antenna
A

10

ADBL’s FM CPOL Spearhead Panel
will upgrade Spain’s Torre de
Collserola radio and TV tower

lan Dick Broadcast Limited
(ADBL) has been awarded a
contract from Abertis Telecom for
an antenna upgrade to the Torre
de Collserola radio and TV tower in
Barcelona, Spain.
ADBL has been commissioned to
replace the tower’s aging unit with its
high power, multi-channel FM CPOL
Spearhead Panel Antenna with an
eight around configuration to provide
an extreme omni pattern.
Abertis, one of the main
stockholders of the Torre de
Collserola, selected ADBL’s FM CPOL
Spearhead Panel Antenna because
it fulfilled the strict specifications
and requirements imposed by
the Tower to meet the demands
of its customers. In addition to
commissioning the system, ADBL
will also conduct Factory Acceptance
Testing (FAT) to ensure optimum
performance upon installation.

“We are extremely pleased to be
working with Abertis on its Torre de
Collserola project to implement this
important upgrade to Barcelona’s
famed broadcast tower,” said Simon
Williams, Project Manager of Alan
Dick Broadcast. “We are confident
in the more than 30 years of proven
success of our FM CPOL Spearhead
Panel Antenna.”
The FM CPOL Spearhead Panel
Antenna offers an extremely heavyduty screen and dipole assembly
that’s constructed of galvanised
steel, assuring long troublefree service under the toughest
environmental conditions.
The Spearhead Panel, with its
crossed dipole radiating elements,
was developed to meet the
demanding requirements of the high
power, multi-channel FM market.
A system VSWR of 1.1:1 is
achieved for each operating channel.

USA: Leader Instruments
has reached a distribution
agreement with Digimetrics.
The agreement embraces
the FS3140 system which
Leader will be introducing to
European broadcasters at IBC.
The FS3140 is a highvolume automated file-based
quality control system with a
web-based control interface.
A frame-accurate player allows
efficient fault inspection and analysis.
It uses perception-based artefact
detection, multi-level block noise
analysis, black/freeze-frame
detection, silence detection and
filtered audio noise detection.

Irdeto Secures
My-HD Channels
NED: My-HD has become the first
broadcaster in the Middle East
to deploy a cardless CA solution.
My-HD, a leading satellite pay
TV platform in MENA is using
Irdeto’s Media Protection to
secure the launch of over 30
premium HD channels via Arabsat.
My-HD partnered with Arabsat in
March 2013 to launch its HD services.
Shipping of the My-HD
STBs began in August.
Irdeto’s Cloaked CA provides
dynamic content protection
without smart cards.

Trilogy Unifies
Configurations
GBR: Trilogy's unified Gateway
system configuration software for
its Gemini and Messenger systems
provides unlimited ability to build,
modify and save multiple databases.
Gateway operates in a simple
Windows environment and its
licensing model allows the range of
current features to be unlocked by
purchase of a key code.

Matrox Avio KVM Extenders
Secure workstations in a centralised computer room—without compromising on performance.
Matrox Avio reduces total deployment costs by extending two HD videos or one 2K/4K video,
along with keyboard, mouse, audio, USB HID and USB 2.0 devices over a single ﬁbre-optic cable.
This easy-to-use solution stands out with its uncompressed, zero latency 10Gbps transmission at
distances up to 4km.

See Avio in action at IBC booth #7.B29.

+44 1895 827260

matrox.com/avio/ib
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EbonyLife TV Selects PlayBox
E

bonyLife TV has chosen a
complete broadcast system
from PlayBox Technology for a
new channel transmitting in HD by
direct satellite to subscribers in subSaharan Africa.
The installation includes ingest,
storage, content management,
channel branding and playout
automation using PlayBox
Technology’s flagship AirBox and
TitleBox servers.
EbonyLife TV is based at Studio
Tinapa, Nigeria’s ultra-modern
‘Nollywood’ movie production centre
at Calabar in Cross River State.
“We wanted a no-hassle complete
automation workflow from one
vendor,” said EbonyLife TV founder
and broadcaster Mo Abudu.
“PlayBox Technology has an excellent
reputation in Africa and worldwide
both for the robustness of its control
and playout systems and for the
efficient support it provides during
initial planning, installation, training
and onsite testing.

“Our production staff like the
system’s fast and logical user
interface which gives them all
the information and control they
need to perform each specific
task. Our technical management
team recognise and appreciate the
system’s reliability.”
EbonyLife TV produces a large
proportion of its content in house
and needed a solution which could

capture and pass live video and
audio content as well handle preprepared files.
The system was assembled in
PlayBox’s test centre and configured
to suit the requirements of EbonyLife
before delivery.
Dual HD servers drive the channel
output. The media asset management
and traffic system power the
operation before going to air.

Teletest’s Telesend Portable HD LCD Receiver
eletest has launched the
Telesend HD LCD receiver,
hailed as the world’s first portable
broadcast LCD monitor with an

The Telesend wireless director’s
confidence monitor system

GBR: BBC Worldwide has appointed
four facility houses to provide content
management and distribution
services for its supply chain.
Following a recent procurement
process, the facility houses
appointed are: BBC Studios
and Post Production, JCA,
Loft London and Technicolor.
The companies will provide
tape-based services to duplicate
and distribute content to
i n t e r n a t i o n a l b ro a d c a s t e r s .
They will also provide file-based
work and have been integrated into
BBC Worldwide's digital archive
partner, Sony DADC.

EbonyLife TV runs on PlayBox technology
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T

BBC Worldwide
Global Deal

internal HD receiver.
Designed for director’s wireless
confidence monitoring, the Telesend
system can also be used for focus
pulling, TV presenter prompting and
for live broadcast links.
There is a choice of zero delay
HD-SDI and HDMI transmitters for
shoulder or Steadicam mounted
broadcast cameras and any DSLR
rig. The Telesends can be fitted with
any combination of battery adapters.
Teletest Managing Director Nick
Rose said: “We found that director’s
wanted a compact and lightweight
HD LCD receiver that ran all day
from a single broadcast battery.
“We also found that cameramen
wanted to give their directors a high
brightness, simple to operate HD

wireless system which used a more
rugged transmission system than
currently available.”
Teletest claim a 70m line of sight
range – 30m through wooden floors
– with broadcast quality HD signals
around the 20m to 40m range.
The Telesends use licence exempt
5GHz frequencies with MIMO,
OFDM and DFS systems.
Automatically tuning when
switched on, up to four pairs
of transmitters and receivers
can be used in the same area at
the same time.
The HD LCD receiver comes
with a choice of HDMI and HD-SDI
inputs and outputs and there is a
two channel LCD receiver for multi
camera shoots.

dB Broadcast’s
Hawkeye DVB-T2
GBR: dB Broadcast has introduced
a new DVB-T2 broadcast monitoring
receiver to its Hawkeye range.
A modular product, the IQDBT105
is derived from the successful MERlin
and Hawkeye B105 receiver modules.
It is compatible with the
Snell IQ range of enclosures
and with the Snell RollCall
control and monitoring system.
The modular format allows high
packing densities with up to eight
receiver modules in a 3RU frame.

Bluefish444 Cards
Expansion Ready
GBR: Bluefish444 has announced
the certification of its Epoch | 2K
and Create video cards with Sonnet
Technologies' full length family of
PCIe Thunderbolt Expansion Chassis.
Sonnet has certified the cards
as Thunderbolt compatible
when run with the Bluefish444
8.7.0 driver for Mac OSX 10.8.
The Sonnet Echo Express Pro,
Echo Express III-D, Echo Express
III-R and xMac Mini Server are all
qualified with Bluefish444 Epoch |
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Canon’s Comprehensive Cast
A

n exhibitor at IBC for more than
30 years, 2013 will see Canon’s
largest stand to-date to showcase
its biggest-ever product portfolio.
The stand will be a clear
testament to Canon’s on-going
and expanding commitment to the
broadcast industry.
The display of Canon’s complete
range of world-class broadcast
products will include more than 75
lenses, as well as full HD and 4K
camera solutions.
Reflecting current industry interest
in acquiring content at higher
resolutions, Canon’s Cinema EOS
System, XF and XA cameras will
all be available to touch and try on
the stand, along with a complete
range of Canon television and
cinematography lenses.
Showcasing Canon’s heritage as
a manufacturer of optics, visitors will

have the opportunity to experience
content at all levels.”
first-hand the huge range of
In addition to Canon’s on-stand
options on offer.
experts, a selection of independent
Technical demonstrations will
industry professionals will also be
showcase other unique capabilities
on-hand to present on an array
of Canon’s line-up, including the
of topics, sharing their
incredible low light performance of
experiences of using Canon
Cinema EOS cameras.
products and answering
Ken Koyama, Deputy
visitors’ questions.
Head of Professional
Imaging Group,
Canon Europe,
said: “This year
we’re focusing
even more on fully
demonstrating
not only the
capabilities
of new 4K
technology, but
how the breadth
of Canon’s overall range
enables production of first class Canon’s EOS 300C FSL with zoom cine lens

IABM Engineering Student Award Winners
T
14

he IABM has announced the
winners of the 2013 IABM
Engineering Student Awards.
Presented to 10 students, the
IABM sponsored awards programme
recognises high-achieving college
students in the fields of broadcast
engineering or media technology

A remarkable group –
Roger Crumpton, IABM EF

and offers each winner full financial
support for attendance at IBC.
The winners of the 2013 IABM
Engineering Student Awards are:
• Zoe Wyeth – University of Salford;
• Julian Theis – RheinMain
University of Applied Sciences;
• Adam Plowden – Kingston
University;
• Amy Tinker – Kingston University;
• Pierre Hamme-Gerome –
Université de Valenciennes;
• Antonin Morel – Université de
Valenciennes;
• Kathryn Savage – Southampton
Solent University;
• Lennard Bredenkamp – HTWK
Leipzig;
• Evgenii Smirnov – St Petersburg
State University of Film and
Television;
• Anna Nikolaeva – St Petersburg
State University of Film and
Television.

“Once again, the IABM Engineering
Student Awards recognise a
remarkable group of young men
and women and provides them
with the resources to see the
latest developments in broadcast
and media technology, learn from
senior industry figures, and perhaps
even meet a future employer,” said
Roger Crumpton of the IABM
Educational Foundation which funds
the programme.
This year’s engineering award
winners were selected based on
a 500-word essay explaining how
the student would be able to benefit
from attending IBC2013.
Each of the award winners will
receive a prize that includes funding
to cover travel, accommodation,
and daily expenses for a five-day
trip to Amsterdam and registration
to attend the IBC2013 conference
and exhibition.

Aspera Showcase
Workflow Solutions
NED: At IBC, on Saturday, September
14, Aspera CEO Michelle Munson
will discuss new media workflows
that require end-to-end, customised
and automated operations, often
with a combination of cloud and
on-premise storage, and powered
by network transfer of ‘big data’.
In conjunction with BT Sports,
Aspera will also participate in
a Workflow Solutions session
on Friday, September 13.
BT Sport’s is using Aspera
technology to expedite full intersite
file-based replication.

LYNX Technik
Extends yellobrik
NED: LYNX Technik has expanded
its yellobrik fibre transport
solutions with three analogue
sync / video fibre interfaces.
The OTX 1712 transmitter
and ORX 1702 receiver
enhances the yellobrik portfolio.
The interfaces can be used
to transmit a studio ref – black
burst, bi-level or tri-level
analogue sync up to 10Km.
The OTX 1742 version is
CWDM compatible and offers an
extended transmission range of
up to 40Km or in the high power
versions up to 80 Km.

Apantac Mini
Multiviewer
NED: Apantac is launching
its new CRESCENT Universal
Mini Multiviewer at IBC.
The MiniDE-4 is designed with the
technology from the award winning
TAHOMA DE universal multiviewer.
It displays a combination
of four DVI, HDMI (with /
without HDCP), VGA, YPbPr, or
composite on a single monitor.
It has a built in DVI/HDMI output
support for up to 1920x1200.
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Studiotech To Showcase New
DSNG Outside Broadcast Van
Studiotech DSNG /
OB van boasts an
Evertz Dreamcatcher
SloMo system

S

tudiotech will display their
latest DSNG / OB van
with Evertz Dreamcatcher
SloMo on board at IBC.
The Studiotech DSNG
/ OB van, a Mercedes
four-wheel drive
vehicle compact,
is equipped with
everything required
for DSNG or OB use.
On board will
be the new Evertz
Dreamcatcher, the
next generation of slow
motion replay technology
providing a new approach to live
production and sports broadcasting,
working in 4K, 3G, HD and SD.
The stand will be hosted by staff
from Studiotech Belgium, Poland,
and Hungary including Rudy Mecs
(Belgium), Karoly Orosz (Hungary),
and Elwira Machowska, (Poland).

16

The van
on show at IBC is
developed for today’s broadcast
market. It’s compact, rugged
and equipped with the latest
digital technology.
The coachwork is 100% designed
and built by the skilled team at
Studiotech, with years of practical

experience in
building vehicle
and systems that
will give reliability
from the depths of
winter in Northern
Europe to the heat
of the deserts of
Northern Africa.
S t u d i o t e c h G ro u p
specialise in sales, installation
and after-sales servicing of
broadcast and professional
audiovisual equipment.
The company also designs and
installs turnkey projects such as
recording and mixing studios,
editing suites and mobile outside
broadcast units.

Sony Wi-Fi Delivers Enhanced EFP Connectivity
S

ony is adding a new level of
affordable wireless connectivity
to its line of professional
camcorders.
The CBK-WA100 wireless
adapter is designed to significantly
accelerate ENG/EFP workflows
by enabling easy transmission of
content over a wireless network.
The adapter connects directly to a
camera and allows XAVC proxy files
to be created and then saved on an
SD card in the adapter.
The CBK-WA100 is then able to
upload the proxy content and the
original high-resolution content via
3G/4G/LTE/Wi-Fi to a broadcast
station, on premise server or to a
cloud environment.

By supporting Wi-Fi connectivity,
the CBK-WA100 allows tablets or
smartphones to interact with it and
control it via Sony’s Content Browser
Mobile application.
For XDCAM camcorders this

Sony’s Wi-Fi connectivity module adds
improved metadata, review and logging

allows users to remotely control
the camera, logging metadata on
set and reviewing content without
having to connect a monitor to
the camcorder.
The adapter is compatible with
Sony’s full line of XDCAM memory
camcorders and field gear.
The CBK-WA100 works with
products that have an HD-SDI
output and XDCAM EX models.
For Sony’s PMW-400 shouldermount camcorder, a special
version (CBK-WA101) enables a
one-action attachment/detachment
of the adapter.
The CBK-WA100 is due to be
available in October, while the CBKWA101 is due in November.

Artel HD-SDI
Compressor
NED: Artel Video Systems
will
introduce
a
video
compression module at IBC.
The DLC610 compresses HD-SDI
into JPEG2000 then encapsulates
the video, audio, and all ancillary data
into a MPEG-2 TS transport stream
and industry standard DVB-ASI.
User configurable as an encoder
or decoder, the DLC610 is simple
to deploy, and tightly integrated
into Artel’s DigiLink platform.
It uses the state-of-the-art intoPIX
compression core to compress the
video to an 80Mb/s to 180Mb/s
JPEG2000 stream.

Orad HDVG 2GO
Server Debuts
NED: Orad Hi-Tec Systems will
debut its compact HDVG 2GO a 64bit system for on-location production
and OB vans, weighing less than 5kg.
It supports 1080P, 1080i, 720P
as well as SD formats and can
provide up to four video outputs.
It can introduce four live video
feeds as well as video clips into
the graphic scene with a minimal
constant two frames delay.
Equipped with an embedded
downstream keyer.

Cobalt Digital
Expand Range
NED: Cobalt Digital will unveil the
latest in converter technology with
its OBSIDIAN3G range of cards.
Cobalt will also highlight enhanced
colour correction features in its
9084 COMPASS HD/SD-SDI
RGB Colour Correction Card.
Cobalt Digital's SPOTCHECK
features improved video and
audio compliance monitoring
and recorded data logging.
New fibre units both in card form
and in the popular Blue Box throwdown modules will also be shown.
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‘Glass-To-Glass’
Ultra HD Demos

Telestream’s Post Producer
Targets Templated Editing

NED: At IBC, Harmonic will
demonstrate its latest ‘glassto-glass’ solutions designed to
optimise the production and
delivery of high-value video services.
A provider in pay TV encoders,
broadcast playout servers,
IPTV headends, and cable
edgeQAMs, Harmonic's solutions
e n a b l e b ro a d c a s t e r s a n d
operators to efficiently prepare
and deliver high-quality video
content to any viewing device.
Key highlights at the show will
include Harmonic's demos of nextgeneration ultra HD digital video
format, HEVC compression, and
branded channel playout.

T

elestream will launch its innovative
Post Producer system at IBC.
The system is a post-production
and delivery engine that automates
repetitive production processes,
which would otherwise tie up editors
and NLE workstations.
Based on user templates, Post
Producer assembles a segment or
spot, compositing video, graphics,
titles and captions or subtitles, and
applying audio processing as required.
Alternate versions are automatically
created by simply substituting the
necessary elements. Running on the
latest version of Vantage 6 software,
Post Producer will be available for
purchase prior to IBC.
“One of the major pain points in
file-based workflows is the repetitive
rendering of different versions of
media for today’s multi-language,
multi-platform distribution,” said
Paul Turner, VP Of Enterprise Product
Management at Telestream. “Post
Producer addresses this issue,
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Technicolor’s
HEVC Demo

Post Producer aims to streamline repetitive workflows

offering an automated, efficient, and
cost-effective solution for versioning
and packaging.”
Telestream extends its reach
into the post-production market
by also enabling direct ingest of
DPX sequence files and acquisition
formats such as RED RAW, by adding
Dolby E encoding, and 24 to 25
frames per second audio conversion.

The new Post Producer product
and these new features will be
available in Vantage 6. In addition,
Vantage 6 will offer new analysis
and QC capabilities and further
integrations with third party products.
Vantage is a scalable video
processing platform for a range of
transcoding and file-based workflow
automation products.

Zylight To Showcase F8 LED Fresnel At IBC
Z

ylight will showcase its range of
LED instruments, including the
new F8 LED Fresnel, at IBC.
Available in 3200K or 5600K
versions, the compact F8 folds flat
– collapsing to less than four inches
thick – for easy transport and storage.
With a CRI (Colour Rendering
Index) of 97 or better, the fully
dimmable F8 offers an adjustable
beam spread (16 to 70 degrees)
for even coverage for widescreen
productions. It maintains single
shadow traditional Fresnel beam
shaping through an eigh t-inch
SCHOTT glass lens, and offers a
patented focusing system for spot

and flood operations.
“We’ve designed the F8 to be a
versatile, rugged light for studio
and location work,” said Joe Arnao,
President of Zylight. “It’s bright like
an HMI but better suited for runand-gun news ENG
applications - you
just snap on a
battery and go. In the
studio, the F8 saves
space and costs
less to operate than
traditional Fresnels.”
Zylight claim that
the F8’s LED engine
with quantum dot

technology provides a cooler, more
energy efficient light than traditional
Fresnel instruments, but does not
compromise performance.
While it draws only 100 watts,
Zylight claim that it has close to
the light output of a traditional
1000W Fresnel.
It is also water
resistant (IP54) for use
in challenging location
conditions, and can be
powered by a worldwide
AC adapter or standard
14.4V camera battery.
Zylight’s F8 LED
Fresnel is dimmable

NED: Technicolor will demo
HEVC technology for inhome and mobile users.
This will include the Px39,
Technicolor's first HEVC Media Server
supporting HEVC 4K/p60 video.
It also features eight tuners
to offer multi-room HEVC/AVC
streaming to multiple Wi-Fi devices.
Technicolor will also demonstrate a
HEVC mobile set top box, the Px36
/ SVELTE box.

Omnitek Test
Advances
N E D : O m n i Te k w i l l s h o w
new video tools at IBC.
O m n i Te k h a s a d d e d a
Camera Alignment option
featuring
two
displays.
One indicates differences in
vertical alignment, camera roll,
zoom level and sharpness. The
other display analyses RGB
differences via ‘Chroma Sabres’.
Picture and audio QA facilities can
be displayed either as a set of charts
or as a set of meters.

Hawkeye IQASI8O series to monitor/switch
ASI transport streams
• ASI TS Monitor with 2x2 near seamless switch
• Independent TS monitoring of two input streams
• Automatic switch operation configurable by user
• Ensures continuity in the event of input stream errors
The Hawkeye series is now available for use with Snell IQ modular
frames and is fully integrated into the Snell RollCall Control &
Monitoring system.

www.dbbroadcast.co.uk

T +44 (0)1353 661117
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The Future Is Networked.
MEDIORNET
COMPACT
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Camera Integration for
MEDIORNET COMPACT
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Euro Debut For Swift Create V8
M

iranda Technologies’ new
Softel Swift Create V8 caption
and subtitle creation workstation
will make its European debut at IBC.
Swift Create V8 is a major rebuild
of the workstation that now includes
more than 20 new functions that
deliver substantial productivity gains
by vastly simplifying the processes
required to create, repurpose
and manage subtitle files for
multiplatform use.

With Swift Create V8, captions
and subtitles for content delivered
to devices such as smartphones
and tablets can match the quality of
their traditional broadcast channel
equivalents.
The new software is particularly
adept at dealing with the minor
captioning changes required
to accompany video content

Miranda’s Softel
Swift Create V8 is a
‘major rebuild’

delivered to a variety of platforms.
Its ‘Swift Smart File Handling
Engine’ supports a huge range
of captioning and subtitling file
formats and includes extended
support for ingesting and captioning
unconverted video.
Swift Create V8’s ‘Smart Text’
import tool saves review and editing
time by using natural language
processing to retain original
sentence structures.
Caption and subtitle repurposing
for multiplatform devices is also
accelerated through integral EDL
file support.
Swift Create V8 includes a rapid
review mode that significantly
reduces the time required to review
or QC the imported files.
Automatic alignment checks
ensure that all captioning parameters
will meet pre-defined criteria during
the QC process.

SSL & NUGEN Provide Turnkey Audio Monitoring
I

20

n a strategic partnership with
NUGEN Audio, Solid State Logic
will offer NUGEN Audio’s new
‘MultiMonitor’ software as part of
the LMS-16 turnkey system.
It will provide the software preinstalled and configured on an
industrial strength 1RU PC, fitted
with SSL’s ‘MadiXtreme 128’
audio interface.
An optional monitor arm will also
be available to facilitate convenient
side mounting of a screen on C100
HDS or C10 HD consoles.
NUGEN Audio will also launch
‘MultiMonitor’ as a standalone
software product at IBC2013.
The next evolutionary step for their
highly regarded ‘VisLM’ software,
MultiMonitor provides powerful
multi-channel loudness and true
peak metering.
It offers 16 individual meters, each

capable of mono, stereo or 5.1
formats (providing metering of up to
96 audio channels simultaneously)
with each meter showing a LUFS
momentary display alongside a True
Peak display.
Each meter also has a dedicated
numeric short term and integrated

LUFS data display and meters can
be colour-coded to aid grouping.
Each meter also features a
minimum and maximum short term
alerts function.
MultiMonitor is fully compliant
with CALM Act legislation, ITU-R
BS1770/1, ATSC A/85, EBU
R128 and other
specific worldwide
localisations.
S S L’s L M S - 1 6
offers this advanced
metering in a fully
configured and
tested turnkey
system based on an
extremely powerful
and robust 1RU PC
with very low noise
fans, a 15-second
boot time and preSSL’s LMS-16 turnkey loudness and true peak monitoring
built restore partition.

Cloud-Based
Pilat Solutions
NED:
Pilat
Media
will
demonstrate its complete IBMS
Express product suite at IBC.
Pilat says that its modular IBMS
Express offering addresses the “full
gamut of management functions”
including scheduling, media, airtime
sales, traffic, and reporting for linear
and on-demand multiscreen services.
Deployed as a cloud-based
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),
IBMS Express offers a "pay-asyou-grow" pricing model, minimising
IT investment and maintenance
as well as reducing up-front
deployment capital.

ADB Showcase
Pay-TV Systems
NED: At IBC Advanced Digital
Broadcast (ADB) will demonstrate
hardware and software solutions
for both pay-TV operators
and broadband providers.
Its Epicentro software platform
gives operators the ability
to broaden their portfolio of
services for the connected home.
Its Commercial Video Solution
V2, now available as a cloudbased service, enables cable
operators to deliver HDTV
and broadband for hotels.
ADB will also unveil its STB
Remote Monitoring and Audience
Measurement System.

Nevion DVB-T2
Shows Solutions
NED: The latest DVB-T2 solutions
from Nevion encompass enhanced
SFN capabilities, improved
spectrum utilisation and DAB/
FM distribution to transmitters.
Backed by the complete portfolio
from T-VIPS, Nevion's DVB-T/
T2 solutions simplify operations,
reduce costs, and help leverage new
revenue streams.

JoeCoRemote is here. Free up your BlackBox control
Remotely control your BlackBox Recorder
or Player from your iPad
• Use with any 24-channel or 64-channel BlackBox Recorder/Player
• Remotely control recording and playback
• Remotely trigger and edit playlists
• Highly accurate metering display
• Hardware interface enables both wireless and wired connectivity

www.joeco.co.uk

SEE THE BLACKBOX AT

IBC 2013 - HALL 8.E97
13-17 SEPTEMBER, AMSTERDAM

JoeCo Limited
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 911 000 | info@joeco.co.uk
For details of your local distributor please visit
Where to Buy at www.joeco.co.uk
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FCC Report Shows Lag In US Rural Viewing
In 2012, online video distribution subscriptions reached $4 billion-a-year in the US,
but access problems continue to exclude millions of rural Americans…

By Michael Grotticelli
Contributing Editor

T

24

he recently released 15th
annual report from the Federal
Communications Committee
(FCC), the agency that oversees
television and radio broadcasting
in the US, offers a window into the
current state of video consumption
preferences in America and a “digital
divide” when it comes to rural areas
of the country.
From the government’s perspective,
the highly anticipated report (which
covers 2011 and 2012) measures
the American market’s progress and
grades the FCC’s performance in
spurring competition and diversity
in multichannel video programming
distribution.
The 185 page report is a part of
the FCC’s mandate to annually
report to Congress on the status of
competition in the market for the
delivery of video programming.
Among the more disturbing results:
television markets containing rural
populations tend to have fewer
local full-power stations than those
in urban areas. Consumers in
smaller markets may also rely more
on multicasting than those in large
markets for the delivery of major
network programming such as that
of ABC, CBS, FOX and NBC.
As of November 2012, 49 of the 210
television markets had three or fewer
full-power commercial broadcast
stations assigned to them. All of
these markets are ranked below 100.
Combined, all 49 markets with three
or fewer stations represent about
4.57 million television households,
or 4% of the estimated 114.2 million
television households nationwide
as of the 2012-13 television season.

The report noted that consumers
need high-speed Internet access in
order to have access to OVDs’ (online
video distributors) video content.
Acting FCC chairwoman Mignon
Clyburn expressed concern that not
all citizens could realise the promise
of these competitive benefits.
“Nearly three out of ten rural
Americans do not have access to
high-speed Internet that is sufficient
to receive online video distributors’
services, and I sincerely hope that
these consumers are not forgotten
as these services become more
popular and offer more extensive
programming.”
The report on video competition
shows the steady climb and
movement toward online video
viewing. It is also loaded with a wide
variety of information about the state
of video competition in America. For
example, it finds that cable’s share of
subscribers is falling – while satellite
and Telcos are gaining – while
traditional over-the-air broadcasting
is holding steady and – perhaps not
surprisingly – online video viewing is
increasing rapidly.
“Viewing of OVDs’ video
programming on television sets is
becoming increasingly prevalent,”
the report said. “For example, one
source, SNL Kagan, estimated by the
end of 2012 the number of Internetconnected television households …
would have grown to 41.6 million, or
35.4% of all television households.”
Among multichannel video
programming distributors (MVPD),
subscribers grew from 100.8 million
to 101.0 million households between
year-end 2010 and June 2012.

Consumers need high-speed Internet access for quality video

FCC report voices concerns over rural access in US to online video services

However, during this period, cable’s
share of MVPD subscribers fell from
59.3% of all MVPD video subscribers
at the end of 2011 to 55.7% at the
end of June 2012.
Between year-end 2010 and June
2012, Direct Broadcast Satellite
(DBS) MVPDs and telephone MVPDs
gained both video subscribers and
market share.
O v e r- t h e - a i r
television
broadcasting remained pretty
much unchanged. “Since the last
report, the number of households
relying exclusively on over-the-air
broadcast service has remained
steady at approximately 11.1 million
households, although the percentage
of all households they represent
increased slightly from 9.6% in 2011
to 9.7% in 2012,” the report said.
The report said that in addition
to HD content, broadcasters
are using multicasting to bring
more programming to consumers
by expanding the availability of
established networks and adding
new startup digital networks
(including networks targeting
minorities and programming
targeting niche audiences) and
Spanish language offerings. “As of
the end of 2011, 1,501 (82.2%) of fullpower stations were broadcasting in
HD, up from 1,036 stations in 2010,”
the report found.
However, the significant change
comes in the adoption of online
video. “OVDs continue to expand
the amount of video content available
to consumers through original
programming and new licensing
agreements with traditional content
creators,” the report said. “A few
MVPDs now offer OVD services
to non-subscribers. Some OVDs
have invested in their own servers,

content delivery networks and other
infrastructure to facilitate the delivery
of video programming.”
The report said that several
technology companies, notably
Amazon, Apple, Google and
Microsoft, are delivering end-to-end
solutions of Internet infrastructure,
software, devices and video
programming. Viewing of OVDs’
video programming on television
sets, the report found, is becoming
increasingly prevalent.
OVDs account for an increasing
portion of Internet traffic during peak
hours. The report found that during
the first half of 2012, most major
cable multiple system operators
(MSOs) formalised bandwidth caps
or usage-based/metered pricing.
Several telephone company MVPDs
also are implementing bandwidth
caps and usage fees. This could be
a problem area for the FCC in the
future as the carriers continue to
block bandwidth.
So, what to make of the latest
report findings? It depends upon
whom you ask, but it’s clear that
consumers are the real winners, with
new access to more content on more
devices than ever before.
FCC Commissioner Jessica
Rosenworcel concluded that
“traditional video models are still
strong, but new ways of watching
are gaining a toehold”.
“The ways we create, distribute,
and consume content are changing,”
Rosenworcel said.
“We are no longer limited to what is
on, we look for video content when
we want it, where we want it – on
any screen handy.
“It is an exciting time, with
enhanced possibilities for consumers
– and creators.”
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ioGates Platform Keeps It Simple
ioGates’ CEO Jesper Andersen fields our questions on
the latest demands for storage, the improved user interface,
and serving the needs of today’s video file...

26

InBroadcast: How is your
company changing to meet client
demands?
Jesper Andersen: We constantly
look at both current and newly
introduced technology, which
would allow us to deliver client
requirements more effectively. The
product development at ioGates
is agile; every week we discuss
and revise our priorities so that
we can improve the ioGates
platform to match clients demand.
We base these discussions on
client feedback, statistics, and
by closely monitoring the market.
Most recently our focus has been
ensuring that ioGates can handle
the rapidly growing demands for
storage that are a result of ever
improving Internet connectivity
combined with the new digital
video formats; but doing all this
whilst remaining price competitive.
Users have high storage demands
in the business of digital video.
Storage needs to be secure, and
scalable, but most important the
price needs to be competitive.
As a result of this phenomenon,
our financial investments in
storage have increased enabling
us to work with clients who
have huge amounts of material.
By serving both cloud users and
on-site clients we get two very
different types of feedback, the
former more directed more to the
GUI (Graphic User Interface), the
latter more feature driven. Our goal

is to combine the learning from
both these dynamics to constantly
improve the product.
InB: What criteria does the market
use to make buying decisions for
your products/services?
JA: Clients select ioGates for its
ease of use, control, flexibility, and
transfer speed. When referring to the
ioGates user interface, we often hear
comments such as “that looks really
easy to use”. Most of our clients are
not technical engineers therefore
our goal is to provide a tool that
allows them to manage, share, and
convert video files without technical
knowledge. ioGates enables this
user experience, with convenient
drag-and-drop functionality.
B y c o m b i n i n g a rc h i v i n g ,
transcoding, sharing, and
distributing, ioGates can be used
in several different workflows.
Take for example our “Sharing
feature” with optional two-factor
security. Some clients use it for
approvals, some for “Dailies”, but
by combining it with our transcoding
service, users create the final file for
delivery in the specific video formats
the destination client expects.
Finally, transferring video is
bandwidth heavy, especially as we
encourage our clients to upload
high quality material to ioGates,
and you want to get it in the cloud
fast. We support a multitude of
uploading solutions FTP, HTTP, and
UDP to ensure that users get their
material into
ioGates using
the smallest
and slowest
of
Internet
connections.

ioGates drag and drop web browser upload menu

InB: Which
territories
are showing
particular
activity?
JA: Denmark is
our home market
so naturally, we
have
many
c l i e n t s h e re .
However last
year we began
to focus on
Great Britain

ioGates drag and drop interface

and this year we are happy to see
increased activity in this region. For
the feature film market in Ireland
for example there is an interest in
using ioGates for “Dailies” as well
as transferring raw camera files from
the field to the editorial.
InB: Any innovations ahead that
you can discuss?
JA: We have never been secret about
our product improvement plans. This
year we will release an improved
user interface that will make it even
easier to operate ioGates, especially
for new users. By providing, more
feedback this will bring improved
transparency for the whole ioGates
processes, such as transcoding,
uploading, and email sending.
We are also working on the
next version of “Sharing” solution
that will allow receivers of shared
ioGates files, to collect all the Shares
available in a simple way. It will be
possible to add more files to Shares
and to download complete folders.
On a longer horizon we are
working on integrating LTO backup
and archive service for clients that
have a very high of storage volume
requirement, from 50TB and
onwards. We see that many clients
still rely on external hard drives for
their archiving when they could store
it in ioGates where it is safe and
always available for viewing and
retrieval.
InB: Give some examples of your
products/technology/services

in action?
JA: In the feature film market, clients
use ioGates mainly for “Dailies”
and marketing. After being on set
the raw digital camera video is
transcoded into a preview format,
which is uploaded to ioGates. By
uploading the video in a preview
format compliant with ioGates the
video is almost instantly viewable
at ioGates. By utilising the group
function in address book, the
operator quickly sends the “Dailies”
to the crew and stakeholders.
Everybody involved in the
production can then easily follow the
process, even on their smart phone.
ioGates is installed in several TV
stations where the workflow here
is different. It sits at the digital
“front door” of the TV station where
it is used for monitoring, QC, and
distribution of all incoming video
files. A video file is quickly reviewed
and effortlessly delivered to the
on-air server or the editor suite.
In marketing departments, ioGates
allows non-technical operatives
to serve the video needs of both
internal team and the press. An
assistant can even undertake and
solve that last minute, out of hours
request for a PowerPoint friendly
version of the newest product video.
Simply log in to ioGates, order the
conversion and then share the file.
As simple as that!
InB: Thank you for taking timeout
to answer our questions.
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Qatar TV Invests In Avid’s Interplay
Media Asset Management System
Mohamad Fares, Head of Broadcast Technology
at Qatar TV, discusses the selection and installation
of Avid’s Interplay MAM system...
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InB: What encouraged Qatar TV
to install the Avid Interplay MAM
system?
Mohamad Fares: We decided to
invest in an Avid Interplay media
asset management (MAM) system
as we were faced with the challenge
of advancing Qatar TV’s existing
workflow in order to respond to
new business opportunities in
Doha. Under the patronage of
TVSDC, a re-launch of Qatar TV
was planned to focus on virtually
every interest imaginable, from arts
and entertainment to technology,
education, events, and celebrity
appearances. To meet this
extraordinary range of challenges,
TVSDC built a new production
studio, newsroom studio and
broadcasting complex at its Doha
headquarters in 2012. It features a
new set of media asset management
and media production solutions
allowing it to coordinate and perform
the myriad of tasks inherent in such
a large operation. Installing the Avid
Interplay MAM system would allow
Qatar TV to become a world-class
workflow with one of the most
advanced arrays of Avid solutions
available.
InB: What were you looking for in
the new system?
MF: Our primary objective was to
upgrade Qatar TV’s existing workflow
with a new system that would enable
us to respond to new business
requirements more effectively by
getting a clear picture of what
assets we owned, understanding
what those assets were worth,

Qatar TV’s ISIS 5000 shared storage solution

and working more collaboratively
across the entire enterprise.
Therefore, we were looking for an
integrated media enterprise solution
that was highly competitive, and
easily implemented new projects.
Working closely together Avid and
Qatar TV determined that, above
all, the system would need to
be optimised for effective media
management. Secondly, it would
have to provide strong links to
business processes. And thirdly,
it would need to support and
orchestrate workflows specifically
tailored to the needs of Qatar TV’s
diverse production groups.

InB: In what ways has Qatar TV’s
existing workflow benefitted from
the new MAM system?
MF: Starting
with the ingest
process, Avid
Interplay
Capture let
the production
team ingest
media from
different
s o u r c e s
including tape
and live feeds.
All AirSpeed
Mohamad Fares gets to work on the Avid Interplay MAM
Multi Stream

servers are controlled by users
through the Interplay Capture
application, which increases the
speed and reliability of media
acquisition through advanced
automated feed scheduling and
control. As the ingests are initiated,
assets are automatically checked
into Interplay Production and
stored on Avid ISIS shared storage,
with capacity for approximately
3,750 hours of highly protected,
high resolution material across
the ten ISIS 7000 64TB engines.
The new MAM system therefore
optimised our media cycle of
acquisition, production, distribution,
and archiving. We can now easily
exchange assets between our
production and our archive system
and, if changes are needed, we can
even apply them with no downtime
while the system is running.
Media management capabilities
provided by Interplay Production
and Interplay MAM lie at the heart of
the system, giving it the power and
flexibility to handle the extraordinary
volume and diversity of content
Qatar TV generates. Integrated links
between Interplay Production and
Interplay MAM provide seamless
transfer of video assets, allowing
a completed video sequence to be
archived directly from the system

production environment and
restored by any user with access.
With 15 Avid Interplay Central
universal clients, Qatar TV now
employs a tightly integrated
workflow between script and video
editing. This is especially valuable
for supporting Qatar TV’s diversity
in news and other programming.
We h a v e b e c o m e m o re
collaborative and efficient than ever
before, meeting our business and
technological challenges. Thanks
to this open, well-integrated
environment of industry-standard
solutions, Avid has not only enabled
Qatar TV to meet its go-to-air
deadline, which was by the end of
2012, but also to join the ranks of
the world’s top entertainment and
news networks.
InB: Tell us about your experience
working with Avid’s Professional
Services Team.
MF: The Avid Professional Services
team applied their extensive
knowledge of best industry practices
to help TVSDC gain a thorough
understanding of how this kind of
comprehensive, integrated media
environment could be structured.
The team then worked to
design, implement, and install a
full complement of ingest, editing,
newsroom management, news
playout, and audio post-production
solutions that could meet all
those needs, supported by the
sophisticated asset management
architecture of Interplay MAM and
Interplay Production.
InB: Any plans to further expand
the system?
MF: We are constantly looking into
ways to increase our efficiency
and yes, this includes expanding
the system. Our immediate plans
include an on-air scheduling and
EPG system which will tie directly
to Interplay MAM for media and
metadata. Longer term plans include
upgrading to the new Airspeed
5000 to make use of their new
functionality.
InB: What’s next for Qatar TV?
MF: Qatar TV will continue to evolve
and present new and exciting
content to our viewers over as many
platforms as possible. Driven by
Qatar’s 2030 vision, we have several
projects lined up which will hopefully
be made public in due course.
InB: Thank you for taking timeout
to answer our questions.

“I’VE HAD SO MANY DRIVES
FAIL ON ME IN THE PAST.
G-TECHNOLOGY IS THE ONLY
BRAND WHICH HASN’T.”
– Philip Bloom, DP - Director - Filmmaker

Whether on location or in the edit suite, the right data storage solution
allows creative professionals to focus on what matters most: the project.
That’s why DPs and Directors like Philip Bloom depend on the reliability,
performance and capacity of G-RAID® with Thunderbolt™ to quickly
transfer and edit their data while they keep their eyes on making the
best product possible.
With 12x the transfer speed of FireWire®, and up to 8TB of storage,
the G-RAID with Thunderbolt cuts through transfers, edits and renders
in record time, even when working with 4K video. And with dual
Thunderbolt ports for daisy-chaining up to six peripherals at high
speeds, your workspace has room to grow along with your vision.
Visit g-technology.com to learn more about why G-Technology is the
professional choice.

THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE.
g-technology.com
Design by G-Technology in California. G-RAID and G-Technology are trademarks of HGST, a Western Digital company. Thunderbolt and the Thunderbolt logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
©2013 G-Technology. All rights reserved. R0 04/13
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Using The Atomos
Broadcast Workflow
A
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tomos products are
increasingly being used
by live Broadcast and ProAV production companies
to simplify, safeguard and
increase the quality of
their production workflow.
The mobile Samurai Blade
recorder and monitor, the
Ronin portable/rack deck
recorder and the Connect
series of HDMI to HD-SDI
and HD-SDI to HDMI converters
are popular video production
tools amongst cameramen, chief
engineers, system designers and
system integrators.
The recently shipped Samurai
Blade is a 380-gram cameramountable recorder, monitor and
playback deck with monitor assist
and waveform functions on a 325dpi
5” 1280x720 high definition screen.
The monitor assist and waveform
functions enable your cameraman to
confirm exposure, colour and focus
of their shot live out in the field ensuring a beautiful shot every take.
Recorded to affordable commodity
2.5” HDD and SSD drives in Apple
ProRes and Avid DNxHD, your
footage is stored safely and ready
for playback and editing instantly.
The portable/rack mountable
Ronin and Ronin Duo (a dual
Ronin rack solution) provide safe
reliable backup recording for all
incoming camera ISO feeds and
Vision Mixer programme outputs,
allowing for immediate playback and
editing whether it be in a fixed or
temporary studio or, as Free Lens
and SBS Australia organised for their
recent coverage of the 2013 Tour de
France, on the road in an OB van.
On working with a Ronin Duo set-up
Yann Figuet, the Production Director
for Free Lens, commented: “It was
a real pleasure to have the Atomos
Ronin Duo and Samurais with us
on the Tour. SBS Australia was
impressed with the set-up, including
the ProRes recording. We were able

SBS Australia team filming the Tour de
France 2013 on the Champs Elysees

Samurai Blade showing
GUI and waveform monitoring

to work with only one workflow and
we increased productivity avoiding
long transfer times from P2 or XD
Cam. It was the first year that SBS
was producing the Tour in HD… it
won’t be the last…”
The Connect series of HDMI to HDSDI and HD-SDI to HDMI converters
come in both AC and Sony battery
powered versions. Connect AC is
a stand-alone or rack mount AC
powered solution featuring internal
AC and no pesky wall transformer,
while the Connect-V2 is a battery
or AC powered solution designed
to be used out in the field or the
studio. With an internal battery in the
V2, continuous operation is enabled
even during battery changes. The
invaluable Test Generator (TPG)
function built into all Connect
devices enables technicians and
system engineers to quickly and
accurately resolve on-going system
issues by validating system paths
in all SD and HD formats including
all true 3G modes 50/60p. The
robust re-clocking of the HD-SDI
signal allows for transmission of
HDMI signals over long distances
(up to 100m with the Connect
series converters) from affordable
HDMI cameras to affordable HDMI
monitors, giving greater utility to
devices that can only transmit over
an HDMI cable for several meters
before the signal deteriorates.
Given the price differential of
HDMI monitors to SDI monitors
many broadcasters are opting to
use Atomos Connect converters
to make the low cost HDMI monitor
equipment compatible with the rest
of their setup.
The Atomos philosophy is to
provide the highest performance
and quality product design with
two or three year warranties for all
registered users. Their commitment
to enabling the use of commodity
recording media and providing HDMI
and HD-SDI conversion devices
places low cost solutions and the
power of choice and versatility back
in your hands.

» A better way to deliver
multiscreen media «
Transcode more live video channels per watt per 2U per year
Enjoy a new magnitude of cloud efﬁciency and workload performance for any multiscreen content
delivery application – including transcoding streaming video – that you deploy in cloud infrastructure.
The Kontron SYMKLOUD MS2900 Media platform provides more control over performance, power, management,
and elastic scalability for mobile TV, IPTV, User Generated
ted Content and Video on Demand subscriber services.
»

Maximize subscriber revenue: efﬁcient use of rack
ck space
with built-in switches and load balancers

»

More control: over power and cluster conﬁgurations
ns
for reduced IT OPEX

»

Highly efﬁcient: distributed and hot-pluggable,
dedicated 3rd/4th gen Intel® Core i7 processing

Integrated platforms that bring infrastructure to life
fe
Kontron integrated platforms bring applications to life
deployed anywhere in telecom and cloud network infrastructures.
astructures

Discover more at kontron.com/symkloud

See the live SYMKLOUD video transcoding demo with partners
at Intel Booth 106, Hall 14 at the IBC show. Sept. 12-17, 2013

The pulse of innovation
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Switchers & Routers To The Rescue
Coming to terms with a tapeless infrastructure is still a massive challenge for many broadcasters.
With that in mind, manufacturers are promoting new intelligent routers and switchers…

By Kieron Seth
Contributing Editor

T
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he BBC recently launched a
mission to leave behind the
world of tape and embrace an
ambitious file-based future. In
doing so, however, it is understood
the corporation “wasted a huge
amount of licence fee payers’
money” according to its Director
General.
While it may be easy to point
the finger at the project teams and
system integrators, it’s worth bearing
in mind that new technologies are
being installed at a time when many
organisations are re-structuring,
not just for operational or creative
reasons, but with financial motives.
As data starts being backhauled
over cable and editors become part
of connected workgroups (no longer
lone islands of productivity) the
suddenly in-demand glue specialists
and network engineers feel overstretched and under-resourced.
In order to help broadcasters
and post houses to simplify their
operations and manage the now
countless video connections
that span a broadcast centre,
manufacturers are promoting new
intelligent routers and switchers.

Ensemble Designs’s Avenue router

Ensemble Designs
A recent installation at Saudi TV,
saw the broadcaster take delivery
of three Ensemble Avenue Routers
at its Riyadh network centre. The
network’s broadcast centre in
Jeddah was conver ted from
analogue to SDI nearly ten years
ago; now with the transition to a
3GB/s infrastructure, the operator
selected Ensemble because of the
flexible I/O structure of its matrix,
the ability of the control surfaces
to display thumbnail previews, and
the availability of a clean switch
option. The newly installed routers
are used in a variety of applications,

including a small master control
suite and a mobile studio.
For Ensemble Designs, this year
has seen the launch of BrightEye
NXT 410 Clean HDMI Router
which instantaneously and cleanly
switches between HDMI sources.
The router features built-in clean
and quiet frame syncs which allow
glitch-free switching even with
asynchronous sources, and a front
panel LCD display that shows full
motion video of the sources being
routed, as well as set-up and
diagnostic information. The Ethernet
port allows access to full switcher
operation and set-up functions from
virtually any location.
NXT 410 has four HDMI inputs;
one HDMI output; two dedicated
SDI inputs; two dedicated SDI
outputs; one flexible SDI port that
can be either an input or output;
and a flexible port that can be fibre
or mini BNC–either input or output.
This is clearly more than a versatile
source switcher: it’s also a slick
multi-format converter. However, the
most interesting aspect is perhaps
its promotion of HDMI, a technology
that was once considered
exclusively consumer and is now
entering the broadcast mainstream.
The company is also introducing
the diminutive BrightEye NXT 430
Compact Router which features an
interactive LCD display, BNC and
SFP connectors for flexible input
and output configuration, illuminated
front panel buttons, and an Ethernet
port for control and configuration.
This 3G-SDI model is designed
for broadcast, flypack OB and
presentation applications. Like the
NXT 410, it is user-configurable:
there are 2 fixed input BNCs, 2
fixed output BNCs and 7 assignable
BNCs that can be configured either
as inputs or outputs. Well specified
and versatile, the most remarkable
aspect is its size: “about the size of
a CD box set” says the company.

Grass Valley’s Trinix NXT multi-format routing switchers feature fully integrated
multiviewer monitoring capabilities

than many other 3 Gbps multi-link
solutions. 4K routers are available
in 32 x 32, 64 x 64, and 144 x 144
matrix sizes. The modular system
is based on 16 port i/o modules,
interconnected by a crosspoint
fabric that allows any input signal
to feed any number of output ports.
For mixed-signal applications, the
new 4K routers can also be fitted
with 3G cards from the UTAH-100/
UDS family, providing a full range
of connectivity options including
coax, fibre, IP-video, and DVI/
HDMI interfaces.
Beyond support for new formats,
Utah Scientific now also offers mobile
router control apps for iPad and
Android tablets to give users another
control option. The apps connect
directly to the system controller
and automatically download router
configuration, labels, and status
for quick operation wherever a
WiFi connection to the controller is
available. The app can be configured
and personalised to suit specific
applications and locations.

Utah Scientific now offers mobile
router control apps for iPad and
Android tablets to give users another
control option

Utah Scientific
At this year’s NAB, Utah Scientific
announced a new range of routers
offering 6 Gbps UHD-SDI signal
capabilities to support new 4K signal
formats for UHDTV production. The
6 Gbps UHD-SDI solutions are said
to deliver a substantially lower cost

PESA
For PESA, UltraHD is also high
on the agenda. Its Cheetah 4K
16x16 fibre optic routing switcher
was previewed at NAB 2013. With
outboard fibre-to-coax media
converters supporting up to 12 Gbps

per port, the new router supports
4K resolutions, or four independent
3G-SDI signals. Cheetah 4K 16x16
can be configured and controlled
via its network GUI or optional web
network server software.

PESA Brings Extended Reach
Capabilities to Cheetah Routing
Switcher Series

E a c h f i b r e -to - c o a x m e d i a
converter includes a single SC
fibre connection and four BNC
connections, which allows quick
connections to 4K cameras and
monitors. An additional 80m
over coax can be achieved from
the converter to the source or
destination device. Promised future
I/O card upgrades include audio
embedding and de-embedding, as
well as full compliance for future
SMPTE interfaces on the roadmap
for 2K/4K formats.
PESA’s compact Cheetah 288XE
routing switcher (288x576) and DRS
digital audio routing system was
installed by live sports specialist
MIRA Mobile Television as part
of its 2013 overhaul of its M-5
53-foot expanding truck. The
company opted for PESA as it
had a tight window for installation
last August before sending it to
cover an NFL game.
“We only had eight days to install
and proof the audio and video router,”
Bill Duncan, MIRA Mobile Director
CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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Switchers & Routers To The Rescue Cont.

xSwitch is Axia’s new zero-configuration IP-Audio router

Pesa’s Cattrex Router Interface
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Of Engineering explained. “There
was no way we could have done
this installation alone on a system
that came with a steep learning
curve for us. The control system
was one of the defining reasons for
choosing PESA for this installation.
It has an interface which is familiar,
intuitive, yet powerful enough for all
our needs,” Duncan added. “Every
one of our EICs is familiar with the
interface and can feel comfortable
with the control system.”

Grass Valley
Grass Valley’s Trinix NXT multiformat routing switchers feature fully
integrated multiviewer monitoring
capabilities. The technology
supports infrastructures up to 3
Gb/s while providing up to eight
SDI multiviewer monitor outputs per
card–including the ability to monitor
audio for each source.
The Trinix multiviewer was adopted
by South Africa’s Dimension
Television Facilities

The Harris Family

(DTF), which provides mobile
broadcast services to local and
international markets in Africa. The
deal sees Grass Valley supplying
a Trinix NXT routing switcher with
multiviewer, an Apex Plus digital
audio routing switcher, two Kayak
HD video production switchers,
and four HD LDK 8000 EliteSeries
cameras. DTF plans to use the truck
for live events, including rugby,
football, cricket, golf and motocross.
The multiviewer router solution
saves rack space by eliminating
the need for secondary external
components and connections –
essential in vans and small studios.
Despite its compact size, the system
claims to work in configurations of
up to 2,048 inputs or outputs.

Harris Broadcast
On a larger scale, South African
satellite broadcaster SuperSport
is moving into a new state-ofthe-art HD playout center, with
signals managed and monitored
by a Platinum IP3 router from
Harris Broadcast.
The router offers triple-path routing,
allowing data, video

and audio to be contained in the
same device without losing signal
paths. The internal architecture
allows expansion at any time
without taking the router out
of service: cards can be
added, and additional chassis
connected, without affecting
on-air performance, a potentially
critical factor for playout facilities.
“Our new playout center will
initially operate 32 HD channels,
but we have an eye on the future,
which sees continuing growth
and consequently a huge rise in
the number of signals we need to
monitor and route,” said Ian Peacock,
Systems Architect Specialist at
SuperSport Media Solutions. “We
chose the Harris Broadcast Platinum
IP3 not just because it gives us
the integrated routing and multiviewer functionality we need today,
but because it will be able to grow
as our facility grows, without any
interruption to the services our
viewers expect.”
Platinum IP3 has also been
adopted by the Riga broadcast
centre in Latvia that provides
direct-to-home satellite and Pay
TV operator Viasat. It has installed
a new 512x1024 Platinum IP3 router
to run in tandem with its Platinum
router. Combined, the two routers
will support more than 1500 outputs
to accommodate future expansion.
“No one expects a router to just
be a simple switch anymore,” said
Mathias Eckert, Vice President,
Sales And Services, Europe &
Africa for Harris Broadcast. “Users

count on them to handle multiple
signal types and levels, and add
functionality such as timing and
clocking, format conversion and
multiview monitoring.”

Axia Audio
There has also been considerable
progress in the audio switching
world. Axia allows broadcasters
to quickly and easily build audio
networks using switched Ethernet
to connect a few rooms, or an
entire facility. Axia networks have
a total system capacity of more
than 10,000 audio streams, and
can carry hundreds of digital stereo
channels (plus machine logic and
PAD) over a single CAT-6 cable.
Axia’s new zero-configuration
IP-Audio router, xSwitch, is said to
require almost no setup. xSwitch
allows broadcasters to place eight
Livewire device ports and dual
network trunking ports into a unit
that only takes half a rack space.
Four of xSwitch’s Livewire ports
supply Power over Ethernet to
run Axia xNode AoIP interfaces,
Telos VSet phones, or other PoEcapable equipment.
This month, Axia updated the
IP-Audio Driver for Windows. The
IP-Audio Driver for Windows helps
broadcasters reduce cost and
cabling in-studio by eliminating
the PC soundcards used in delivery
system PCs, editing workstations
and other playout systems. It
enables users to connect audio
workstations and playout PCs to
their Axia networks over Ethernet.
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AJA Powers Live AV For Capitol Region
Education Council Safety Conference
In May, close to 1,000 local state officials, school staff, law enforcement, safety personnel
and business managers converged at the Connecticut Convention Center to participate
in “School Safety: It’s Everybody’s Business”…

H

36

eld by the Capitol Region
Education Council (CREC),
the full-day conference brought
community influencers together
to address several challenges that
schools face in ensuring the safety
of students and staff. Highlights
included a five-hour multimedia
presentation from Safe Havens
International Executive Director
Michael Dorn, as well as a few words
from guest speakers Connecticut
Governor Dannel P Malloy, Hartford
Mayor Pedro Segarra, State
Police Spokesperson Lieutenant
J Paul Vance and Newtown First
Selectman E Patricia Llodra.
To keep audiences engaged
throughout the entire conference,
CREC brought Freelance Producer
Matt Bradbury on board to deliver
high quality AV production. The
AV design would require several
tools that could feed content from
Dorn’s laptop in 1080 HD to two
screens on stage, and also capture
and distribute live footage of his
presentation as he moved through
the audience to those screens.
Knowing that he’d need a strong
team to facilitate such large-scale
AV, Bradbury called upon his good
friend and Independent Producer
Keith Larsen for assistance, in
addition to other local freelancers.
“We only had a short time to go over
technical details and figure out the
most cost-effective technology for
the event. AJA gear quickly became
the concrete holding our brick wall
together,” Bradbury explained. “The
ease of use and reliability of the gear
were huge factors in the decision.
We knew our volunteers would be
able to jump on the AJA equipment
and just run it. We also knew we
could depend on it; it wouldn’t

overheat or flake out.”
Having used AJA gear in the past
for other CREC events, as well as
in other freelance productions,
Bradbury tapped an AJA Ki Pro
digital video recorder to serve as
the master recording deck to feed all
audio and video out to the audience.
“When approached by CREC with
the project, I immediately thought
– let’s use the Ki Pro and build the
rest of our workflow around it. It
would have been a huge challenge
to keep the entire show in 1080 HD
without it,” he shared.
The workflow centred around
gear that included two AJA HA5
HDMI to SDI Mini-Converters, an
AJA ROI DVI to SDI Mini-Converter,
the AJA Ki Pro, two Canon XF300
camcorders with HDMI outputs, a
Panasonic AG-HPX500 camcorder
with an HD-SDI output, a laptop with
a VGA output as well as a second
Mac laptop with DVI-D, a Panasonic
AV-HS400A Compact Live MultiFormat SD/HD-SDI Switcher and
two large projection screens on
either side of the stage.
Bradbury shared: “We had quite
a collection of devices – each with
its own format and connector
requirement. Figuring out how to
get all of the tools to communicate
was essential to the event’s
success, which is where AJA’s
Mini-Converters really came in and
saved the day.”
Connecting two AJA HA5 MiniConverters to the Canon camcorders,
Bradbury and Larsen were able to
convert the HDMI feeds to HD-SDI,
which were then routed through the
HD switcher into the Ki Pro and then
out of the Ki Pro to produce a live
HD feed of Dorn’s presentation on
the two screens. AJA’s ROI MiniConverter was
leveraged to
bring the loops
and logos from
a Mac Laptop
through DVI-D
to SDI into
the switcher
and
onto
the screens,
while the VGA
laptop signal
was converted
through a DVI
add-on-board
to
deliver
The CREC School Safety Conference was held at the
Dorn’s laptop
Connecticut Convention Center

CREC Freelance Producer Matt Bradbury pictured with State Police
Spokesperson Lieutenant J Paul Vance

content through the switcher
to each screen.
Bradbury and Larsen arrived on
site one day prior to the conference
to ensure everything was set up and
running properly, and in three hours,
they were ready to roll. “I’ve done a
lot of live staging events that have
required hours and hours of setup,
but with the AJA gear, it was simple,”
noted Larsen. “We had the chain all
set up and once the cameras arrived,
we literally plugged the HDMI cable
into one side and the HD-SDI cable

AJA’s live AV set up for the CREC
Conference

into the other, and it just worked.”
Leveraging AJA DataCalc, a free
iOS app available from the iTunes
store, on their iPhones, the team
was also able to calculate how much
storage they needed for the event in
advance. Larsen added, “It’s a nice
little freebie to have in your back
pocket, because you can make the
appropriate format decisions ahead
of time. Knowing that we were
covered from the get-go calmed
us down on the day of the event.”
As CREC continues to promote
school safety, the organisation is

collaborating further with Bradbury
to develop video content for its
YouTube page, as well as for a
broadcast documentary concept.
Using a Sony FS700 Super-35mm
sensor digital camera connected
to an AJA Ki Pro Quad via an HDSDI port, Bradbury bypassed the
FS700’s internal codec to capture
and record several on-camera HD
interviews with VIP guests in ProRes
444 1080/24P to Solid State Drives
(SSD) throughout the event.
The space where the interviews
were held was inundated with
light from surrounding windows,
and several dignitaries arrived
early to record their interviews
before the team had even finished
setup – providing atypical shooting
conditions. However, the Ki Pro
Quad allowed Bradbury to add a Log
RGB LUT to the recorded footage
to facilitate a unique, cinematic
aesthetic with increased dynamic
range that would be essential to
the team in the post workflow,
which had yet to be determined
at that time.
“In a rush to complete interviews
on the spot, our camera wasn’t
properly balanced nor was our
lighting set up right for all of the
interviews,” he shared. “With Ki
Pro Quad, we could apply a Log
RGB LUT to the recorded footage,
which gave us a dynamic range for
colour work in post. In the end, we
were able to create more visually
appealing interviews because of the
Ki Pro Quad.”
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THE STANDARD
HDTV
CONNECTOR

By Laszlo Zoltan,
Vice President, DVEO division of
Computer Modules, Inc.

D

VEO’s Video
Streaming
business has
grown by over
50% in the last
year. One reason
is that our systems
offer
lower
transcode costs
per channel. As
the industry’s need
for transcoding
grows,
this
Brutus IV is ideal for replicating low, medium, and
becomes a very
high bit rate streams inside ISPs and CDNs
important factor.
Our enterprise class
and high bit rate streams inside ISPs
and CDNs. An SDK is available for
MultiStreamer Brutus IV IP/IP:
CDNs who wish to offer transcode
TELCO is an adaptive optimised
transcoder and/or streamer built on
management via “their” application.
a 32 Core Intel Sandy Bridge CPU,
Supported resolutions include
with the ability to transcode 80 SD
qHD, H.264up, SQVGA, QCIF,
streams from MPEG-2 to H.264 or
QVGA, CIF, or any custom size
H.264 to MPEG-2.
up to 1080p.
This real time, broadcast quality, 1
The Linux based system can
RU system is ideal for single channel
also upconvert SD content to HD
transcoding, grooming or scaling–for
resolution. It features a web-based
OTT, IPTV, Telco TV, and multiscreen
GUI with SNMP support for remote
content delivery. It supports full
access, and can report its status to
screen devices and most mobile
remote network operations.
devices including Apple, Android,
We recommend this system for
iPad, iPhone, RIM, etc.
digital media distribution, adaptive
The Brutus IV is a scaled up
multirate cloud transcoding,
version of our MultiStreamer IP/IP
IPTV Grooming for differentiated
mini H.264/AVC encoder and multi
services at different rates, adapting
stream transcoder (which outputs
MPEG-2 streams to H.264 for
up to eight SD streams, while the
hotels, cruise lines, universities, or
Brutus IV outputs 80 SD streams).
resorts, and more.
The Brutus IV receives multiple
A large telco in the Midwestern
s i m u l t a n e o u s I P s t re a m s ,
United States adapted the Brutus IV
transcodes them to H.264 or MPEGfor their head-end, and a baseball
2, and/or changes wrappers, and
park uses Brutus with VOD to serve
then streams them to any number
clients with mobile devices.
of IP devices–including standard IP
Audio support is AAC, Embedded
capable set-top boxes, TVs, mobile
pass-through, Ogg Vorbis, MPEGdevices, or software clients such
1 Layer II, optional MP3, and/
as VLC or Mplayer. While some
or optional “SurCode for Dolby
competitors’ systems transcode
Digital” AC-3.
only SD or HD, DVEO builds one
The system also provides PID
machine that does any resolution.
filtering of all unwanted traffic,
Typical transcodes benchmarks
increasing system performance and
include 80 SD streams, or 40 each
the number of channels which can
720p streams, or 20 each 1080p/i
be transmitted per unit.
streams. The Brutus IV features IP
Other versions of the Brutus are
input and output. Optional front end
available. Our 4RU MultiStreamer
processors handle 8VSB, SDI/HDBrutus I IP/IP: TELCO transcodes
SDI, DVB-ASI, DVB-S+S2, QAM,
400 SD streams, or 200 720p
DVB-C, and DVB-T+T2 input. It
streams, or100 1080p/i streams.
supports Flash, HLS, RTMP, HTTP,
The MultiStreamer Brutus III IP/IP:
Smooth, and Live Streaming and
TELCO transcodes 40 SD streams,
works well with Wowza, Adobe
or 20 720p streams, or ten 1080p/i
Flash and RealNetworks Servers.
streams. Brutus systems can sit
Designed to run 24/7, the Brutus IV
in the cloud or be used as OTT
is ideal for replicating low, medium,
transcoders.
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3K.93C HDTV
connection system
Professional broadcast’s
preferred choice
Hybrid configuration
- 2 fibre optic contacts
- 2 power contacts
- 2 signal contacts
Conforms to standards :
ARIB / SMPTE / EBU
Over 20’000 mating cycles
Cable assembly service
Sony Green Partner

Pre-terminated
contacts
No epoxy - no polish
Easy and fast assembly
Field repair kit available
SEE US AT STAND 11.D39
IBC - AMSTERDAM
13-17 SEPTEMBER 2013

Triax to fibre optic
converter

LEMO SA - Switzerland
Phone : +41 21 695 16 00
Fax : +41 21 695 16 02
info@lemo.com
Contact your local partner on www.lemo.com
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When Does Clean Switching Matter?
By
Cindy Zuelsdorf
Ensemble
Designs

W
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hen HDMI and SDI signals are
used together in a broadcast
facility or at a live event, it can be
tricky to switch cleanly between
video sources. The new Ensemble
Designs BrightEye NXT 410 Clean
HDMI Router has built-in clean
switches that provide seamless
video and audio switching of all
sources, including those that are
asynchronous.
This new router provides a clean
way to integrate a mix of SDI and
HDMI cameras and other sources
in a live event. Switches are
instantaneous, even when using
HDMI sources. Pops, glitches
and flashes are eliminated with
the router’s built-in frame syncs.
The router’s outputs can be fed
to projectors, flat screens and
production equipment.
The BrightEye Router accepts 3G,
HD and SD signals. A signal can

come in as HDMI and be output
as SDI, and vice versa. The output
format follows the inputs. The
flexible I/O configuration allows
changes to the number of router
inputs and outputs providing
flexibility that saves time for
engineers when setting up a job.
BrightEye NXT 410 has
four HDMI inputs; one HDMI output;
two dedicated SDI inputs; two
dedicated SDI outputs; one
flexible SDI port that can be either an
input or output; and an SFP (small
format pluggable) port that can
be fibre or mini BNC, and either
inputs or outputs.
The SFP (small format pluggable)
cage can be populated with
dual SFPs that have fibre optic
or other connectors, allowing
the engineer to determine the
best connector for a particular
installation. Adding SFPs provides
total flexibility in combining
electrical BNC, HDMI and fibre optic
inputs and outputs. SFPs are about
the size of a stick of gum and can
be hot-swapped on the fly.
The
r o u t e r ’s
front
panel LCD displays real-time full
motion video of the router sources.

Ensemble's BrightEye NXT 410 Clean HDMI Router

Operators can look at the video
source on the router’s LCD before
doing a take. This eliminates the
need for a separate video monitor
during operation, saving the
facility money.
The NXT router is easily configured
from the router’s front panel or with a
web browser. The front panel menus
are straight forward, making it quick
to time outputs, verify the input
format, and check audio levels.
The router’s on-board web browser
interface enables control from a
computer or iPad. Video thumbnails
of the router’s sources can also be
viewed on the web browser control
window; thumbnails are updated
several frames per second. It’s

useful to have the ability to view
video sources and to control the
router remotely. Engineers can log
in from home or from the road to
easily check and switch equipment.
BrightEye NXT 410 Clean Router
has illuminated front panel buttons,
interactive LCD display, BNC and
SFP connectors for flexible I/O
configuration, and an Ethernet
port for control and configuration.
The internal test pattern generator
provides bars without tying up
router inputs. It’s genlockable and
timeable. Its chassis is compact,
about the size of a sandwich. The
new compact router is an excellent
fit for television, boardroom, medical
and presentation applications.

Low Power, Ultra Compact, Digital UHF TV Transmitters
T

he NT Series is Nautel’s new
line of low power, ultra compact,
reliable, and award-winning digital
UHF TV transmitters in power
levels of 150 W and 500 W. An
ideal platform for low-power TV
broadcasting, retransmission or
gap-filler applications, the NT Series
is backed by Nautel’s renowned
worldwide support.
Clean / Compact Design –
The NT Series packs a lot in a
small package with its built-in
modulator and even a mask filter
in the NT150. Equally important
is its clean design that permits
easy access to all components for
simplified maintenance.

Nautel’s new line of low power,
compact, digital UHF TV transmitters
in power levels of 150 W and 500 W

Advanced Modulator – NT Series
transmitters utilise one of the most

advanced modulators available today.
This software defined modulator
provides options to upgrade the
exciter to meet changing standards
without replacing hardware.
Outstanding Performance
/ Adaptive Pre-Correction –
Sophisticated linear and non-linear
adaptive pre-correction ensures
outstanding spectral compliance
and the highest standard of digital
transmission performance.
Broad TV Standards Support –
Designed to meet the needs of
broadcasters worldwide, the NT
Series supports all major digital
transmission standards including
DVB-T, DVB-T2, ATSC, and ISDB-T.
Seamless Input Switching –
The NT Series allows for the widest
possible range of inputs. In addition,
the AUI provides the ability to
monitor and switch these inputs
remotely. Inputs offered include:
ASI; SMPTE-310M; TSoIP (Gigabit
Ethernet); and, Optional Receiver
Input (ATSC).
Built-In Filter – To achieve
optimum performance the NT150
not only incorporates the digital
modulator but also the mask filter.
That helps you get on the air faster
with a cost-effective solution and
one source for support.
Efficient – The NT500 uses
OPTIPOWER, a market-leading,

enhanced, adaptive pre-correction
technology for maximum
optimisation of transmitter power
efficiency and/or transmitter MER
performance. Optipower is available
as an option on the NT150.

The NT Series support Nautel’s
renowned Advanced User Interface

Web Remote & Diagnostics – An
intuitive web-based user interface
gives broadcasters both local and
remote access to Nautel’s renowned
Advanced User Interface (AUI). An
array of parameters is available in
real-time at your fingertips giving you
comprehensive control capabilities to
ensure your transmitter is performing
at the highest level possible. This
helps you save time, trips and money.
SNMP Support – NT Series
transmitters also support Simple
Network Management Protocol
(SNMP), a network protocol that
allows for monitoring of network-

attached NT Series transmitters.
Flexibility – The NT150 is designed
for quick and easy deployment.
Simple air-cooling and an efficient
185-264 Vac switching power supply
make it a suitable match for all facilities.
Optional rebroadcasting and main/
alternate standby configurations can
be selected to address your specific
transmission needs.
Reliability – Nautel’s solid-state
transmitters are known for their onair dependability and exceptionally
long life. The NT Series shares that
heritage by way of a conservative
design and the ability to produce
as much as 50% more than
its rated power.
Nautel Support – Nautel has never
discontinued support on any product
it has introduced, underlining
commitment to broadcasters. Their
seasoned 24/365 support team and
extensive parts inventories serve
customers worldwide. Emphasising
the confidence Nautel has in its
products, Nautel provides one of
the industry’s longest warrantees
at four years.
Nautel is one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of broadcast radio
transmitters with an established,
four-decade-long reputation for
quality, reliability, technological
innovation and outstanding
product support.

Disruptive Digital Video Products for Innovators
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Newtec Survey Reveals DVB Switch
S
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atellite specialist Newtec
has carried out an extensive
industry survey to gauge the
temperature of the satellite sector
as DVB makes plans to roll-out
extensions to the existing DVB-S2
standard at the end of the summer.
The results come as a number
of new standards are entering the
market for quality (UHDTV 4K/8K),
compression (HEVC) and satellite
transmission (DVB-S2 Extensions).
Newtec carried out a survey, and
based on over 700 responses from
more than 400 satellite companies, it
is fair to say the results represent the
living pulse of the satellite industry.
One of the key findings of the survey
is that more than half of the industry
will switch to the new standards
within one year of release.
“The satellite world has changed a
lot since DVB-S2 was first published
in 2005. Higher speeds, more
efficient satellite communication
technology and wider transponders
are required to support the exchange
of large and increasing volumes of
data, video and voice over satellite,”
said Dirk Breynaert, Founder and
CTO of Newtec.
How do the S2 Extensions Work?
Just around the corner now,

Dirk Breynaert, Newtec Founder and CTO Newtec

the update to DVB-S2 is likely to
transform the sector. Newtec, along
with DVB, has been developing a
number of candidate technologies.
These extensions have the potential
for up to 37% improvements on
top of the current standards
and this jumps up to 64% or
more with 72MHz wideband
transponders. The new standard
has seven main improvements
compared with DVB-S2:

Lower Roll-Offs (RO): Reducing
RO to 5%, 10% and 15% results in
a direct gain in bandwidth;
Advanced Filtering for Improved
Carrier Spacing: The second
innovation deals with noise
levels (side lobes) on both sides
of the carrier;
Supporting Different Network
Configurations: S2 Extensions
can easily co-exist with adjacent
carriers from other operators within

the same transponder;
Increased Granularity in MODCOD:
The number of MODCODs has
grown from 28 in DVB-S2 up to
87 in the S2 Extensions bringing
efficiency as close to the theoretical
Shannon limit as possible;
Higher Modulation Schemes Up
To 64APSK: When combining the
increased granularity (MODCODs
and FECs) and 64 APSK (higher order
modulation and coding) immediate
efficiency gains up to 37% can be
achieved compared to DVB-S2;
Better MODCOD Implementation:
Compared to DVB-S2 the MODCODs
themselves have been improved
in S2 Extensions to achieve even
better efficiencies. S2 Extensions
also have two different classes for
linear and non-linear MODCODs;
Wideband Implementation: The S2
Extensions support technology for
typical wideband transponders that
become/are available today hosting
high-speed data links.
S2 Extensions At IBC2013
At IBC2013, on Saturday afternoon
at 3pm, Newtec is holding a panel
discussion with industry leaders to
discuss the impact of S2 extensions
to their business, their operations,
and the industry in general.

InGEAR
Gepco Debuts Hybrid Fibre Cables
E

xhibiting the latest Gepco Brand
innovations in hybrid fibre
cabling and accessories, General
Cable will unveil its breakthrough
7.2 mm Hybrid Fibre Cable and new
SMPTE Hybrid Fibre Cable Tester at
IBC2013, running September 13-17.
A leap forward in hybrid fibre
cabling for mobile and permanent
install SMPTE applications, the
new Gepco Brand HDC720HD 7.2
mm Hybrid Fibre Cable is the first
piece of a patent-pending hybrid
fibre system that solves the most

Gepco Brand SMPTE-304TS Hybrid
Fibre Cable Tester

common durability issues associated
with SMPTE camera cables in a
smaller, lightweight design.
The revolutionary construction
of the HDC720HD starts with
eliminating the typical heavy steel
strength member which often
contributes to premature cable
failure due to different expansion and
contraction rates of the individual
elements within the SMPTE hybrid
fibre cable during temperature
extremes. In the HDC720HD, the
steel is replaced by a strength
member that has the same pull
strength of steel, but is lighter and
more flexible. Unlike steel, this
strength member expands and
contracts at the same rate as the
glass members. Using this new
strength member in place of steel
also means the cable has virtually
no memory making the cable easier
to pay off, lay flat and wind back
up on the drum.
For further durability, the
HDC720HD utilises bend-insensitive
fibre elements with very low
attenuation and a bend radius of 0.2
mm–versus 2.0 mm for traditional

single-mode fibre–in a breakout style
with additional Kevlar protection
around the individual fibres.
In the HDC720, the typical outer
braid is replaced with two 18 AWG
drain wires that allow the cable to
be more flexible, lighter and smaller
in diameter. The master jacket of
HDC720HD is polyurethane which is
tougher than PVC for rugged outdoor
use, and its glossy finish reduces
the pickup of dirt and debris from
outside applications making it easier
to keep clean.
With a 31% smaller diameter
and a 40% weight savings over 9.2
mm cables, HDC720HD allows 300
meters of cable on a drum in the
same space and less weight than 200
meters of 9.2 mm cable occupies.
“The new HDC720HD cable fixes
so many of the common issues with
SMPTE hybrid fibre camera cables
with the added bonus of being smaller
and lightweight,” said Joe Zajac,
Sales and Applications Engineer for
Gepco Brand Products. “This makes
the HDC720HD extremely ideal for
use in portable applications and with
high-definition Steadicams.”

Gepco Brand HDC720HD
7.2 mm Hybrid Fibre Cable

Also debuting at IBC, the Gepco
Brand SMPTE-304TS Hybrid
Fibre Cable Tester–ideal for use in
sports/events broadcasting, fixed
and mobile facilities or wherever a
SMPTE HD camera cable is used.
The SMPTE-304TS tests both
electrical and optical circuits while
the intuitive display graphically
depicts which contact is defective
or pinned out incorrectly.
Compatible with all SMPTE 304
standard connectors, the SMPTE304TS has a portable, hand-held
design and provides over 40 hours of
continuous use without recharging,
while the diagnostic OLED backlit
display can be easily seen in
direct sunlight or at night. Each
SMPTE-304TS test set includes a
metering unit and optical source
unit with black aluminium frames,
a rechargeable NiMH battery with
charger, a USB to USB-mini charging
cable and a rugged ABS plastic
carrying case.

D I G I T A L

H I G H - S P E E D

C A M E R A S

introducing

Phantom Flex4K
When it’s too fast to see,
and too important
not to.®

Digital Cinema Camera
Ofﬁcial Launch at IBC 2013
Ofﬁcial Launch planned for IBC in September,
4K at up-to 1000 fps
View footage shot with the
Low Noise, High Dynamic Range
Phantom Flex4K
http://vimeo.com/63490371
Raw and Compressed Workﬂow Options
New Camera Control Design
Follow the camera on twitter @PhantomFlex4K
and on Facebook /PhantomFlex4K

Visit our web site today www.visionresearch.com

100 Dey Road, Wayne, NJ 07470, USA
P: 1.973.696.4500

TF: 1.866.450.PHANTOM

E: phantom@visionresearch.com
www.visionresearch.com
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Cable, Fibre, Optics And Connectors
A round up of the latest developments in the world of cable, fibre, optics and connectors...
By Jim Evans
Contributing
Editor

M
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ultiD yne will now of fer
advanced, high-end digital
video camera accessories based
on creative innovation provided by
Inflexion Design, a new co-venture
that combines the strengths of
three industry veterans, Frank
Jachetta, Eugene Baker, and Carlos
Acosta. MultiDyne showcasd the
new products from this union for
the first time at the 2012 NAB
Show. The offerings will be sold
worldwide through the company’s
global distribution network.
Inflexion Design’s solid foundation
draws from the leading-edge design
skills of Eugene Baker, previously
Co-founder and CTO of Telecast,
combined with Solid Camera Cofounder Carlos Acosta’s real-world,
on-set expertise in digital cinema
and industrial design and the vision
of MultiDyne President and FibreOptic Pioneer Frank Jachetta. The
union will allow MultiDyne to provide
camera operators with innovative
new solutions that are elegant in
design while offering improved
workflow and operational ease of
use. The new high-performance,
fibre-optic-based camera
accessories are designed to appeal
to a wide range of applications–from
broadcast television stations to 3D
cinematographers.
“Inflexion Design integrates the
best aspects of creative design from
Solid Camera with MultiDyne’s highquality fibre-optic products,” said
Baker. “Our combined knowledge,
experience, and vision allow us
to create extraordinary product
functionality and reliability not

currently available in the industry.”
“Inflexion Design combines Carlos’
innovative approach to design with
Eugene’s bleeding-edge creativity
and the 35-year track record of
MultiDyne, to create a union that
is more than the sum of its parts,”
said Jachetta.
Argosy introduced an important
range of products at Broadcast
Asia 2013. To meet the challenge
of higher equipment density Argosy
is now supplying the Amphenol
HD-BNC connector, giving a 400%
improvement in packing density.
Modern digital and electronic
design has enabled complex
broadcast products to be realised
in ever-smaller devices. The
advantages are obvious in terms of
reduced rack requirements, which
leads to smaller machine rooms
and less air conditioning. The
challenge is to provide secure and
highly reliable connections in this
reduced space. This is particularly
the case for modern, high capacity
compact routers.
To meet this challenge, connector
specialist Amphenol has taken the
classic design of the 75Ω BNC
and reduced it in physical size.
The HD-BNC–HD for high density
in this context–provides the same
secure connection and maintains
the exacting standards for HDSDI return loss, but in a size which
allows 8mm fixing centres, rather
than the 15.9mm (.625”) centres of
the original. The result is an increase
in density of connectors of 400%.
Argosy has tuned this connector
to its IMAGE 360 HD coaxial cable,
providing an excellent mechanical
and electrical fit. Connecting the
HD-BNC to the cable uses the
same strip and crimp tools used
for conventional BNCs. As well
as panel and cable connectors,
Argosy also supplies insertion
tools to enable the bayonet to be

Klotz Cables's exhibition stand displays the essential cables and accessories

Rosenberger’s new connector system for the mobile communication market

securely locked in a densely packed
rack, where fingers could not reach
between the cables.
“Maintaining signal integrity is
paramount in any broadcast facility
– and an HD-BNC connector from
Amphenol delivers a new level of
packing density for the SDI interface
whilst ensuring that the signal
path is not compromised,” said
Josh Simons, Technical Director
of Argosy. “The Amphenol BNC
is an ideal solution for efficiently
connecting modern compact
broadcast equipment, and has
already been adopted by major
manufacturers like Harris Broadcast.
We are delighted to be able to supply
it as part of the comprehensive
Argosy range.”
The Amphenol HD-BNC
connectors will be demonstrated
alongside a variety of Argosy’s
other HD and fibre optic products
including, a broad range HD video
and audio cables, connectors, high
density HD video patch panels,
video and audio jackfields, cable

markers, cable boots, tools, MDUs,
routers, KVM switches, racks, cable
drums and network and data
products as well as a variety of
video accessories.
The new Klotz RAMCAT6
Cable offers high data rates plus
high mechanical resilience, and
is therefore ideal for the most
challenging mobile applications,
says the company. “The RAMCAT6
is the cable of choice for data
transfer in the Ethernet applications
1000BaseT and 10GBase-T where
cable carriers and cable drums
are used. The matched lay lengths
of the individual pairs and the
sophisticated cable stranding with
central PE filler are designed to
minimise crosstalk interference
over short and long transmission
ranges. With a cross-shaped PE
central filler and abrasion-proof
PUR jacket, the cable is ideal for
mobile use on the road.
In related news, Klotz Cables has
now further improved its proven
M1 cable series for microphones.
The cables are now available with
new metallised KLOTZ connectors
exclusively made by Neutrik. These
XLR connectors are produced in
impact-resistant, highly durable
composite material. The stylish
design and finish of the connectors
are complemented by their equally
outstanding resilience and quality.
The cable used by KLOTZ a.i.s. for
the M1 range is the reliable, highly
flexible MY206.
Leading connector suppliers
Huber+Suhner, Rosenberger,
Spinner and Telegärtner have jointly
developed a new connector system
for the mobile communication
market. The new 4.3- 10 connector
CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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The new EMC Lab at Rosenberger Headquarters Fridolfing – Germany
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system is designed “to meet the
rising performance needs of mobile
network equipment and at the same
time reducing its size supporting
the ongoing space reduction
requirements”.
In June 2013 the new connector
system was submitted to the DKE1)
for standardisation with IEC2) to
follow in September 2013. The
finalisation of the standardisation
is expected in 2014. At the same
time the system will be available
with high quantities for the mobile
communication industry.
Belden has launched the OBR40
optical bypass relay from its
Hirschmann brand. Suitable for
use in harsh environments, the
relays increase the availability
of fibre-optic Ethernet networks
by ensuring that they remain
operational despite power failures at
one or more switches. These relays
are designed for both ring and
bus topologies. Product Manager
Rolf-Dieter Sommer said: “Our
new OBR40 optical bypass relays
add a new level of reliability for
Ethernet networks. Even multiple
malfunctions do not impact the
network’s overall productivity.”
The bypass relay is available with
ports that support three different
fibre types (multi-mode 62.5/125 µm,
multi-mode 50/125 µm, single-mode
9/125 µm). The switching threshold
is adjustable via a DIL switch over
a range of 1V to 32V. In addition,
a switch-on delay (adjustable for
intervals of up to 75s) allows the
switch’s boot process to complete
so that no data packets are lost
or delayed when a switch comes
back on line. The bypass relay also
features an IP30 protection rating,
an operating temperature range of
-40°C to +70°C, and a redundant
24 VDC power supply. The 115
x 61 x 113 mm metal housing is
DIN-rail mountable. LEDs on the

front panel indicate the status of
the device and network.
When a switch fails, an internal
switchover mechanism in the
relay enables data communication
to continue seamlessly between
neighbouring switches. The bypass
relay connects to a switch’s fibreoptic uplink ports via two duplex
inputs/outputs. The mechanism is
designed to operate even when the
bypass relay loses power.
The bypass relay also supports atwill activation of the bypass function
for maintenance or selective
shutdown of parts of the network.
For example, when the wind gets
too strong in a wind park, or when
maintenance work is needed, one
or more turbines can be easily taken
out of the network without affecting
the connections of the remainder.
Lemo demonstrated four new
products at BVE 2013 further
building on the package of products
to support HD camera link systems.
A new lightweight Furukawa
6.8mm diameter HD hybrid fibre
cable is available, manufactured
to SMPTE format including steel
central strength member with
reduced power conductors, to
provide a tough but light camera
cable offering weight savings of
approximately 45% compared
to standard SMPTE fibre camera
cables. Maximum operating
distance is up to 1km depending
on camera system.
The latest Redel T7 connector
has been developed to meet
the increasing demands of HD
triax camera applications with
significantly improved performance.
Fully compatible and intermateable
with the 1051 Series connector
commonly used for triax cameras
in Europe, the T7 connector has
the additional advantages of better
VSWR characteristics and a more
secure latching mechanism.

Available with either solder
or crimp contacts and with a
wide range of options to handle
the majority of triax cable sizes,
the Redel T7 connector is fully
sealed to IP68 to cope with all
weather conditions.
Lemo also offer a high
performance HD Triax 11 cable
specially manufactured to LEMO
specifications to match the
excellent transmission properties of
the LEMO range of precision triaxial
connectors including the new Redel
T7 for HD camera applications,
with low attenuation and high
level EMC screening properties.
Competitively priced against other
HD Triax cable, it is ideal for both
indoor and outdoor use, giving HD
transmission distances up to 30%
longer than standard triax cable,
says the company.
OMC now offers a fibre optic link
service specifically tailored to meet
the demanding requirements of the
high voltage market. HV applications
such as power distribution
networks and power supplies
often require optical isolation
because of the voltages present,
however, achieving consistency of
performance has proven a challenge
for many providers.
Says William Heath, OMC’s
Commercial Director: “Most
manufacturers of optical fibre
cables don’t touch the transmitter/
receiver part of the link–similarly,
few Tx/Rx providers produce fibre
cable assemblies. In our experience,
most customers don’t want to get
involved in either area; they simply
have an electrical signal at point
A and want to procure a link that
will convert it to an optical signal,
transmit it, and convert it back
to an electrical signal at point B

safely, reliably and consistently
from link to link. The problem is
particularly apparent in high voltage
applications where tolerances
can be very tight, and a lack of
consistency between transmitter,
receiver and cable characteristics
means that customers often
have to go through a lengthy and
costly selection process to yield
sufficient complete links to satisfy
a production demand.
“We specialise in the manufacture
of both Tx/Rx devices as well as
the fibre optic cable assemblies
to link between them. By tailoring
one of our existing processes we
are now able to supply production
quantities of fully-characterised
fibre optic links with 100% link
consistency to leading producers
of HV equipment used in mass
transit, medical, power generation
and distribution, radar and x-ray
applications.”
Toner Cable now offers Aurora
Networks Fibre Optic Products.
Aurora Networks Products can
solve consumers demands for
new, bandwidth-intensive services.
Keeping pace requires headend and
hub equipment that is scalable,
flexible, easy to manage and
capable of accommodating new
services and technologies. Expand
your services, consolidate, upgrade
to fibre deep or evolve to all-fibre
with Aurora, says the company.
Adding Aurora to Toner’s product
line allows Toner Cable Equipment
to offer end to end solutions
from the satellite dish, through
digital headends, to fibre to the
home. It also allows Toner Cable
Equipment Inc. to offer affordable
FTTX to gated communities and
Government facilities.

OMC specialises in the manufacture of both Tx/Rx devices as well as the fibre
optic cable assemblies to link between them
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Xpress Supports Changing Environment
T

he mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress offers
the ultimate level of flexibility
for your production environment.
The Xpress is designed to increase
production workflow performance,
ensuring interoperability between
platforms while breaking every
incompatibility barrier through the
production chain.
Integrating all the mxfSPEEDRAIL
centralised ingest solution
capabilities, the Xpress works as
a fully featured ingest toolset that
includes capture, playback, file
conversion and broadcast codecs
transcoding capabilities featured
on a single and easily configurable
platform, with support for all the
major broadcast formats.
With a compact rack unit with
only 24cm depth, the Xpress is
a mix n’match of all the great
mxfSPEEDRAIL centralised features.
It works as an ideal solution for

small sized facilities that need great
performance and flexibility in a much
smaller size compared to normal
broadcast equipment.
The mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress
enables full control of a centralised
ingest system through a unique and
intuitive interface.
You can easily configure your
mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress to your
production workflow environment
having all the required features
from mxfSPEEDRAIL product-line
in one unit, ensuring maximum
performance and reliability.
mxfSPEEDRAIL XPRESS is built
upon two platforms that can be
easily configured according to your
business needs. Built upon solid
technology, the Xpress ensures
your contents quality from ingest
into delivery.
The Xpress is an ideal solution
for hectic post-production

OCC’s MARS Cartridge System
O

ptical Cable Corporation’s
MARS™ Cartridge System,
is another accessory member of
Modular Advanced Reel System
specifically designed for the
deployment and retrieval of fibre

MARS Cartridge reel uncasing

optic cable. The System offers the
most advanced, self-contained
fibre optic reeling system for
broadcast, military or deployable
communication environments.
MARS reels are designed to interoperate across a
full family of reel
accessories. The
Cartridge system
employs many of
the same cradle
features found
in the MARS
Cradle system
(reel release
knob and roller
reels), allowing
multiple reels to
be exchanged
within
one
platform.

mxfSPEEDRAIL Xpress ensures your contents quality from ingest into delivery

environments, live-events (live and
ENG), and mobile studios and OB
vans. The system is suitable for
every production workflow where

Some of the innovative features of
the MARS Cartridge System include:
Self enclosed metal case
that eliminates the need for
shipping containers;
Gravity latch lid that automatically
holds the open lid in upright position;
Flip lid/tote handle and wheeled
luggage capability that allow for
easy transport of cartridge system
through airports, stages and
other venues;
Reel roller elements and release
knob allow reels to be interchanged
or removed from cartridge;
Stackability/inter-lock feature
allows easy storage and transport
of multiple cartridge systems. The
wheels and floor mounts protrude
into the lid to form an inter-locking
system. A lock pin is used to interlock two or more cartridges together
and they are designed to sustain 600
lbs of cargo;
Built in toolbox stores critical tools

a fast repurposing of services and
an easy switch between Capture,
File Conversion, Playback and
Transcode is needed.

45

MARS Cartridges stack in transit

and fixtures during transport.
Optical Cable Corporation’s MARS
Cartridge System will be showcased
at IBC2013.

Hall 10.F24
Broadcast Fibre Optic Solutions
Full range of 19” rack and stand alone fibre interfaces
Full Broadcast quality and 3G pathological signal performance
Designed for Outside Broadcast and Studio Applications
Best price and performance ratio on the market

www.bluebell.tv
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Raw Talent Meets The Southern Seas
Miller invited Cinematographer Simon Vacher, who visited various exotic locations during his
journeys, to talk about the expedition, the challenges and how his Compass 15 Solo tripod
system performed while filming for a new documentary on the UK Territories…

46

Miller: What was your motivation
to shoot this project?
Simon Vacher: I’ve always been
totally absorbed with observing
the natural world, and specifically
the film communication language
on which the visual medium of
the natural world is told through
television. I’m very passionate
about my gadgets and cameras,
and love technology. These two
interests have created a fusion which
has led me to becoming a wildlife
and documentary cameraman.
I really felt I could get my teeth
into the UK Overseas Territories
project, as it served as a level
platform to build up experience
and work with a talented presenter
as well as wildlife and people in
natural surroundings. It also gives
me the priceless opportunity to
travel with my job and see the world.
With this project I also felt free
to apply my own creative direction
to how it’s shot, and keep the look
throughout the film. For example,
this includes the way in which the
presenter interacts with the scene,
and creative shots such as using a
crane-jib to give the viewer a sense
of space and 3D movement.

lens barrel has almost completely
corroded from within. We soon
learned to always keep the camera
within its Portabrace glove and never
remove it unless totally necessary.
Subsequently our inferior friction
tripod completely let us down, and
within a week the cheap composite
metal spreader bars had snapped,
leaving me to fix it in the field with my
Leatherman and lengths of metal wire
to hold it together. The tripod legs
also began to slip into themselves
after a few weeks, and constantly
required tightening with an Allen key.
We ditched the old tripod, and
brought a Miller Compass 15 custom
three-stage Solo tripod and invested
in a new Dedo LedZilla top-light. We
also bought the new Sony PMW-200
which has the inbuilt capability to
record 4:2:2 50mbps. This shooting
setup followed us around on the
Falklands, South Georgia and the
Antarctic Peninsula for nearly two
months, and never ever let us
down once.

Miller: What were the advantages
of using a Miller tripod for this
shoot?
SV: We’ve been thoroughly
impressed and pleased by our
outstanding Miller Compass 15
Miller: What was the biggest
3-Stage Carbon Fibre Solo Tripod.
challenge for this particular
project?
Not only did it get some impressed
SV: Some of the major challenges
looks from the BBC News and
of an ambitious shoot are the
Sky News crew at the Falklands
environmental concerns with
Referendum when I was able to
equipment. We shot many
get high and stable above the other
sequences on wind-swept sandy
TV crews, but most importantly
beaches, searing heat and saltit has lasted and survived every
water mangroves, to cold icy
situation in the field. During the
plateaus and pools of penguin
harshest moments of our trip
poo, to razor sharp skin-lacerating
when other tripods would have
lava cones. Each of these places
certainly broke; in ice, in mud, in
tested our equipment to the max.
saltwater and in high winds, in sandy
Our first setup wasn’t a Miller but
dusty beaches and in blistering
an inferior friction tripod head system
heat, it has not let us down once.
with a Sony EX1 and nanoFlash.
The three-stage leg-locking system
After our first six weeks filming, we
is an instant ten seconds breeze
found salt water had corroded the
to setup, from high-angle shots to
XLR inputs on the camera, and the
low-angle ground shots and is easily
configurable for
rocky and uneven
terrain, meaning
we’ve nearly never
missed a shot. I’ve
almost always
achieved smooth
and stable pans
with the simple
yet well-built
three-way drag
fluid head, even
while shooting at
the ‘end of the
Pitcairn Island in the Southern Pacific is known
lens’ in the dry
for the story of the mutiny of the Bounty

Simon Vacher using his Compass 15 Solo tripod

and windy katabatic conditions
found in the Antarctic. I would go
as far to say it’s really a pleasure
to use each and every time I use it.
Carrying it long distance over
rough terrain has not been any
problem either, due to its lightweight
chunky Carbon Fibre legs and leglocking system, which is unaffected
by saltwater. It’s reassuring
and masterfully uncomplicated!
My only complaint is the cheeky
and inquisitive Striated Caracara bird
of prey who pecked and pecked
at the upper leg foam coverings
during filming until they got shredded
beyond use, resulting in the Gaffer
tape making an appearance! Those
keen-eyed birds almost made off
with the producer’s camera, broke
his lens cap and stole his notes!
Miller: Would you recommend
Miller to a colleague/friend
and why?
SV: I would always recommend a
Miller tripod to a colleague or friend,
simply because of their reliability and
the fact that you truly get what you
pay for with a Miller.
Miller: Is there anything you would
change about your Miller tripod?
SV: There really isn’t much I would
change about the Miller, apart from
making it more bird-proof!
Miller: Tell us about your latest
project using Miller.
SV: I have just returned from a three
week round trip to Pitcairn Island
aboard the New Zealand crewed MV
Claymore II supply ship. The Island

is well-known for the story of the
mutiny of the Bounty. During our visit,
we filmed on a very remote Coraline
island called Henderson Island. It is
the epitome of a deserted tropical
island of paradise; palm tree’s fringe
white sandy beaches, crammed full
of vibrantly coloured shells, while the
soft coral cliffs are home to hermit
crabs and many species of tropical
birds such as the Flightless Rail,
Tropic Birds, Masked Boobies and
unfortunately, rats. While the species
of birds are very familiar to all the
territories we filmed, the rats are just
as common. Part of the documentary
looks into this unfortunate story
and the larger picture of how
we might all be able to change
the world for the better by being
more aware of our surroundings
and our effect on planet Earth.
Our Miller Compass 15 ThreeStage Carbon Fibre Solo Tripod
once again shone throughout our
trip. On Pitcairn, both myself and
my presenter/producer each had
a quad bike, which was immense
fun! Whilst navigating and sliding
around on the dirt roads to our
various shoot locations, I was
continually impressed by the agility
to pack the tripod down to such
a small manageable size, which
meant more fun on the quad bikes!
And if you ever get the chance,
make sure you give Pitcairn honey
a try... It’s supposed to be the finest
honey in the world, untainted by
vehicle fumes and environmental
factors. Not just that, but apparently
the Queen is reputed to enjoy it as
part of her breakfast!
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different Egripment Cranes including our TDT
System and the 305/306 Remote heads, as
well as optional encoders for use on track
dollies. The Encoded Package for Egripment
Cranes and Heads delivers high quality,
precise and reliable crane operation in a
much more affordable price range than other
systems currently available for this market,
while maintaining the same high standards that
Egripment is known for throughout the world.

w w w.egripment.com
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See us in

Hall 10, Stand D20

= the ultimate IP solution for intercom . . .
RTS OMI ADAM matrix card

RTS introduces its ﬁrst generation of OMNEO-compatible matrix products,
marking the ﬁrst deployment of this breakthrough media networking architecture in the intercom industry.
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•

TECHNOLOGY: RTS+OMNEO media networking is a major step forward
in bringing AVB-compatible, low-latency, and IP-based media networking
options to professional intercoms, providing unprecedented device interconnectivity, signal quality and common control for networks of 2 to 10,000
devices.

•

FLEXIBILITY: RTS ADAM professional intercom products can be deployed
with a full IP infrastructure using currently available standard IP network
hardware and to interconnect with a wide range of other RTS and third-party
devices.

•

COMPATIBILITY: Only RTS+OMNEO media networking provides backward
compatibility with RTS ADAM hardware, giving ADAM users the ability to
grow into IP at their own pace. OMNEO will interoperate with AVB and Dante
devices, providing access to a growing number of compatible products to
integrate with RTS ADAM systems.

www.rtsintercoms.com/omneo
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Reworking IP And IT For Broadcast
Arguably, the most significant issues in advancing broadcast technology is IP networking,
reflecting a trend towards an IT-based infrastructure and the potential of an upgrade to
SDI interfaces to handle the rates of future UHDTV imagery…

By Adrian Pennington
Contributing Editor

I

next generation of high data-rates.
“Fifteen years ago a typical playout
centre had an isolated automation
network and an isolated video server
network which didn’t communicate
on a TCP/IP layer at all but via RS
422,” says David Phillips, Technical
Director, of WTS Asia Pacific
division. “There was no broadcast
IT infrastructure to speak of.”
Today, he says broadcasters have
huge IT systems in place often with
high levels of redundancy for fault
resilience. “File-based acquisition
through production and playout are
commonplace as are control and
monitoring of broadcast equipment
over IP networks. Nearly every
piece of broadcast kit now has an
ethernet port.”
How are broadcaster’s gearing
up for this change? It’s a mixed
picture with some very much at the

Phoenix Virtual reality news studio 4 was installed by WTS

WTS successfully installed Phoenix’s Virtual reality news studio

forefront of IT integration, and others
clearly lacking.
“Typically we find that the senior
management will call in their
internal IT departments to assist
with the IT and IP infrastructure
requirements,” says Steve Burgess,
Technical Director, Megahertz
Broadcast Systems. “However the
IT departments often lack the skills
and experience of the particular
challenges in the media and
broadcast world. This is not really
alarming and quite understandable.
The problem is that broadcasters
need to make informed decisions,
but often do not know the questions
to ask, so they risk making bad
decisions, usually influenced by
the last vendor salesman that
visited them.
Burgess says it is possible to
invest in training for the broadcast
engineering teams, but as
Megahertz has found, “nothing
beats the experience of actually
putting these systems together, and

therefore a systems integrator can
provide that independent expertise
to help broadcasters make the
right decisions.”

Steve Burgess,
Technical Director,
Megahertz
Broadcast

“…Broadcasters
need to make
informed decisions,
but often do not
know the questions
to ask

”

Germany’s Wellen+Noethen
Group has been investing in
expertise in the areas of technology
CONTINUED ON PAGE 50

Broadcast Systems Integration Services from Gearhouse Broadcast
2013
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nternet Protocol (IP) connections
are increasingly being used in
studios, venues and broadcast
facilities for control and transport
of content. The engineering
practices for IP connectivity differ
considerably from what has been
done in the plant in the past. In
addition, there’s the potential of
the cloud and file-based workflows
to significantly influence working
practices.
Just some of the technical
challenges addressed will be:
low-delay streaming; timing and
synchronisation; flexible provision
and discovery of resources from
the cloud; distributed configuration
and control and real-time handling of
data events. If this technology does
not obviate the SDI-type interface,
then some significant new thinking
will be needed in order to handle the
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Reworking IP And IT For Broadcast Cont.
about baseband video.”
Peter Noethen,
Co-owner
Wellen+Noethen

focus clearly
“…Our
lies on cooperation
with providers of
innovative software
and hardware
solutions

”
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management and broadcast IT
allowing Peter Noethen, Co-owner
to say: “For this reason, we are
one of the leading providers for
realisation of technology projects in
broadcast IT, with the know-how as
well as the resources for supporting
our clients, even on the biggest
infrastructure projects, along the
entire value-added chain.”
The firm’s subsidiary Qvest Media
has just expanded its international
business by opening in Singapore.
“Our focus clearly lies on cooperation
with providers of innovative
software and hardware solutions
for broadcast IT applications,”
says Noethen.
Gearhouse Broadcast’s Chief
Operating Officer, Kevin Moorhouse
said: “When you tender for playout
facilities and installing channels you
find that clients generally look for
old fashioned back-up channels.
They want to look forward while
still holding onto something more
traditional. If we are doing a SI install
for playout we will go down the data
route but we’ll still do 422 route as
well to ensure security.
“Anything we do for ingest, archive
and MAM is more of a file-based
and IT related world but on the field
production side, from live servers to
routing and vision mixing, it’s still

Education Needed
Moorhouse believes a big education
curve is needed for broadcasters
and SI’s alike as to what is coming
down the track. “The main aspect
is that of signal delay. Delay is not
a factor in most other industries
but its impact is considerable in
broadcast. With 4K, the timing is
down to nano seconds so there is
still a lot to learn.”
TSL highlights a separation
between corporate IT and broadcast
IT, often precipitated by a similar
disparity in software from broadcast
vendors and IT vendors.
“Broadcast software tends to
be less compliant with standard
enterprise IT services such as LDAP,
Active Directory and Layer 3 routing,”
says Bruce MacGregor, Director
Of Solutions. “I have heard CTO’s
railing against this and complaining
bitterly that broadcast vendors
don’t comply with these standards.
However, we shouldn’t be surprised;
broadcast is a niche market and it
simply isn’t economical to provide
all that functionality and the testing
that goes with it.”
The common approach is to keep
all the badly behaved broadcast
equipment on separate systems,
often managed by separate teams.
However, today’s content delivery
requirements for OTT, multiplatform
and catch up are calling this
approach into question.
“TSL has developed techniques
to lock down and isolate badly
behaved broadcast software in such
a way that it can coexist alongside its
better behaved corporate cousins,”
says MacGregor. “Advanced
configurations utilising technologies
like identity firewalling are used to tie
enterprise permissions to individual
user profiles.”
Grass Valley is reworking technology
across its product line toward
IT systems which will give its

customers the
flexibility to
work in whatever
resolution they
desire.
“The world
of TV and realtime requires a
determinism that
a pure IT based
technology
doesn’t face,”
says Matt Allard,
VP Marketing.
“Configuring IT to TSL’s MAM system in action at Sky News Arabia
broadcast means
modifying it to meet the real-time
through building an IT support
requirements in live events. One
knowledge base from scratch.
example is multicasting over IP.
On the other hand, the SI recently
When you come to the live feed
completed a large studio and
after a commercial break you need
transmission project where we
a system capable of making 200+
supplied the network and hardware
signal switches in real-time and all
layer design based on the clients
in sync. That’s the challenge we all
requirements. “They have a very
face moving forward.”
pro-active and knowledgeable
WTS’ Technical Director David
IT department and wanted to be
Phillips recounts an (unnamed)
involved in the design,” says Phillips.
national broadcaster in South East “With that in mind, we guided them
Asia which recently made a leap
through much of the hardware
from analogue VTR playout to an allswitch configuration, but it was
digital HD file-based infrastructure
carried out by the client as part of a
using generic storage, server playout
familiarisation exercise and they are
and file archiving for the first time.
now able to maintain their broadcast
WTS staff were able to provide a
IT system independently.”
turnkey solution including baseband
“It is concerning that many
and IT infrastructures to meet the
companies continue with all of the
client’s ambitions and guide them
disadvantages and potential security
issues with a split approach to IT,”
adds MacGregor. “There is some
evidence to suggest that this may
Bruce MacGregor,
be down to a lack of specific IT
Director of Solutions,
knowledge but where appropriate
TSL Systems
expertise is procured there are
solutions available to these perennial
broadcast IT problems.”

“…Broadcast
software tends to be
less compliant with
standard enterprise
IT services

”

Toward Virtualisation
Big data analysis is a hot topic in
the industry just now, and while
it is typically applied to analysis
of massive data sets about
CONTINUED ON PAGE 52

Congratulations to RTÉ
Shortlisted for a 2013 IBC Innovation Award for their
move to an innovative file-based workflow.

Another successful project, managed
by MJO Broadcast.
VIEW THE CASE STUDY >>

Discover how we helped transform RTÉ’s workflow
& managed the project delivery for TMD.

broadcast

Broadcast Solutions.
Defined. Designed. Delivered.

mjobroadcast.com
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YOUR LOCAL PARTNER.
FOR PROJECTS WORLDWIDE.
NEW IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
SINGAPORE
Qvest Media is a member of the Wellen+Nöthen GROUP

OUR BUSINESS UNITS
» Consulting & Development
» Professional Products
» System Integration
» Technology Service & Support
» Rental Solutions & Services

PROJECT “AMSTERDAM”
ENJOY THE BEST COCKTAILS IN TOWN.
VISIT OUR BAR AT BOOTH 3.B40!
www.wellen-noethen.com | www.qvestmedia.ae

Wellen+Nöthen GROUP: Cologne • Berlin • Munich • Dubai • Singapore
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Expert in broadcast system design and installation
from studio through to transmission

dB Broadcast is one of the UK’s largest and most successful
independent system integrators and offers system installation world-wide.
●

Broadcast stations

●

Encoding and multiplexing systems

●

TV studios

●

Outside broadcast (OB) vehicles

●

Radio studios

●

Technical areas

●

Edit suites

●

PIE/TIE systems

●

Newsroom systems

●

Transmitter site installations

●

Playout systems

www.dbbroadcast.co.uk

T +44 (0)1353 661117
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Reworking IP And IT For Broadcast Cont.
media consumption culled from
the internet, similar techniques
could be used to optimise how a
broadcaster’s internal production
and distribution processes operate.
“The percentage of a facility’s
asset base in use at any one time
is strikingly low,” says Larry Kaplan,
Founder of Software Defined Video
Infrastructure (SDVI) which launches
at IBC. “Fixed facilities are generally
very over provisioned because of the
inability to change their configuration.
Software control over these utilities
would help broadcasters achieve
very significant benefits from
pooled resources.”
Kaplan’s company is promoting
an enterprise software suite to
feed into a virtualised plant. “Once
facilities are designed around the
notion of pooled resouces that
can be configured and changed
in software then the whole notion
of big data techniques can be
deployed to intelligently manage
it,” he says. “Software defined
networks and FIMS (Framework for
Interoperable Media Services) an
AMWA and EBU framework are keys
to making virtualisation possible.”
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Larry Kaplan,
Founder of SDVI

The percentage of a
“…facility’s
asset base in
use at any one time is
strikingly low

”

Kaplan is tapping into the concept
of virtualisation which views the
facility of the future as a collection of
resources for storage or computing
which may or may not be in the
plant and which are scaled up or
down with demand.

side in the most efficient way.
Playout especially with live
programming and news segments
is a harder nut to crack but short
term, instant or ‘Pop Up’ channels
can be setup very quickly in a cloud
environment. The need for baseband
HD-SDI signal infrastructure is the
sticking point for those wanting to
put a whole master control /playout
channel in the cloud. Once this can
be replaced by an IP infrastructure
the path is clear for whole broadcast
playout centres to be virtual.
With many broadcasters having
to tighten their belts, the savings in
capital expenditure and staff costs
are potentially enormous.
TSL teamed with Sky News Arabia and delivered a fully automated, fully
scheduled dish to disk system

Arabian News

“In an ideal world–and indeed if
you believe much of the hype in
the marketplace–these services
would be run in dedicated remote
data centres, as we see in other
industries,” says Burgess. “However,
broadcasters have specific issues
when it comes to the security and
storage location of their media
which will often dictate the services
and storage to be provided within
their own facilities (private cloud).
“However these new-style facilities
still need to be built to the very
highest of standards that we see
inherent in broadcast infrastructure,
but often less so in general
data centres.”
In 2008 TSL published papers at
IBC laying out a framework and the
building blocks of how a virtualised
broadcaster of the future would
operate. In 2010 it demonstrated
a Proof of Concept for channel
playout that was built entirely in a
public cloud.
“Others have tried to work within
the limitations of enterprise cloud
providers such as AWS and Azure at
the higher layers of the cloud stack,
while TSL is able to offer a cloudbased platform which gives access

TSL designed and built the system
Sky use to deliver Arabic language
channel Sky News Arabia. Sky
wanted a solution that would
allow them run a highly complex
network operation centre, with forty
assignments into the studio, with a
minimum number of staff.
TSL integrated all the major
components to form a fully
automated, fully scheduled dish to
disk system. It works like this: A
journalist can enter a booking into
the back office ScheduAll resource
management system and all of
the operational tasks associated
with that booking, on all of the
various broadcast systems, are
automatically carried out by the
system. The dish is steered to
the correct satellite, the L-band is
routed to the correct IRD, the IRD
is programmed with the correct
frequency, the video is routed to
the correct video server, the server
is told to record at the right time to
a file name that the journalist has
already entered in the ScheduAll
programme as part of the booking.
For two way segments and down
the line pieces even the talkback,
IRB circuits and audio routing are
automatically carried out.

to the basic input/output system and
very low level control of individual
servers and their interconnectivity,”
says MacGregor. “All things which
are absolutely crucial if existing
broadcast software vendors are
to feel comfortable deploying their
solutions, unaltered, into a TSL
provided cloud based infrastructure.”
For Phillips this is definitely the
future. “Virtualisation can be as
simple as having all the transcoding
requirements of a broadcaster’s filebased workflows occurring in the
cloud, using outsourced computing
resources, or having an entire
broadcaster’s playout virtualised
and available to anyone with a
network connection.
Storage is an obvious area for
virtualisation, with cost of storage
falling but the demands for storage
capacity increasing, with a growth
in multiple formats and delivery
platforms. It makes a lot of sense
to virtualise nearline and archive
content, as long as the availability
of that content is assured.
File-based operations are relatively
easy to outsource or virtualise and
as they are not required in real-time,
complex workflows can run side by

www.brainstorm.es

ASTON 3D
ADVANCED REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS CREATION AND PLAYOUT SOLUTION
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Innovating For The Networked Future
By Tim Felstead
Head of Sales & Marketing,
ATG Broadcast

T

he role of systems integrators
includes studying the relative
merits of new engineering concepts
and, where appropriate, factoring
these into workflow proposals for
new projects.
Much of our systems integration
work in recent years has centred
on integrating 1080-line channels
alongside their 625-line equivalents.
More recently, the emphasis has
moved to adding completely new
1080-line channels.
Any broadcaster contemplating a
future upgrade beyond HD, whether
to 4K, 8K or some entirely new
display format, will be influenced
by the practical considerations of
transmission cost, optimal bit-rate
and the screen-size/resolution/price
of viewing devices. 1080-line HD
looks fantastic on a 60 inch screen

at normal viewing distance, let alone
on a handheld tablet.
Innovation has formed a key
element of ATG Broadcast’s success
right back to the transition from
tape-based to file-based content
management. Efficiency and ease
of operation have become dominant
requirements. Broadcasters and
production companies with the
capacity to produce large quantities
of high quality programmes will
clearly be the market leaders. We
need look no further than the car
industry to see the benefits of
production standardisation and tight
process control.
Energy consumption is an ever
more important factor in broadcast
systems design, more as a function
of efficient workflow and its impact
on production cost than for any

call to save the planet (albeit a very
useful side effect).
Media asset management systems
look set to become complete
lifecycle managers, from initial
concept until whenever the rights
run out. Software architectures
and the skills required for deep and
fully-functional integration will be
crucial. Business and production
software systems will become far
more tightly integrated.
The file formats issues will never
be settled. Just as the introduction
of video tape resulted in seemingly
endless format wars, the industry
will never be free of incompatibility
concerns in the tapeless world.
However, sensible content
management companies will have
as many agreements in place as they
can to fix media formats between
partners. They will also have an
intelligently chosen ‘mezzanine’
format in house. Quality control
processes will be selected and
implemented with care to ensure
each ‘factory’ is always running at
optimum efficiency.
One of the most promising

technologies currently being
developed is IP-based wide area
video networking. The concept is
already becoming commonplace for
high quality audio content delivery,
not just of files but of low-latency
streams. Video networking is a
logical extension. Also known as
audio/video bridging or ‘AVB’, it is
centred on the IEEE 802.1 standard.
Another standard with great potential
is Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
which offers considerable practical
and economic advantages to the
broadcast world. Originally defined
as IEEE 1588-2002 and later revised
to IEEE 1588-2008, its purpose is
to synchronise clocks throughout a
data network.
Whatever your needs, live, filebased or both, ATG Broadcast
will be on hand throughout IBC
to help turn ideas into real-world
working systems.
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MEDIA & BROADCAST
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
www.atgbroadcast.co.uk

EMBRACING TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY

YOUR TRUSTED BUSINESS PARTNER

ATG Broadcast is one of the world’s most
innovative broadcast systems integrators.

DIGITAL NEWS ROOMS

Embracing tomorrow’s technology, ATG Broadcast delivers
maximum value through close co-operation with customers,
leading to mutually beneficial long-term relationships.

DIGITAL ARCHIVES

FILE BASED WORKFLOW

PLAYOUT CENTRES

MASTER CONTROL
ROOMS
TV STUDIOS
EDITING FACILITIES

ATG Broadcast is part of Dan Technologies Group, one of
Europe’s leading suppliers of audio, video, transmission
products and digital media solutions.
The Dan Technologies Group operates from offices in the
United Kingdom, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Vietnam and Dubai.

INNOVATIVE MEDIA SOLUTIONS FOR TODAY & TOMORROW
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Success For Modern BT Sport Facility
BT Sport launched in August and already the facility is hailed to be both the biggest
L-shaped studio and one of the largest LED lighting installations in the world...

By Kevin Hilton
Contributing Editor

T
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he channel launched just three
months after announcing its
line-up of presenters and what live
events they would be introducing,
or commentating on, and only six
months since building work began
on its new studios complex in east
London.
The facility is supported by a range
of equipment and technologies
from Aspera, Avid, Calrec, EVS,
Harmonic and Sony.
The new broadcaster is taking on
market leader Sky with live coverage
of English and Scottish Premier
League football, Premiership rugby
union and tennis, among other sports
and tournaments in both standard
and high-definition. The big selling
point is the three channels–BT Sport
1, BT Sport 2 and ESPN–will be free
to BT broadband customers but there
is also an attempt to create a different
style to Sky, the BBC, ITV and other
sports channels. “We wanted to
create an environment that met our

The possibilities for simultaneous
use also include a mezzanine studio
within Studio 1. This is big enough
to accommodate three cameras and
two people on-air, with the bigger
studio providing a backdrop. In the
middle of Studio 1 is a circular metal
construction designed as a “tribute”
to the BT Tower.
But even this is overshadowed
by the glass floor at the far end of
Studio 1. It was supplied by German
squash court manufacturer ASB and
can be illuminated using LED lights
in different configurations to create
half-size football or rugby pitches
and tennis courts. This allows pundits
to recreate and analyse specific
moments in a game.
Presenters are able to move
freely round the studios and office
areas through a system comprising
Cobham RF arrays, Wisycom
wireless microphone and in-ear
monitoring systems and Boxx radio
camera converters.

Live action in the BT Sport gallery

editorial requirements, which are
about being live and having more
than one channel on air at a time,”
comments Jamie Hindhaugh, Chief
Operating Officer of BT Sport.
The broadcast centre, which is
part of the iCity development on
the Queen Elizabeth II Olympic Park
in east London, houses three main
studios. The biggest of these spaces
comprises Studios 1 and 2 in a 14,000
square feet ‘L’ shape. “You can move
into a traditional box studio and make
great programmes from it but we had
the opportunity to build a studio of
the shape, size and scale that we’d
already identified we needed for our
programming,” explains Hindhaugh.
“But Studio 1/2 is not an easy space to
use because it’s a big space and you
could potentially be live on air while
somebody is rehearsing in another
part, which is scary.”

The design and build of the studios,
galleries, post-production suites,
master control room, which can
handle over 100 incoming HD lines
at a time, and other technical rooms,
was managed by facilities company
Timeline Television. It now has a
five-year managed service contract
to oversee technical operations,
providing support for the workflow
and different departments. “We’ve
assembled a team of 70 people
to run the facility 24 hours a day,”
comments Dan McDonnell, Managing
Director of Timeline TV. “It has been
designed as digital and file-based
end-to-end but we can ingest tape,
although we’d prefer not to.”
Timeline TV subcontracted the
building of the studios and technical
areas to Studio Schemes and the
technical installation to systems
integrator Megahertz Broadcast

The glass studio floor in football mode with pundit Steve McManaman

Systems. Greg Hoskin, Managing
Director of Megahertz, says tight or
changing timescales are common
to all facility builds today, so the
general approach is to set the
technical parameters, develop the
central apparatus area (CAR) and
work out from there. “It’s a building
blocks approach,” he explains. “Once
we have the CAR and the routing
established, the individual rooms can
be designed almost in isolation.”
The equipment selected for the
production hub is a mixture of solid,
traditional broadcast hardware and
IT-based technologies. Fifteen Sony
HDC-2400 cameras, including crane
mounted models as well as those on
pedestals, are used in the studios,
while vision control involves three
Sony MVS-7000X and five MVS3000 mixers, with TriMaster OLED
monitors also in the galleries. The
sound control rooms feature 40-fader
Calrec Audio Artemis Light desks,
connected to an Artemis Beam rack
as a routing core to create a Hydra2
network. BT Sport Chief Engineer
Andy Beale explains that the Hydra is
used to feed wall boxes in the studios,
as well as connecting to the main
Snell 850 hybrid router.
The post-production department
includes 20 video editing suites,
with 25 Avid Symphony Nitris
DX workstations. These run on a
network controlled by the Interplay
Production asset management
system running into ISIS 7000 shared
storage. Audio post is based on
Avid Pro Tools HDX and includes
a dubbing theatre with a 32-fader
ICON D-Control mixing console. A
QC (quality control) suite features an
eight-channel D-Command controller.
Eight voice booths are used for “off
screen” commentary on incoming
Italian Serie A and French Ligue 1
football matches.
With short turnarounds on
live footage, an extensive video
infrastructure has been installed to
ensure material gets on air quickly.

This set-up includes Harmonic’s
Spectrum playout servers, Spectrum
MediaPort video encoders/decoders
and SAR-based MediaStore storage
arrays; Aspera Faspex for file receipt
and delivery and Orchestrator
handling automation; and EVS XT3
and XS studio servers for ingest and
playing out highlights.
All this is fully integrated, with
Aspera’s Orchestrator workflow
automation connecting to EVS
IP Director production asset
management suites, which also links
to Avid Interplay, while the overall EVS
system in turn links with the Harmonic
nearline storage system.
This level of interconnection has
been used to make what Jamie
Hindhaugh describes as “one big
creative space” for the programme
production area. Producers from
different independent companies
have access to all material on the filebased system through their desktops
using EVS IPBrowse terminals. Alex
Redfern, Project Solution Architect
with EVS, says BT Sport has 200
licences for IPBrowse, with the
large amount of desktop working
making for “a different feel from other
broadcasters”.
The studios at iCity are connected
to BT’s Madley earth station and BT
Tower, which has a fully mirrored
system so that if there are any
circuit failures programmes can
continue from stand-by studios. Final
distribution is from Red Bee Media’s
playout centre in west London.

An extensive video infrastructure
has been installed to ensure material
gets on air quickly
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What’s New In Broadcast Quality Assurance
Quality assurance starts at the point of ingest and continues right through to viewer’s set-top-box.
The following summary looks at recent developments in QA from the studio output onwards as
distinct from traditional test and measurement...

By David Kirk
Contributing Editor

A
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dtec Digital’s iOS MultiViewer allows users to monitor
and control real-time video
transmission and manage multiple
Adtec encoders and IRDs locally or
remotely. The Multi-Viewer mobile
application can be accessed from
internet connected devices on
demand. Available for use on the
Apple iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch,
the Multi-Viewer is free on iTunes
and in the Apple Store. It requires
iOS 5.0 or later, and is optimised
for iPhone 5.
Agama Technologies’ Omnia
DVB-C monitoring probe monitors
up to 48 multiplexes and all
individual services, all in real-time,
with complete transport stream
analysis and a full ETSI TR290
parameter set. It allows real-time
monitoring of all TR290 Priority
1–3 parameters for every individual
service. Omnia is optimised for
use in cable operators’ headends, local offices or edge QAM
sites, and is available in different
versions ranging from 12 up to 48
input configurations for 1U and 2U
server packaging.

Agama Technologies’ Omnia
Analyzer - Dashboard view

Anritsu has introduced wireless
remote tools for its touchscreen
PIM Master, Site Master, Spectrum
Master and VNA Master handheld
instruments. With the software
installed, field technicians and
engineers can view screens and
control the instruments remotely
using a Microsoft Windows-based
laptop, PC or tablet, simplifying
the deployment, installation,
and maintenance of 2G/3G/4G
wireless networks. It makes field
measurements such as sweeps,
spectrum analysis, PIM, and
S-parameters, easier and more

efficient. Operators can remain on
the ground and use a Site Master
cable and antenna analyser to
conduct sweeps on jumpers at
the top of a tower. The handheld
instruments can be connected
remotely from the Ethernet port on
the analyser via the Internet or over a
wireless link using a pocket wireless
router for local remote control.
Bridge Technologies has
launched PocketProbe, an iPhone
iOS app that enables objective
analysis of real network performance
of streaming media. It employs the
same processing as the company’s
VB1, VB2 and 10G VB3 series digital
media monitoring probes, allowing
confidence validation and analysis
of http variable bit-rate streams
from any location. PocketProbe
is available in two versions from
Apple’s App Store: the free
application can validate five HLS
streams, provide analysis and
manifest consistency alarms, play
back media at various profile bitrates, and display the actual chunk
download patterns and bit-rates.
The full version also offers the ability
to validate HDS and SmoothStream
manifest files and store 25 streams
with all profiles.
Cisco’s Video Assurance
Management Solution 3.1 provides
the framework for assurance
management of video services
such as linear broadcast and
video on demand (VoD) based on
MPEG-2 transport streams and
uncompressed flows. Service
providers can monitor all video
flows directly from the data plane
of the router without having to pull
the video flows to a dedicated card
or appliance. Cisco’s Multicast
Manager 3.1.2 monitors any change
in the multicast trees that might
affect video performance. Cisco Info
Center 7.3 manages network events
to help maintain video service
uptime and quality. ROSA NMS 4.2
provides tools for fault management,
configuration management, and
performance management. These
are designed specifically to manage
complete IP television, broadcast,
and cable networks. Cisco Active
Network Abstraction 3.7.2 supports
correlation and aggregation of

Volicon’s Observer STB

events in the core, distribution,
and aggregation networks. Bridge
Technologies, Ineoquest, Mixed
Signals and Tektronix MTM400
video probes are supported.
Eyeheight’s LE-2M-K logging
legaliser maintains a timed log of
every non-compliant video or audio
event requiring correction in the
course of a 24-hour transmission
schedule. This enables broadcasters
to archive a record of as-run
conformance data in countries
where government legislation or
transmission authority regulations
make this compulsory. Each
action is logged complete with its
linear timecode identifier. Video
legalisation and loudness correction
timelines can also be monitored onscreen. The LE-2M-K incorporates
Eyeheight’s clobberRing automatic
luma overshoot and undershoot
suppression together with luma and
chroma gain, black level adjustment,
hue rotation, adjustable clipping
levels and soft-clipping-knee levels.
An ‘out-of-gamut’ indication feed
displays overshoot or undershoot
severity and shows the user where
on the picture any signal correction
is being performed. In the audio
domain, the LE-2M-K provides
automatic real-time control of
perceptual loudness and true peak
level using ITU-R BS.1770 multichannel loudness and true-peak

estimation algorithms. These are
coupled with proprietary correction
to ensure compliance with loudness
and peak-programme level
requirements. Embedded stereo
or surround audio loudness are
continuously monitored, system
gain being seamlessly adjusted
across all channels to stay within
the loudness limit while preserving
audio imaging.
IneoQuest Technologies has
upgraded its IQDialogue ASM probe
with the ability to monitor adaptive
streaming video at full line rate. It
has also introduced a new video
analytics software platform, cPAR.
This enables providers to investigate
problems by programme, time,
location and error.
Leader’s LF 6800 is designed
for use by transmission service
providers, cable television network
operators and broadcast systems
integrators. It allows measurement
of the channel signal corresponding
to a range of globally-used
broadcast signal formats. These
consist of the digital terrestrial
television broadcasting standard
(ISDB-T/Tb), BS digital broadcasting
(ISDB-S), CS digital broadcasting
(DVB-S/DVB-S2), plus the CATV
digital broadcasting (ITU J.83 B/C)
used in Japan.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 58

Eyeheight’s LE-2M-K logging legaliser incorporates real-time loudness
correction to ensure full conformity with industry-standard signal levels

Experience USB 3.0 switching with
Draco tera enterprise KVM matrix switches

MATRIx SwITchES wITh USB 3.0
SwITchING cAPABILITy
GLOBAL INNOVATION
SUPERSPEED
IN KVM SOLUTIONS

Always one step ahead: Draco tera enterprise KVM matrix switches made by IHSE
enable switching of USB 3.0 signals for the first time. The considerable increase in
speed allows a more efficient workflow through faster transmission of data. The new
universal I/O cards for Draco tera enterprise matrix switches provide USB 3.0 switching capability besides a wide range of other KVM signals like DVI, HDMI, VGA, USBHID, USB 2.0, SDI, RS232, RS422, digital and analog audio – all in one system. All
ports can be dynamically configured as input or outputs. Even in case of re-plugging
cables, recognition and mapping of sources and peripherals is working perfectly. All
Draco tera switches offer instantaneous delay-free switching with Hot Swap, automatic identification of extenders and fully redundant operational capability.
Meet us at IBC2013!
IHSE will present the world premiere of the USB 3.0 switching
capability at IBC in Amsterdam, September 13-17, 2013.
Visit us at booth #7.C10 to explore our innovative KVM products.
www.ihse.com

info@ihse.de

phone: +49 7546 9248-0
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Leader’s LF 6800 transmission monitor allows measurement of the channel signal corresponding
to a range of globally-used broadcast signal formats

An integral Ethernet interface
allows easy control of multiple LF
6800 signal monitors in any location
via a single PC using a standard
web browser. SNMP, HTTP, FTP and
SNTP Ethernet protocols can all be
handled. An automatic alarm can be
activated if the signal quality of one
or more channels falls outside preset
measurement parameters. A full log
of relevant data is maintained for
inspection and analysis. This data

can also be transferred as a file for
reference at other locations.
Rohde & Schwarz has enhanced
its DVMS digital TV monitoring
system by adding a new option
for monitoring DVB-T2 signals in
accordance with the latest version of
the ETSI EN 302 755 V1.3.1 standard.
The DVMS-B55 option also supports
L1-post scrambling and T2-Lite. The
DVMS can simultaneously monitor
the RF and transport stream
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characteristics of up to four signals.
Network operators can monitor both
the DVB-T2 transmitter and the
signal feed via the T2 modulator
interface (T2-MI) without needing
additional equipment. The system
comes with ASI and IP interfaces. It
is also suitable for monitoring singlefrequency networks and measuring
the RF spectrum.
The R&S DVMS either displays
logged errors and measurement
results on a display at the
transmitter site or reports them to
the monitoring station via SNMP.
The system displays measurements
graphically for a quick overview.
It incorporates numerous other
analysis and viewing functions,
including PCR jitter analysis and
display of thumbnails and EPG.
Tektronix recently announced
a one-box system for physical
and protocol compliance testing
to match the latest Mobile HighDefinition Link (MHL) Compliance
Test Specification 2.1 covering
transmitter, receiver, dongle
and cable testing for physical
and protocol layers. The MHL
specification was developed by
Nokia, Samsung, Silicon Image,
Sony and Toshiba as a standard
for connecting mobile phones and
portable devices to HDTVs and
large displays.
MHL enables a mobile devices to
output home theatre quality video
and digital audio to HD displays
while its battery is being charged.
MHL-enabled products include
smartphones, tablets, DTVs, TV
accessories, Blu-ray players,
monitors and projectors. The new
MHL CTS 2.1

specification adds direct-attach
device testing and cable tests while
introducing new test methods for
data eye diagram and clock jitter
tests, all supported by Tektronix.
Triveni Digital has announced the
StreamScope Portal, a new portable,
tablet-based MPEG analysis and
monitoring tool. Available with
various dongle-based input options,
it gives users the ability to perform
real-time,file-based MPEG-2/
MPEG-4 analysis and remote
monitoring of DTV transport streams
over Gigabit Ethernet networks and
other interfaces.
Volicon has introduced Version
7.0 of its Observer TS MPEG
transport stream logging and
monitoring system. This now
accommodates ASI, QAM, 8VSB,
and DVB-T MPEG-TS interfaces.
Simplified user interfaces are also
provided, allowing cable, satellite,
broadcast, and IPTV operators to
assess a wide range of broadcast
and network services.
Witbe’s new 4402 Video Quality
Robot can run simultaneous tests
on up to eight standard definition
or eight high definition devices
of any type.
It allows content owners and
hardware manufacturers to
automate testing of new services,
new apps or new devices before
launch and monitor the quality of
live and on-demand video services
delivered to any type of fixed or
mobile terminal.

Looking Ahead
Given the tumbling price of 4K
cameras and the less dramatic but
continuing fall in 4K screen prices,
UHD seems to me to have healthy
prospects as a broadcast format.
From a quality assurance
perspective, this will mean increased
demand for bit-rate reduction
systems that can deliver subjectively
attractive 4K video without
demanding excessive investment
in transport infrastructure.
At some point in the future,
consumers will then have the option
of trying to find space in their homes
for 80 inch display screens or larger.
The challenge for playout service
providers, transmitter network
operators and telecommunication
companies will be considerable.

www.seesense.eu

R&S DVMS can monitor up to four signals simultaneously

SD7B SD10B SD11B
DiGiCo Broadcast Mixing Console Application Highlights:
Direct console to MADI router connectivity
5.1 ingest routing and balancing
Fully customizable fader layout for fast access
(put any mono/stereo/5.1 channel anywhere)
Alternate music mixes
Small OB events (Rackmountable SD11B)

NEW SD9B

www.digico.biz

DiGiCo UK Ltd. Unit 10 Silverglade Business Park, Leatherhead Road,
Chessington, Surrey KT9 2QL. Tel: +44 (0) 1372 845600
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FORscene: Post-Produce In This Cloud
By
Stephen Streater
CEO, Forbidden
Technologies plc

F
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O R s c e n e, by Fo r b i d d e n
Technologies, has been used
to post-produce video in the
cloud for almost ten years. Users
have discovered how web-based
workflows save time and money
while encouraging collaboration
and creativity. Yet for some, working
in the cloud still holds mystery.
What Are The Costs? Affordability
and cost control have become
increasingly important as content
creator s strive to increase
production value. Other cloudbased video services often require
expensive software licences and
specialised hardware. FORscene
runs over any Internet connection
and in any web browser, while
usage-based billing allows clients
to control their spending and scale
up or down according to their
current workload.
Is My Content Secure? With
FORscene, only a lower-resolution
version of your content is uploaded
into the cloud, while the original
content remains secure on your

local servers. The proxy version is
perfect for editing, referencing, and
reviewing purposes and ensures
that access is speedy, even over
lower-speed Internet connections
or with devices such as tablets
and smartphones. At any stage
in the editing process, FORscene
can access the original source
material and output a version of
the edited material at the same
resolution as the original. Further,
FORscene accounts are passwordprotected, and the program resides
only in RAM on the user’s machine
- nothing is stored permanently
on the local PC - and the source
material and saved edits are
backed up in the cloud to three
separate geographical locations…
automatically.
Is Access Delayed In The Cloud?
Clients expect cloud-based
technology to provide the benefit
of remote access without delays.
Although the media accessed by
FORscene is stored in the cloud,
the local machine’s processing
power is used to implement edits
and changes to material without
delay. FORscene also intelligently
downloads a selection of frames
within a clip that has been
selected for editing, allowing
work to begin immediately while
the balance of the clip downloads.

The FORscene User Interface

Recent capacity improvements
now allow clients to load folders
containing more than 120 clips in
less than a second.
Are The Tools Easy To Use?
Time is money, so new technology
must be easy to learn and be well
supported. The basic FORscene
interface is simple enough for
producers and directors, yet
responsive enough for editors.
Forbidden offers a comprehensive
training session for new customers,
and the interface features pop-up
tips and an interactive support chat
room. Training videos are available
on the FORscene YouTube channel,
and a new user guide will be
available to logged-in customers
following IBC2013.

Does It Integrate? As workflows
become more complex and
incorporate a number of different
technologies, integrating with
other systems becomes ever more
important. FORscene users can
import, edit, and export media
and metadata between FORscene
and a wide range of systems
including Sony XMPilot, Avid Media
Composer, and Apple Final Cut Pro.
At IBC2013, Forbidden will
demonstrate how it maintains
market leadership with the latest
client-requested improvements
to FORscene’s edit, account
management, and support tools.
It is this dedication to users
that helps Forbidden provide a
better service.

BFI Adopts FileCatalyst Workflow Accelerated File Transfer
By Chris Bailey
FileCatalyst CEO
and Co-Founder

he BFI (British Film Institute) is the
lead organisation for film in the
UK. This internationally renowned
organisation sends anything from
a clip to a full length feature film
as part of its daily routine whether
working on film festivals, high
profile film restorations, footage
sales or internal presentations.
The BFI’s technical team have
chosen FileCatalyst Workflow as
an ideal solution for accelerated
file transfers.
The BFI publishes books and
DVDs, distributes classic re-releases,
owns and operates the cinemas of
BFI Southbank and runs the BFI
London Film Festival. The BFI
also looks after the world’s largest
and most important collection of
British film and television, the BFI
National Archive. Working with UKbased creative solutions provider,
MediaPros, the BFI sought to

T

optimise its content delivery across
digital platforms, and was looking
for an accelerated and managed
file transfer solution which could
handle all internal transfers from a
single system.
“Our previous method of file transfer
involved a combination of different
delivery systems, and content
delivery was not standardised. We
knew we had to move to a solution
with secure and simple workflows,”
says Tim Everett, Head of Technical
Delivery, BFI. Furthermore due to
the large file sizes of these films, the
BFI required a solution which both
permitted higher speed transfers

FileCatalyst Workflow

of its digital content, while at the
same time securing the files during
transit. The BFI needed a system
that was easy and straightforward
to use, as the organisation has
many different users with different
technical requirements.
With the assistance of MediaPros,
a FileCatalyst partner, the BFI
deployed FileCatalyst Workflow,
which combines two powerful
web-based, managed file transfer
workflows: submission and
distribution. The FileCatalyst
Workflow solution has enabled the
BFI to deliver and receive large
format film files at high speed in
transfers to and from film industry
partners. The BFI was also able
to transfer files securely with the
FileCatalyst platform, serving
FileCatalyst Workflow over HTTPS,
and all file transfer connections to
the FileCatalyst Server secured
with SSL and AES.
“The biggest benefit to us has
been the ability to send large file
sizes quickly and allowing outside
parties to send files to us, without the
hassle of being limited to file size,”
says Tim Everett, Head of Technical
Delivery, BFI. “The BFI is now able

to transfer files securely, without
risking compromised or leaked files
during transit and it’s easy to add
and manage multiple users.”
“The BFI receives and sends out
many large film files on a daily basis.
When using a different tool, a single
transfer of a feature film could take
days. This is where FileCatalyst
comes in,” says Dave McKeen, VP
of Sales at Unlimi-Tech Software,
Inc. “We are pleased to help the
BFI achieve the high transfer rates
it needed to speed up all transfers of
feature films while also ensuring the
secure movement of its film content.”
“We have been impressed
by FileCatalyst’s performance,
transferring our files at much faster
speeds since we implemented the
solution. On the basis of our initial
trial we plan to continue to expand
the system internally and develop
more automation around it,” says
Tim Everett, Head of Technical
Delivery, BFI.
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New Wave For Ad Insertion Technology
By Walter Capitani
Vice President, Product Management,
International Datacasting

T

here’s been a growing bright
spot in the future of radio
broadcasting of late. Industry
experts are predicting a resurgence
of radio advertising due to the
inclusion of radio receivers in smart
phones. This could potentially add
millions of new radios to the market.
Radio broadcasters who wisely
incorporate new technology and
strategies into their business model
increase their odds of riding that new
wave of radios to future success.
Technologies that are already
available allow radio broadcasters
to send select ads to specific regions
or specific receivers, time-shift live
programming, lower costs through
shared hub support, and reduce
bandwidth consumption.
Our second generation of the STAR
Pro Audio™ solution opens up new

revenue generating opportunities
for radio networks by providing
localised ad insertion. The new
platform also enables time-shifting
functionality, allowing broadcasters
to play the right content at the
desired time. Broadcasters can now
seamlessly adjust for time zones
and rapidly adapt to conflicting live
programming schedules.
It also lowers per-channel costs
through shared hub support and
also uses up to 70% less bandwidth
compared to legacy solutions.
With this next generation of STAR,
radio broadcasters can look forward
to two important things – boosting
revenue and lowering operating
expenditures. The platform increases
advertising revenues because it
enables highly localised ad insertion.
The ability to sell more targeted ads

Targeted ad insertion solution for radio broadcasters

means more revenue opportunities
across the entire network.
STAR includes a copy split
capability that allows operators to
send select ads to specific regions
or specific receivers. Audio files
stored in the receiver can be inserted
into live or recorded programming.
Cost savings are realised through
shared hub support which enables
multiple radio networks to share
one four-channel receiver instead of

having each network deploy its own
standalone, single channel receiver.
Also, STAR Pro Audio requires just
120 kHz space segment for stereo,
as opposed to 400 kHz for legacy
systems, resulting in cost savings.
We’re confident radio professionals
who visit our IBC booth will recognise
our platform’s ability to boost
advertising revenues, increase
operational flexibility, and lower
operating costs.
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L-S-B Broadcast Highlight IP Technology
By Wilfried Luff
Managing Director, L-S-B
Broadcast Technologies GmbH

A

t this year’s IBC show, it will
be interesting to see how
the progressive dovetailing of
broadcast and network technology
will be reflected in exhibitor
products and solutions.
The increasing interlinking of both
technologies to control hardware
and to transmit content via IPnetworks is at this present moment
the most exciting development in
the broadcast industry.
As the manufacturer of an IP
based overall broadcast control
and monitoring system (VSM); our
tool performs as a comprehensive
control system that manages,
supervises and controls the
complete production environment
at a freely configurable GUI.
This central control is possible
because of the IP network basis that

integrates all production relevant
devices and functions in a highly
flexible and reliable way.
The use of IP in the broadcast
industry has the potential to create
many more possibilities. L-S-B’s
involvement in current projects such
as Ravenna or Ember+ represents
a further advancement in IP based
network environments in the field of
broadcasting and implementation
of a new device-independent
control protocol.
The VSM is a manufacturer
independent control system.
Our goal is to abstract the physical
hardware from all control interface
and logic requirements by directly
interfacing to third party broadcast
equipment such as video router,
video switchers, audio routers/
consoles, multiviewer systems,

intercom, system glue
etc, over native protocols.
VSM is a toolbox to
allow customers to
directly combine the
control parameters of the
broadcast system into
custom and workflow
optimised user interfaces
thus bringing simplicity
and speed to operators
in MCRs, studios and live
broadcast environments.
The broad integration
of IP-based control and
transmission technologies
in the field of broadcasting
picks up on current industry
trends: cost-efficiency,
flexibility of resource
planning, simplification of
production processes, IPTV,
streaming or, for example,
remote production.
The demands these
place on the industry
are enormous and the
integration of IP network
technology offers solutions
to meet them.

L-S-B Broadcast Technology
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VSM USERS
BENEFIT FROM

Utmost
Flexibility

Optimised
Workflow

Protected
Investments

VSM is the most sophisticated broadcast control
and monitoring system found on the market today.
VSM brings together the control of all major components of the TV Production environment into a single IP based system. Working independent
of 3rd party broadcast hardware manufacturers, VSM provides a flexible
and powerful control toolbox to simplify and optimise operational workflows in the fields of production and broadcasting in MCRs, Studios
and OB environments.
Visit us at IBC, Hall 8, B31

www.l-s-b.de
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Targeted Ads For Multiscreen A Reality
The ability to insert targeted advertising is the Holy Grail of the multiscreen video industry...

By Duncan Potter
CMO, SeaWell Networks

U

nfortunately, most of the effort
on this noble quest is focused
on what ad to deliver, instead of how
to actually deliver it. The latter is
more important than ever, especially
when the ability to deliver an ad
targeted to a specific individual
within a specific context, along with
the real-time consumption statistics,
makes most advertisers salivate.
A lot has been said about the
potential value of user- and contextspecific targeting. The precise
number will likely be debated long
after successful programs are put in
place. However, there is little doubt
that advertisers will pay significantly
more to know who was watching,
where, on what device and what
content was playing at the time.
As of yet, the advertising industry
is highly dubious of operators’ ability
to deliver on this promise. However,
targeted advertising is getting ever
closer to becoming a reality with
highly sophisticated ad decision
systems, demonstrated by many
leading providers. While these
systems are extremely important,
the one area that the industry has
overlooked is an operator’s ability
to insert the right ad or alternate
content into the right stream at
the right time - and report on
what happened.

Targeting, Yes. But How?
Multiscreen implementations use
adaptive bit rate (ABR) protocols
such as Apple HLS, Microsoft
Smooth Streaming (SS), Adobe HDS
and MPEG-DASH to deliver video

to a wide range of devices across
an even wider range of network
topologies. The different video
formats deliver two main elements:
the fragments (the actual “chunks”
of content) and the manifest.
Sometimes referred to as “the
playlist”, the manifest instructs the
player to retrieve the next fragment
by providing information about the
next playable video fragments
available and their location.
In theory, one would only need
to change the manifest to have
total control over what content is
viewed. However, this is not as
simple as it appears. There have
been a few attempts to achieve this
goal, including:
• Conditioning - This process refers
to the actual placement of the
ESAM or other markers within the
manifest. This takes place early in
the video delivery workflow, and
is primarily done by the encoder;
• Manifest Building - The required
manifests are created upfront
(post encoding), based on the
parameters of where and/or to
whom they will be delivered.
This type of manifest creation is
useful in situations where there
are a limited number of manifest
variants, but is extremely limited
in flexibility. Recently, a third
approach has begun to garner
more attention, as it promises
significant benefits in terms of
overall ABR delivery control;
• Dynamic Manifest Manipulation
(DMM) - DMM creates custom
manifests per content, device or

Users now consume video individually

session, in real-time, in response
to a device request. This is done
much later in the video delivery
workflow to enable highly-scalable,
targeted ad or alternate content
insertion. DMM uniquely creates
a virtual session with the end-user
device, enabling a long list of realtime control features. Through
DMM, generic manifests provided
from the encoder/packager and
retrieved from an origin can be
personalised using a number
of factors: user demographics,
subscribed services, service
tiers, access network, devices,
etc. One of DMM’s key benefits
is support for both live and ondemand content.
The Catch
In addition to manipulating the
manifest in real-time, the lack of
standardisation amongst protocols,
devices and players makes
targeted ad insertion even more
challenging. For instance, DMM is
most suited for protocols based
on the ISO/IEC 13818-1 (MPEG2 TS) specification that allows
discontinuities in the timeline,
such as Apple HLS. However, ISOBMFF protocols, such as Smooth

© GettyImages

Streaming and MPEG-DASH, do
not allow discontinuities, having
operators face yet another issue.
To address this obstacle, operators
must ensure that their prospective
DMM vendors effectively support
the required formats and have
the necessary scalability when
developing an ad insertion solution.
Shaping The Future Of TV
The demand for truly targeted ad
insertion is clear. However, with
the innovation of real-time delivery
control, there is more than a Holy
Grail in this quest. The ability to
present alternate content on an
individual basis has the potential
to change TV as we know it. The
existing model of channel-based
TV becomes obsolete, replaced
by an entirely new, real-time
content model.
When operators and content
producers realise the true potential,
they will move to redefine their
relationships with each other.
The real Holy Grail is consumers
watching whatever they want,
wherever they are, and begin to
enjoy (or at least accept as pertinent)
the advertisements that have been
tailor-made for them.
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Orban: Ensuring Uncompromised Quality
Of Entertainment-Grade Streaming Audio
2013 marks the ten-year Anniversary of HE-AAC...

By Peter Lee
General Manager, Orban

decade ago, bringing
entertainment-grade audio
quality to Internet streaming
required uneconomically high
bitrate s that compromise d
reliability. Recognising this, Orban
embarked on an ambitious project
to make entertainment-quality
streaming economically feasible
and rock-solid. Under the direction
of Greg Ogonowski, VP Product
Development, Orban brought HEAAC to the Internet for streaming
audio. Opticodec-PC became the
first commercially available HE-AAC
streaming encoder. Now, some ten
years later, HE-AAC has displaced
MP3 and WMA, and changed the
way Internet streaming is perceived
and consumed.
What Is HE-AAC? HE-AAC
(High Efficiency AAC, also known
as aacPlus™ by the original
developers, Coding Technologies), is
audio compression technology that
provides near-CD-quality using very
little network bandwidth. It combines
MPEG AAC and SBR (Spectral
Band Replication) technology. This
combination increases the efficiency
of MPEG AAC, resulting in superior
fidelity compared to MP3, Windows
Media, Real Audio, and Ogg Opus
at bitrates of 64 kbps and lower.
(At 96 kbps and higher, pure AAC
offers similar advantages over these
older codecs.)

A

64

MP3 is dead – long live HE-AAC,
says Orban

HE-AAC efficiency makes it the
perfect choice for streaming audio
over the Internet. Since Orban first
brought HE-AAC to this medium in
2003, HE-AAC has been adopted
and supported by Adobe Flash,
Microsoft Windows 7/8, Apple
OS/iOS, and most mobile
phones produced within the
last ten years.
MP3 and WMA are 20-year-old
technologies that have outlived their
usefulness. Because HE-AAC at 48
kbps can produce better subjective
quality than MP3 at 128 kbps, 128
kbps is no longer needed to achieve
entertainment-quality streaming.
State-of-the-art streams use HEAAC instead of inefficient MP3 and
WMA to create better audio quality
at lower bitrates. It is no longer
possible to assess streaming audio
quality by bitrate alone.
To achieve the best audio quality
from HE-AAC, your application
developers need to understand its
technology thoroughly. Although
development for HE-AAC is not
quite as easy as it is for MP3, the
payoff is well worth the effort. Many
developers do not adequately
understand HE-AAC audio, or even
audio applications, for that matter.
Choose your developers wisely.
HE-AAC streaming is an enabler.
No longer bound by the coverage
limitations of terrestrial broadcast
or satellite radio, content providers
can finally reach a global audience
with even better audio quality.
HE-AAC allows content to be
monetised via global marketing and
advertising campaigns.
HE-AAC streaming is a game
changer - truly an incentive to
“think different.”
Adapt or die. You cannot afford
NOT to stream using HE-AAC today.
The HE-AAC Streaming
Advantage: The next generation
of MPEG-standard audio codec
technology is here to stay. HE-AAC
(formerly aacPlus) has the following
advantages over legacy MP3 or
WMA; MP3 and WMA are dead ,
and here’s why:
1. No streaming royalties required:
Many people don’t know that MP3

Orban’s Optimod – PC 1101

streaming requires paying
2% of revenue for streaming
royalties. The only way to avoid
this is to have non-profit status,
but commercial radio stations and
netcasters do not qualify.
Technicolor, the current licensee of
MP3, will eventually send an invoice
to those in non-compliance and not
already paying MP3 royalties. On
the other hand, licensed AAC/HEAAC encoders include a one-time
royalty fee that is included with the
purchase. No additional licensing
fees are required.

2. Lower cost to stream:
Streaming server providers and
content distribution networks have
data plans that are less expensive
than MP3 or WMA while achieving
better audio quality and reliability.
3. Lower cost to listen, especially
for mobile data plans: Can be
up to four times lighter on data
consumption to the consumer,
which is very important to those
with monthly data caps.
4. Higher efficiency: HE-AAC at
32kbps can deliver 16kHz audio
bandwidth in stereo, while 128kbps
produces swishy-sounding MP3
or WMA. MP3 and WMA are
20-year-old technologies. They use
dated algorithms that are not as
effective and efficient as HE-AAC.
More information here: Codec

Parameters AAC HE-AAC and
Codec Parameters MP3.
Streaming to iPhone over mobile
cellular networks requires streams
to be 64kbps or less. MP3 cannot
deliver full-bandwidth stereo audio
at that bitrate, and what it does
deliver sounds awful. HE-AAC
delivers full high-fidelity stereo
audio at 64kbps or even lower
with no problem.
5. Increased reliability: Today’s
crowded mobile networks need all
the help they can get to prevent
dropouts and interruptions. Despite
the billions of ad dollars spent by
the wireless companies telling you
they can “hang the moon,” none of
them can actually “find the hook.”
6. Competitive, better, newer
generation, and higher performance
audio codec: MPEG-4 AAC, the
core audio codec for HE-AAC, is
the codec of choice for the most
popular downloadable music
service, Apple iTunes. It is a world
standard. Rigorous, double-blind
listening tests have revealed that
AAC/HE-AAC is far superior to MP3
and WMA, and the codecs used for
HD and satellite radio.
7. Natively supported: HE-AAC is
now natively supported in Adobe
Flash, Microsoft Windows 7/8, Apple
OS/iOS, and most mobile phones
produced within the last ten years.
8. AAC/HE-AAC: Beyond Stereo.
Now available for stereo-compatible
5.1 surround, using either discrete
or high-efficiency “parametric
surround” technology.
The Orban Optimod-PC
Audio Processing Sound
Card Advantage:
CONTINUED ON PAGE 65
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Orban: Uncompromised Quality Of Entertainment-Grade Streaming Audio Cont.
• All audio processors are NOT
created equal. Broadcast-quality
audio signal processing that
controls levels, frequency texture,
and peak levels automatically.
Allows audio nuances to be
adjusted for any format to
give you a polished, produced,
professional sound that shines
and sounds big;
• Maximises consistency and
loudness for a positive user
experience;
• DSP used for audio signal
processing allowing several
streams to be sourced from a
single host computer;
• ITU-R BS.1770 “True-Peak”
limiter prevents audible clipping
distortion in player devices’
analogue circuitry. Cleaner audio
keeps your audience listening
longer;
• Future-proof BS.1770-compliant
loudness controller: If your
country’s regulations require
BS.1770 loudness control (or will
in the future), Optimod-PC allows
you to comply effortlessly;
• Network Control: Securely control
Optimod-PC from across the
room or across the world.

Orban’s Opticodec - PC Encoder

The Orban Opticodec-PC
Streaming Audio Encoder HEAAC Advantage:
• All encoders are NOT created
equal. Sonically superior using
current generation reputable
codec implementations;
• Reach the widest possible
audience. Supports more
standards-based streaming
protocols and servers than any
other encoder. No proprietary

protocols. No special CDNs
needed;
• Run multiple instances of
encoders to reach multiple
servers using single or multiple
protocols;
• Fully licensed and DMCA
compliant;
• Live real-time metadata injection
for Stream Name/Description,
Artist/Title, and dynamic graphics.

The StreamS HiFi Radio
Streaming Audio Player App
For iPhone/iPad:
• Over 5,000 streaming stations
in high quality HE-AAC format,
using a high reliability player
engine;
• One Player App for all streams,
just like a radio. Users need not
remember what App plays what
stream;
• Simple, easy to use, fast, mobilecentric user interface;
• Uses standards-based metadata
protocols to display real-time title
and graphics information;
• Streams are not padded with
additional commercials or
advertisements. Only those
supplied by the content provider
are played and/or displayed;
• Maybe you haven’t heard of
StreamS HiFi Radio? We haven’t
pumped millions into promotion
of Apps that don’t work as
advertised. Instead, we have
concentrated on the tech to make
all of this work correctly for a good
user experience;
• Free Directory Listing for
all, without any contractual
agreement or restrictions.
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ATTO Announces Thunderbolt
Certification For Windows
A

66

TTO Technology, a specialist
of storage and network
connectivity and infrastructure
solutions for data-intensive
computing environments, has
announced full Thunderbolt
interoperability and certification
with Windows 7 and 8 for its line
of Thunderlink and ThunderStream
storage connectivity products.
The line includes the Thunderlink
Thunderbolt to Fibre Channel,
Thunderbolt to SAS/SATA, and
ThunderStream Thunderbolt to
SAS/SATA RAID Desklink devices.
As the industry connectivity
provider that allows Thunderbolt
access to enterprise class
storage, ATTO offers a full suite of
software-based productivity and
performance-enhancing solutions
that support Windows 7 and 8
platforms. “Thunderbolt delivers
unparalleled performance, flexibility
and simplicity to professional
computing,” said Jason Ziller, Intel’s
Director of Thunderbolt Marketing.
“Products like the Thunderlink
and ThunderStream from ATTO
help highlight what Thunderbolt
makes possible.”
ATTO Desklink devices represent
the latest in next generation,

high-performance storage and
network connectivity products for
Thunderbolt-enabled platforms,
including mobile devices such as
laptops and Ultrabooks.
These
solutions
allow
professionals to use high-end,
data-intensive applications on
Thunderbolt-enabled platforms
and portable computers in highlymobile environments. They are
hailed as the only Thunderbolt
connectivity products on the market
that incorporate the versatility to
handle any protocol and any host
while addressing the demands of
rapidly evolving work environments
and allowing access to enterprise
data centre networks.

“Based on our 15 plus year relationship
with Microsoft, ATTO continues to
offer Windows users a tremendous
advantage when utilising our
devices within their storage
infrastructure,” said Wayne Arvidson,
Vice President of Marketing at ATTO

Technology.
“ AT T O ’s
support of
Windows 7 and
8 through our
Thunderlink and
ThunderStream
products make
it possible to work with
content in a variety of environments
anywhere, any time. We are
excited to be at the forefront of
technology with the only available
products that offer Windows users
Thunderbolt-enabled access to
enterprise class storage on a level
never before possible, and recent
announcements indicate that
Thunderbolt will be widely deployed
on workstations and servers as well.”
Included in ATTO’s broad portfolio
of Windows 7 and Windows 8
certified solutions are:
• The ATTO ThunderLink FC 1082
acts as an external Thunderbolt
to Fibre Channel adapter,
connecting all-in-one systems
and mobile computing platforms
to 8Gb/s Fibre Channel SANs and
storage devices. With dual port
configurations, the 8Gb/s Fibre
Channel Desklink device is an
ideal solution for users looking to

ThunderStream
protects data in the event of a
drive failure and provides high
performance with an easy to use GUI

achieve the highest I/O and data
throughput for advanced video
and access to IT applications;
• The ATTO ThunderLink SH
1068 Desklink device gives
you the freedom to connect
your Thunderbolt-enabled
platform to SAS/SATA storage
devices. In addition, SAS tape
drives can be connected to the
ThunderStream to provide access
for backup software and LTFS
tape applications;
• The ThunderStream SC 3808D
adds ATTO’s industry-renowned
RAID protection to SAS/SATA disk
arrays. This protection may be
enhanced by adding tape devices
for use with backup software and
LTFS tape applications.

Elemental To Highlight 4K, HEVC & Cloud Video Advances
lemental Technologies, a leading
supplier of video solutions for
multiscreen content delivery, will
showcase advances in HEVC/H.265
and 4K video processing at IBC
2013.
The company will also highlight
Elemental Cloud and demonstrate
the comprehensive feature set for
professional transcoding available
with this Platform as a Service (PaaS).
“4K video is poised to enter the
mainstream over the next three
years,” said Keith Wymbs, VP of
Marketing for Elemental. “While this
shift won’t be as dramatic as the
evolution from analogue to digital
and SDTV to HDTV, 4K will succeed

E

HEVC’s Compression Bit Rates Graph

in ways that other technologies,
such as 3D TV, have not.”
The bandwidth required for H.264
compressed 4K content (18- 20
Mbps) is prohibitive. Designed to
deliver an average bit rate reduction
of up to 50% compared to H.264,
HEVC shrinks bitrates required for
4K to potentially less than 10 Mbps.
Since NAB 2013, Elemental has
advanced its HEVC/H.265 codec
implementation to support 4K Ultra
HD and to process 1080p HEVC
video streams at 2.8 Mbps - a 20%
reduction in bitrates.
“Elemental is innovating more
quickly than anyone in the industry.
HEVC video compression is

available to any Elemental customer
that wants to license it,” said
Wymbs. “Elemental’s ownership of
its core software and unique parallel
processing-based approach yields
significant performance advantages
– ahead of others.”
Multiscreen viewing of live and
on-demand content also challenges
media companies to assess how
much onsite infrastructure to
procure in order to satisfy spikes
in demand for video processing
without over-investing. The cloud
offers ways to augment traditional
video infrastructures for creation and
delivery of media assets.
The Elemental Cloud PaaS,
which launched earlier this year,
automatically provisions and
dynamically scales resources
to rapidly expand video
processing capacity.
“We see a gradual migration
to cloud-based infrastructures
that are truly elastic in nature,”
said Wymbs. “Elemental Cloud
is currently deployed on three
continents. Customers say they’ve
never had so much insight into their
own transcoding trends - nor as

much control over resources and
availability.”
As the multiscreen market
accelerates, content programmers
and distributors are increasingly
adopting a broad range of Elemental
solutions. Recent customer
wins include:
• Foxtel: Elemental systems are
used to process more than 50
channels of content for the Foxtel
Go over-the-top (OTT) and TV
Everywhere services;
• NDR: Elemental systems are
performing 24/7 encoding of
live content and creating video
streams for publicly and freely
accessible web portals and
mobile apps;
• Teleste: Elemental is powering
Optimo, a complete multiscreen
solution for managing and
distributing TV channels and
interactive services on DVB, IPTV
and OTT networks.
Elemental will showcase its full
suite of multiscreen video processing
solutions at IBC, held at the RAI
conference centre in Amsterdam,
September 13 – 17.

Full HD-SDI monitoring for less...
Oxygen DCT’s monitoring products and solutions are renowned for innovation and
these two outstanding products set the standards for performance and value - they
are simply the best at what they do!
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For more information on these outstanding products please call or visit www.oxygendct.com today

Innovative Products . Better Solutions
6 Fortuna Court, Calleva Park, Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 8UBÊÊÊÌi\ +44 (0) 8707 4 62062 www.oxygendct.com
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Digimetrics - Supporting The Workflow
The ever expanding world of on-demand video has taught us that pre-existing distribution workflows
just can’t keep up with the number of codecs, containers and protocols necessary for the increasing
number of devices used to consume content...
By Eric Carson
Business Unit Manager
& Product Guru, Digimetrics

A
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s an example, it has become
nearly impossible to manually
QC the video content being
distributed, due to the sheer
volume. However, in addition to the
increase in volume of files being
created, expanded distribution also
creates an opportunity to review
the decision making processes of
the workflow.
Starting with content ingest in a
common workflow, there is a need
for decisions to be made as soon
as the content is received.
• Is the file already in a format that
my downstream processes can
deal with?
• Does the file meet one or more
of my distribution constraints
(eliminating the need for further
processing)?
• Does the file contain substantial
video or audio artifacts that
will negatively impact the user
experience?
• Are all the supporting materials
and metadata included with the
file?
• Does the metadata match the
contents of the file?
Each of these questions likely has
an action that should be taken in both
the positive and negative response
[see Diagram 1]. For example, if the
file is not already in a format that
can be processed by the rest of
the workflow, the file should likely
be moved to a transcode process,
which will transform the content into
an acceptable format; otherwise, the
file can likely move on into the rest of
the workflow. If the file contains video
or audio artifacts, it likely needs to be
moved to a quarantine location for
operator review; otherwise, the file
can proceed without any intervention.
Traditionally, these decisions have
been the domain of engineers and
operators, working from a known
decision tree. This process was
effective with lower volumes and
physical media (since physical media
required a physical movement to
get to the next stage anyway). As
digital files have become more
prevalent, automated workflow tools,
based on standard IT software and
hardware, have become prevalent.
While these workflow tools have
increased efficiency, they generally

have a set of rules that require
the workflow vendor to modify or
program the tool for the specific
workflow required, increasing the
cost and time needed before the
solution can go live or respond to a
needed change. These parameters
have largely relegated automated
workflows to larger, high volume
operators, as the cost necessary
to bring them up in production has
been prohibitive for mid-range or
smaller sites.

Decisions needed in a simple workflow

advanced, automated decision
making process in workflows for
smaller and mid-range sites. Utilising
functionality in a tool that is already
present or needed in the workflow

Watch folder nesting

Automated workflows at other
sites has evolved into the heavy
use of watch folders, with files
transferred from one process to
another using pass/fail conditions
inside a nest of folder structures
[see Diagram 2]. While this can be
functional, it can also lead to a large
structure of folders, which over time,
can be difficult to maintain. Each
additional decision needed adds 1
or 2 more watch folders.
Modern file-based QC tools
can address the need for a more

anyway can be a simple and costeffective method of introducing more
efficiency to workflows.
The QC process likely already
touches the files in the workflow at
the points that decisions are needed,
so it only makes sense that QC tools
would start to include features
that utilise the information they
have regarding each file, without
the use of the extra watch folders
[see Diagram 3].
• Smart Test Plans – allows
operators to set decisions to either

Modern QC makes smart decisions without extra watch folders

test or move files based on the
incoming metadata, i.e. if the file is
H.264 at HD resolution with more
than five audio channels, it should
proceed to the IIS chunking
process, otherwise, move the file
to the transcoder. These Smart
Test Plans are based on a very fast
metadata scan, and automatic
decisions can be achieved in
seconds for each file coming into
the operation. Smart Test Plans
allow sites to build the complexity
of their decision making into the
QC tool, rather than into a nest
of watch folders, reducing the
number of folders and simplifying
the management of the decisions.
• Test Templates – when files move
into QC testing, files that pass
the QC test can be moved into
downstream processes, while
files that fail the tests can be
moved to a quarantine location
for operator review. Each QC Test
Template should offer the ability to
move files to a different location,
since different types of testing will
likely lead to different workflow
decisions and stages.
Modern QC tools, which have
been designed with these types of
decision processes in mind, offer
the ability to increase efficiency
with a minimal cost (nearly no
additional cost if this type of QC
tool is already in place).
As IBC approaches, you’ll see
many initiatives around automated,
file-based QC, including DPP
compliance, EBU QC template
conformance and format testing
support for MPEG-DASH and
HEVC. Remember that good QC
vendors will have products ready
for upcoming technical features,
while the great QC vendor for your
situation will support the workflow
features that you need to be more
productive. After all, file-based QC
has real value only when it makes
your workflow more efficient.
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ARTEMIS. GET ON THE GRID.
MASTER YOUR WORLD.
Apollo’s dazzling sister console offers compact
size with undiminished routing and processing
capability.
Available in three sizes, the Artemis Blueﬁn2
core effortlessly manages an astounding
range of functions without compromising on
performance, while the integrated Hydra2 router
provides total distributed routing capability.

The world’s most successful broadcasters rely
on Calrec consoles.

ARTEMIS

2

calrec.com

Audio broadcast specialists Calrec are peace of
mind experts - all our ground-breaking consoles
feature seamless cross-network functionality,
enabling full integration with the wider broadcast
community, along with serious green credentials.
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OTT: Driving Rich Media
By Nikos
Kyriopoulos
Media Excel
Products Director

O

total OTT revenue,
while revenue
from subscriptions,
download-to-own
and rentals are
expected to cover
22%, 15% and 8%
respectively.
Moving forward,
for OTT to maintain Source: Digital TV Research
its momentum and
agility to market directives, it needs
agility for OTT operators as it is
to remain flexible and adaptive. As
a unified transcoding platform
media delivery gets increasingly
for Radio, Linear TV and VoD
multiscreen services that adopts and
unified–where radio, linear TV
and VoD services are delivered
scales in line with market demand.
within a single user experience/
HERO combines a state-of-the-art
packaging – OTT service providers
encoding engine for H.264/AVC
are investing in solutions that
and H.265/HEVC, native support
enable them to dynamically shift
for all adaptive delivery technologies
and scale operations according to
(including MPEG-DASH) and a broad
market demand. Further, identifying
ecosystem of DRM, CDN and ad
innovative ways for content
serving integration partners. Both
packaging, bundling and delivery,
HERO’s form factors–carrier-grade
as well as enhancing user experience
chassis and cloud-based virtual
(and monetisation prospects) with
appliance – share a feature-dense
targeted advertisement, is what is
and highly reliable architecture
driving the next wave of growth in
and can be remotely managed in a
the OTT market. Deploying a unified
unified fashion with Media Excel’s
distribution platform that addresses
HERO Management System or other
business agility with versatility,
umbrella NMSs.
scalability, and flexibility is key.
HERO currently powers some of
Media Excel’s HERO transcoder
the most high-profile, large-scale
product line delivers unmatched
linear and VoD services worldwide.

Satellite Teleport Equipment: The Rise And Rise Of The RF Matrix
W

ith the growth in the number
of satellites, the pressure on
bandwidth, and improvement in
modulation, there is one piece of
satellite teleport equipment that has
come of age.
Previously handled by messy and
poor quality patch panels, satellite
signals can now be routed more
efficiently by RF matrices. Satellite
Teleports are able to handle multiple
RF signals electronically, which
is perfect where large numbers

of dishes are aligned
to different satellites.
Matrices are typically
used in mission critical
applications, such as
news and sports, where
downlink feeds are regularly
switching to deliver live programmes
to millions of viewers.
ETL Systems, a British based
designer and manufacturer of RF
distribution equipment, is at the heart
of this growth. ETL has a long history

of providing market leading RF
matrices to the Satcomms
industry and concentrates
on high quality and unique
designs. As a result
ETL’s RF matrices are
found around the world in
broadcast, marine, telecoms
and government sectors – basically
anywhere that multiple satellite feeds
need to be received and transmitted.
ETL’s award-winning RF Matrix
designs stem from a quarter of a

century of experience in the satellite
market. Reliability, resilience and
RF performance are the core
competencies of ETL Systems
matrix range of matrices as 24/7
operations need well engineered
trustworthy solutions.
So with new satellite launches
seen each month, new HD channels
offered and the growth in global
news and sports, you can be sure
that at some stage an ETL RF matrix
is involved.

ETL
E
TL S
SYSTEMS
YSTEMS

Hall 1
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ver-the-Top media services–
which use the public Internet
to deliver media instead of a private
dedicated network–have become
quite prominent the last few years
and have contributed substantially
to the growth of the broader video
delivery market. Essentially, OTT
empowers content providers and
operators, that do not own any wide
area network, to reach consumers/
viewers worldwide and deliver
exceptional quality of experience
without an upfront investment in
copper, fibre or spectrum. This
shift from CAPEX to OPEX helps
better align risk with growth and
also dramatically accelerates time
to market.
Hulu, Netflix and iPlayer are only
a few of the bright (and lucrative)
initiatives that OTT delivery has
enabled. Content providers and
aggregators worldwide remain the
dominant part of the delivery chain
as content is still the king. Also,

operators utilise OTT to deliver
a rich media experience across
multiple screens, networks and
geographies in parallel with their
linear/VoD offerings within their
(typically limited) walled garden.
As OTT enters the mainstream
phase, several enabling technologies
are contributing to its evolution
and growth. The most prominent
of those, MPEG-DASH, as well as
other (less open) adaptive delivery
technologies, is enabling enhanced
quality of experience across a wide
spectrum of networks and consumer
devices while keeping the end-toend ecosystem open, flexible and
efficient. Further, MPEG-DASH
fosters an environment for multiple
different DRM/CA technologies and
monetisation models to coexist
and cooperate, aspects that are
essential for the success of an OTT
based offering.
According to Digital TV Research,
Online TV and video advertising
is the key driver in the OTT sector,
recording revenues of $6.0 billion in
2012, up from $2.4 billion in 2010.
Rapid advertising expenditure
growth will continue, to reach a
global total of $14.7 billion in 2017.
By 2017, advertising revenue is
projected to account for 51% of the
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KVM Extenders Facilitate Post Workflows
High-bandwidth transmission enables dual-display KVM and USB matrix switching & extension...
By Caroline Injoyan
Business Development Manager,
Matrox Graphics Inc

I
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T and AV integrators have many
reasons for wanting to keep
computer systems away from user
environments. Needs to shore up
equipment security, centralise
assets, enable easier system
maintenance, or simply improve
employee work conditions all
come into play. As a result, KVM
extenders have become key
components in broadcast and
post-production facilities helping
to increase workspace while
reducing noise and heat emissions
in the work environment. Noise
reduction, in particular, can be of
crucial importance when editing
sound files or mixing tracks.
Traditionally, KVM (keyboard, video,
and mouse) extension has been
done using copper cabling. Now,
extension of additional peripherals
such as speakers, pen tablets, and
USB hard drives, to name just a few
examples, is often also desirable.
With that extra data and with
graphics cards pumping out more
pixels at faster rates, fibre-optic
extension is gaining popularity for
its higher bandwidth.
One must still be careful when
selecting a fibre-based extension
solution, especially when extending
more than one video signal. Without
the proper bandwidth to extend
multiple signals, dropped frames
or softer images can result. To
extend two 1920x1200 displays, with
zero compression, for example, a
minimum transmission bandwidth
of 6.6 Gbps is required.

Zero-Compression, ZeroLatency KVM Extender
When system performance matters,
Matrox Avio™ is the ideal fibre-optic
KVM extension solution. Designed
with 10Gbps SFP+ transceivers, Avio
guarantees uncompromised dualdisplay workstation performance
at the remote location. It also sets
a new standard by extending an
entire dual-DVI desktop (two
1920x1200 displays), along with
USB keyboard and mouse, USB
2.0 device, and stereo analogue
audio signals–all uncompressed–
over one duplex LC-LC fibreoptic cable. Its uncompressed
transmission ensures what is sent
ends up being received without any
dropped frames, colour degradation,
or peripheral latency. System
performance is maintained at the
remote location, which enables
editing in real-time. In addition, a
single-cable solution considerably
reduces deployment costs, a
factor which becomes increasingly
important when looking at longer
extension distances, for example
between buildings on opposite
sides of a studio complex.

High-Bandwidth
Extension & Switching
KVM extenders support point-topoint extension, where each user
has access to their dedicated
system from a remote location,
but some studios require teams
to work off and switch between
multiple computers from a single
location. This is where combining

Avio KVM extenders are compatible with APCON network switches, resulting
in the world’s highest-bandwidth KVM extension and switching solution

Avio with a compatible fibre-optic
network switch comes in handy. An
APCON IntellaPatch Series 3000
XE network switch, for example,
features up to 144 ports. Combined
with Matrox Avio KVM extenders, it
forms a 10Gbps matrix switching
solution. Working at a remote
desktop connected to the switch, a
single user can switch between 143
different workstations. Alternatively,
studios can route 72 workstations
to 72 different remote locations,
among many other possible
combinations.

Putting The ‘It’ In Editing
In terms of post-production-specific
applications, an editor can work
on one system to make the latest
edits to a movie or audio track and
then switch to another system to
work on effects or touch up images.
This gives employees the flexibility
to access any of the firm’s creative
assets from multiple locations.
Furthermore, one Avio transmitter
and receiver pair takes up just two
ports on the APCON switch, while
other KVM extension products on
the market require more cables and
ports to route the same number
of dual-DVI workstations. Avio
technology lets users route more
systems through the same size
switch or alternatively choose a
smaller, less expensive one, resulting
in the best system-to-port density
in a KVM switching environment.

solution, users can support different
configurations by extending a
single-HD, dual HD, or even a 4K
video signal with the same product,
effectively future-proofing their
systems. A 4K display running at
Ultra HD resolution (3840x2160) at
30Hz or a digital cinema resolution
of 4096x2160 at 30Hz needs a
minimum of 6.4 Gbps for its signals
to be transmitted uncompressed–
well within the bandwidth provided
by the Matrox Avio solution.

Switch To Avio
Whether it’s in conjunction with
a fibre-optic network switch or
not, Avio has a lot to offer postproduction studios. As a KVM
extender, Avio adeptly separates
workstations from the user
environment, giving editors access
to all of their creative assets from
remote locations. Its uncompressed,
fibre-optic transmission via a
single cable meanwhile separates
it from the pack, as does its 4K
support. Combined with a switch,
Avio stands out to an even greater
extent in applications dependent
upon superior per formance.
Working behind the scenes, Avio
is nevertheless front and centre
when it comes to easy and effective
post-production workflow.
The Avio F125 KVM extender will
be showcased in action along with
other solutions from Matrox at the
2013 International Broadcasting
Convention (IBC).

Enhanced 4K
Video-Editing
Workflow

The Matrox Avio KVM transmitter and receiver pair enables the centralisation of
systems as users continue to work off remote desktops

Broadcast or
post-production
studios looking
to transition to a
4K workflow can
also benefit from
the scalabilit y
that a 10Gbps
KVM extension
a n d swi tc hing
solution provides.
With a higher- Users can access different workstations at different locations
bandwidth KVM or the same system at different times
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NETIA Unveil Radio-Assist
Version 8.2 At IBC Show
T

he latest release of NETIA’s
flagship
Radio-Assist
software boasts three powerful
enhancements, all of which will be
showcased throughout this years’
IBC show.

Cloud Management
The introduction of cloud-based
management for Radio-Assist™
gives users the ability to access
the system database from any
network-connected workstation.
Particularly valuable for multisite
radio broadcasters, this capability
enables authorised users anywhere
to access, retrieve, and work on
the same content, without the
need for time-consuming media
transfers. In addition to enabling
faster, more productive operations
through shared media access,
cloud-based management enables
broadcasters to reduce reliance on
server infrastructures and, in turn,
lower the total cost of ownership.
By storing content in the cloud,
Radio-Assist can serve as an
online production database or as
an online content archive. RadioAssist archiving tools enable
seamless management of the
archive/restoration process in the
cloud. Users can simply trigger the
archiving process as a background
task and subsequently use simple
search requests to retrieve content.
In disaster recovery situations, the
content stored in the cloud by RadioAssist can help to ensure continuity
of service even when ground-based
facilities are compromised.

familiar from the desktop, on their
portable devices.

Teleprompter
The new teleprompter module
for the Radio-Assist™ suite
gives presenters and journalists
convenient visual access to news
scripts, which scroll continuously
down the presenter’s screen and
is linked to the playout system in
the studio. Customisable features
such as text size, colour selection,
automatic speed control that
adapts to reading speed, and
read length may be configured in
user profiles that are tailored to
presenter preferences.
Also at IBC2013, NETIA will
showcase the latest version of its
media asset management (MAM)
platform, which allows users to
manage all processes within the
global production environment, from
editing through post and distribution,
through simple, easy-to-manage
workflows and task automation,
and accessed through one unique
and straightforward interface. This
solution gives operators the ability
to connect all of their partners and
vendors within a single production
ecosystem, simplifying the sharing
and managing of media assets.

Metamodel Editor

73

Made to Measure

The latest version includes new
features within its metadata
management module. Enriched
with a new metamodel editor,
this graphical tool enables the
user to manage and customise
the metadata
model structure.

Monitoring

NETIA’s Monitoring Mix timeline

Isnippet Audio Editing
The Snippet range of editing tools
available within the Radio-Assist™
automation products is now
available for iOS devices. Sharing
the same look and ergonomic
principles as the Snippet desktop
interface, the new iPhone®- and
iPad®-compatible iSnippet tool
allows field reporters and other
remote users to enjoy the RadioAssist audio editing capabilities,

The new release
of
N E T I A’s
media asset
and workflow
solution includes
a recording
f e a t u re w i t h
which users
can schedule
s p e c i f i c
recordings or
continuous
channel ingest.
Video is stored in the MAM database
along with corresponding transcript
text files that are generated by a
speech-to-text engine. A new
monitoring feature facilitates the
searching and browsing of these
recorded channel feeds, either
according to a timeline or through
a full-text search. Upon locating the
appropriate content, the user can
extract, repurpose, and export the
relevant video segment.

TouchMonitor TMR7.
The TMR7 4-channel solution
featuring 7“ touch screen and
the unique TouchMonitor operating concept integrates all metering options required in radio
broadcasting to a solution made
to measure.
Details on www.rtw.com
www.facebook.com/rtw.de
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Sonifex Presents New Audio
For TV Products
S

onifex are exhibiting over a
dozen new products at this
year’s IBC.
Commenting on the products to
be debuted at IBC2013, Marcus
Brooke, Managing Director of Sonifex
said: “IBC is the main platform for
Sonifex to launch and showcase new
product designs and this year we
have a number of broadcast product
additions to interest our customers.
“Our new talkback and
communications products include
two headphone amp belt-packs
and GSM/PSTN comms links for our
talkback controller”.
The new portable, battery powered
belt packs are the CM-BH4W 2/4-wire
headphone amp with speaker and the
CM-BHA headphone amplifier with
limiter and loudspeaker, for use in
live applications such as in-the-field
news reports.
The CM-BH4W uses audio
transformers at its input and output,
providing galvanic isolation and
ensuring that communications are
loud and clear. It can operate in
4-wire and IFB modes with an AGC
to maintain output level, using a

74

Sonifex’s CM-BH4W headphone
amp features a speaker

talk switch which can be latching
or momentary.
The CM-BHA has a wide incoming
signal gain and an adjustable limiter to
prevent and indicate excessive levels.
Both units have a long battery life
(up to 200 hours on one 9V battery)
and a low battery warning LED.

InTEST

Chromatec Sets Conversion Standard
wo new mini-converter products
have now been added to the
Chromatec audio metering range.
The IPM-16 mini-converter is
ideal for monitoring audio and
video presence in transmission
or production environments and
to check that audio is within predetermined limits and in phase.
The IPM-16 supports the display
of embedded audio as vertical bar
graphs superimposed on throughgoing video and also provides an
effective in-picture alarm system
for both audio and video errors.
Up to four groups (16 channels) of
embedded audio may be displayed
simultaneously, superimposed

T

The IPM-16 supports the display
of embedded audio as vertical bar
graphs superimposed on video

in four groups
on the video.
Each audio group
can be assigned a
different meter type
selectable from –
DIN PPM, BBC
PPM, Nordic PPM,
VU, Extended VU,
ARD+9, AES/EBU.
Vi d e o a l a r m s
include video sync
loss, black (loss
of luminance) and
freeze frame. Audio
alarms include embedded audio/
AES audio carrier loss, audio loss
(low-level), audio over level, out of
phase. All alarms can be turned on/
off for individual channels (or pairs
where applicable).
Up to four phase correlation
bars can be assigned with
each bar representing a pair of
matching channels.
Two EBU R128 compliant
loudness meters may be displayed,
with each one allowing up to five
channels to contribute to the
loudness levels.
Two channels of analogue audio

Chromatec’s IPM-16 in-picture
audio and video meter

monitor outputs may be derived
from any input, as well as up
to eight audio channels on the
HDMI 1.4a output.
The IPM-16-EXT allows an
additional 16 channels of external
audio to be metered. The metering
can be any mixture of the embedded,
digital AES or analogue audio inputs.
The products are configured via
USB connection and simple PC
control application, which can also
be used to upload firmware updates

and to monitor alarms.
The user has access to a wide
range of controls to fully customise
each meter type. Up to 16 sets of
configurations can be stored on the
IPM-16 and quickly selected by a
switch on the size of the box.
Optional accessories include
audio input and monitoring cable
assemblies and a carry case to
protect the units, cables and
power supplies.
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Premium ‘German Engineering’ For
Al Jazeera With Sachtler’s Video 20
O

76

lympic Games, natural disasters,
and bombings – Cameraman
Matthew Allard has reported about
almost everything for Al Jazeera, the
international news broadcaster that
has its headquarters in Doha, Qatar.
Allard has already been recognized
15 times by the Australian
Cinematographers Society for his
impressive documentaries and
news features. During shoots all
over the world, he relies on the
Video 20 fluid head by Sachtler,
part of Vitec Videocom, a Vitec
Group company. With its easy and
ergonomic operation, the legendary
fluid head by Sachtler has been an
ideal tool for daily work in electronic
newsgathering for more than 50
years.
“After the devastating Tsunami
in 2011, I spent 150 days in the
Japanese disaster area to report on
the aftermath live on location,” Allard
describes. “Wherever I am, I always
rely on my Video 20 and Video 18
tripod systems.” In unimaginable
heat or freezing temperatures, in
water or sand, indoors or in the
jungle, the precise craftsmanship

allows the cameraman to depend
on his camera support and devote
his entire attention to his work, even
under the most unusual filming
conditions and in the most extreme
temperatures. “I like to describe
my Sachtler tripods with three
words: dependability, quality, and
performance,” Allard says.
For Allard, the Video 20 has
become indispensable for capturing
his news stories and documentaries.
The Video 20’s patented damping
system with its seven horizontal
and seven vertical grades of drag
(+0), the finely tuned counterbalance
with Speedbalance technology, as
well as modern and high-quality
construction material allow Allard
to work professionally and creatively
all over the world.
On his travels, Allard runs into
meaningful stories everywhere
which, in his opinion, must be told:
“I want to document the experiences
of completely normal people and
make these experiences accessible
for everyone. I think every one of
us has an interesting story to
tell. My job is to show the beauty

Matthew Allard relies on his Video 20 for news stories all over the
world. © Allard

and sometimes also the sadness
of the events, and to make all of
this tangible to the viewers.” As a
storyteller, the cameraman focuses
on capturing individual lives
authentically and objectively in his
documentaries. “It is their story, not
mine,” Allard explains.
Matthew Allard has already
travelled to over 40 countries to
produce reports about current events.

“I have been working for Al Jazeera for
the last six years, but in the industry
for the last 23. This is why my job
brings me so much happiness, even
though I have seen a lot of horrible
things,” the Australian cameraman
enthusiastically says. With the
dependable Sachtler Video 18 and
Video 20 fluid heads in his suitcase,
Allard is well prepared for every
situation, both present and future.

InSIGHT
Visual Unity Enhances vuMedia
O
TT solutions provider Visual
Unity will showcase the latest
version of its award-winning
vuMedia multiscreen platform at
IBC 2013.
Winner
of
the
2012
ConnectedWorld.TV Award for the
Best Use of Online Video by a NonBroadcaster, Visual Unity’s vuMedia
is an end-to-end OTT platform that
allows broadcasters and content
owners to control how their brand
and assets are managed, delivered
and monetised in the multiscreen
environment. Highly scalable and
flexible, vuMedia delivers a cuttingedge live viewing experience
on the web or any mobile or
connected device.
vuMedia also enables
comprehensive Video on Demand
services, social network integration
and secures the distribution of
content – all of which can be
deployed into existing workflows.
The latest version of vuMedia
features a number of enhancements
including an improved modular
architecture and enhanced API
integration for faster OTT integration

into existing infrastructures.
There is also support for Live
Time-Shifting so that subscribers
can rewind while watching
live broadcasts.
This user experience benefi ts
from a Timeline Thumbnail Preview
(vuMedia TTP), which makes it
faster and easier to navigate within
streamed content.
A major new feature of vuMedia
2.0 is the integration of vuEasy next
generation Online Video Platform.
Positioned for Enterprise and
Media companies, this Cloudbased service alleviates the
need for businesses to build an
expensive, in-house and resourceintensive media library by allowing
them to publish their content online.
vuEasy supports live streaming of
HD video and allows graphics and
other audio and visual material to
be associated with video or audio
files, for brand promotion or to
generate advertising revenue.
The vuMedia platform ensures
that clients have complete control
over their content, says Tomas
Petru, CEO of Visual Unity. “Not all

Visual Unity will showcase vuMedia v2 at IBC2013

businesses are comfortable using
a free service, or to give up rights
to their content.
There are hidden costs that
often reveal themselves once the
service is running.
Many companies are looking for
an enterprise grade service that
provides 24/7 support, flexible
service level agreements and
granular features and functionality.
vuEasy and vuMedia allow for this
level of service flexibility, and more.”
Whether using the cloud or its
own well-established Content
Delivery Network, Visual Unity’s
expertise in both linear and

multiscreen is helping companies
worldwide to enhance their portfolio
and optimise performance, as they
build multiscreen technologies into
their existing operations.
At IBC 2013, Visual Unity will
also highlight its leading broadcast
systems integration capabilities and
will cover a wide variety of solutions
from traditional OB vehicles and
broadcast IT systems, through to
new media applications developed
by Visual Unity’s in-house software
development team.
Visual Unity will be demonstrating
its platform at IBC in the Connected
World Hall.
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is still the number 1 choice for
In-Picture Audio & Video Metering
Showing at IBC 2013, Stand 3.B55
Book your appointment now by emailing us
on ibc@chromatec.com

www.chromatec.com
+44 (0) 239 2230 085
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Calrec Debuts Soccer Sidekick At IBC
A

78

t IBC2013, Calrec will launch
its patented Soccer Sidekick
iPad app, an assistive mixing tool
designed to simplify the job of
tracking the on-field audio during
a soccer game. It provides an
alternative approach for highly
experienced operators while
allowing those with less experience
to create a quality mix very simply.
One of the many tasks the audio
operator must manage is the
capture of all of the important onpitch events while minimising the
amount of crowd and venue noise.
The operator follows the action using
a mentally challenging workflow that
requires projecting a 2D location
on the pitch onto the 1D row of
faders on the desk, fading up only
the most appropriate microphones
for that moment in time. Soccer
Sidekick provides a more intuitive
and straightforward interface to
assist the operator in this task.
After defining the position and
direction of the pitch microphones
around an aerial image of a pitch
on the display, the operator simply
touches the corresponding area on
the screen to indicate one or more
locations of interest. The Soccer

Soccer Sidekick Audio Mixing Tool

Sidekick then calculates the optimal
contribution from each microphone
to best capture events at those
locations and moves the appropriate
faders on the desk. The operator
can take over control of the faders
manually at any time, maintaining
complete control.
Also at IBC2013, Calrec will
demonstrate Audio/Video Bridging

(AVB) via an interface card in a
Hydra2 modular I/O rack. This
interface allows signals to be sent
over standard networks to other
AVB-compliant equipment, such
as Riedel’s intercom systems.
Because communication between
equipment is made over a local
area network (LAN), many of
which already exist in building

infrastructures, users can achieve
greater interoperability more easily.
AVB is a Layer 2 protocol that
supports various channel and
latency options on 100 Mb or Gigabit
Ethernet. The unique innovation of
AVB is that it is designed to make
use of a number of extensions to
the Ethernet standard (referred to
collectively as IEEE802.1), which
are designed to support real-time
streaming services. This capability
means that bandwidth can be
reserved through network paths to
lock down switching resources and
ensure streaming-friendly packetqueuing and forwarding behaviour.
Henry Goodman, Head of Sales
and Marketing, Calrec said: “As a
member of the AVnu Alliance, Calrec
has worked closely with fellow
alliance members to come up with
a professional-quality standard
that addresses Ethernet’s most
serious shortcomings as a transport
stream for audio. At IBC2013 we will
demonstrate the fruits of that labour
and the power of AVB through our
Hydra2 audio routing system. By
incorporating AVB into Hydra2,
we’ve added a new and important
layer of versatility to the system. ”

DPA & Sound Designer Currie Captures ‘Charlie’s Country’
S

ound Designer James Currie
used a DPA 5100 Mobile
Surround microphone to capture
the audio for new feature film
‘Charlie’s Country.’
The film was shot on location in
East Arnhem Land, in the Northern
Territory of Australia.

Directed by Australian filmmaker
Rolf de Heer and produced by
Nils Erik Nielsen and Peter Djigirr,
Charlie’s Country, starring iconic
Aboriginal actor David Gulpilil, is a
tragi-comic portrait of one man’s
struggle to define himself as an
Aboriginal in modern Australia.

Australian filmmaker Rolf de Heer monitors sound levels for ‘Charlie’s Country’

For James Currie, who has more
than 100 feature films to his credit,
filming Charlie’s Country provided
the perfect opportunity to try a DPA
5100 Mobile Surround microphone
for the first time.
He said: “We decided, before
embarking on this production, that
our basic post position
was going to be Dolby 7.1
with a possibility of going
to final mix with Dolby
Atmos. A 5.1 microphone
for recording atmospheres
was therefore an essential
item in the structure and
vision of the soundtrack.
The DPA 5100 Mobile
Surround microphone was
the instrument that allowed
us to work with confidence
and to approach the postproduction of ‘Charlie’s
Country’ with a strong
degree of certainty.”
Currie added that the
subject matter and nature
of the film also dictated
his approach to the audio.
He wanted a discrete
array of tracks, along
with clarity and a faithful
representation of the sonic
world of East Arnhem
Land, so that no sounds
needed to be introduced

from elsewhere.
Filming in East Arnhem Land,
which is deep into Aboriginal tribal
land, came with its own set of
issues. Currie describes the area
as ‘Australian frontier territory’ and
says only madmen and obsessive
filmmakers would consider staying
there for any length of time.
He added: “Charlie’s Country
includes scenes that had to be
filmed in the rain so we knew from
the start that our equipment needed
to be versatile and rugged in order
to withstand the most demanding of
conditions and locations. The DPA
5100 microphone gave excellent
results and coped with all conditions
remarkably well.
“Humidity is always an issue but
the DPA 5100 sailed through without
a problem, although its rain cover
didn’t fare as well because quite a
few bugs enjoyed its texture and
ate holes in the fabric.”
The feature film is now in postproduction in Australia where the
mixing team are dealing with the 300+
atmospheres recorded on the DPA
5100 Mobile Surround microphone.
‘Charlie’s Country’ is due to premier
at the Adelaide International Film
Festival later this year and may well
be the first Australian production to
be mixed in Dolby Atmos.
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Orban Optimod Audio Processing
Since the early 70s Orban with it’s renowned Optimod Series has been a leading manufacturer
of AM – FM – DAB – TELEVISION loudness controllers and streaming audio processors...

T

80

he engineering team based in
San Leandro, USA is headed by
the companies Founder Bob Orban.
In 2009 Orban successfully
moved their manufacturing and
Global Sales to Orban Europe
GmbH in Germany.
Orban introduced the first FM
Audio Processor in the mid 70s.
In 1981 they introduced the
very first TV Loudness Controller–
the OPTIMOD TV 8180A–to the
broadcast market selling thousands
around the globe.
Orban have been successfully
engineering and manufacturing
Television Loudness Controllers ,
AM, FM and DAB processors for
more than 40 years in a market
which is constantly evolving.
From the BBC to CNN, many
broadcasters rely on the OPTIMOD
to ensure that their audio
quality is perfect.
The Optimod TV-8685 is Orban’s
second-generation surround/2.0
processor. In addition to the effective
automatic loudness control of its
predecessor, the TV-8685 offers
new input/output capabilities that
include support for SDI and HD-SDI
and for Dolby E.
The built-in, Orban-developed
Optimix upmixer provides automatic
and completely convincing stereoto-surround upmixing, with a
solid, discrete centre channel.
Unlike technology derived from
consumer matrix decoders,
there is no program-dependent
directional pumping of sound
sources. Unique to this technology
is extremely robust centre channel
phase/skew correction that never
causes negative side effects. It is
invaluable for older material that
was originally recorded on analogue
tape. Optimix’s output downmixes
to stereo flawlessly, and the skew
correction often makes the downmix
sound better than the original stereo!

In the toughest competitive
environment ever, a winning strategy
includes OPTIMOD-FM 8600

Orban Television audio processing–sound that keeps audiences satisfied

There are large, important
subjective differences between
Optimod and competing processors.
Optimod has a unique architecture
that processes the centre
channel to correct spectral and
loudness balance problems that
compromise dialogue intelligibility
in ill-considered mixes. Orban
report hearing feedback from
broadcasters who have suffered
increased viewer complaints about
unintelligible dialogue after installing
an alternative processor. The TV8685 offers flawless loudness
control, it also improves dialogue
intelligibility and maintains a full,
natural sound without exaggerated
“esses,” hollowed-out midrange,
or obtrusive pumping of ambient
sound. Thanks to the Optimix
upmixer, which cleanly extracts
dialogue from stereo sources, the
TV-8685 can even improve dialogue
from these sources! These factors
are why the TV-8685’s subjective
audio quality wins every serious
shoot-out when compared to
its competition.
The TV-8685 is dialnorm-aware.
Loudness control is excellent when
measured by the ITU BS.1770-2
and EBU R-128 standards or by the
TV-8685’s built-in CBS Loudness
Meters, allowing stations to comply
effortlessly with the requirements
of the CALM act. An included
logging application allows
time-stamped

indications of the TV-8685’s builtin BS.1770-2 short-term and
integrated loudness meters to be
written to a Windows PC’s local or
network storage.
OPTIMOD-FM 8600 is Orban’s
flagship processor. Featuring
versatile five-band and two-band
processing for both analogue FM
transmission and digital media, the
FM-8600 provides the industry’s
most consistent sound, track-totrack and source-to-source. This
consistency allows you to create a
sonic signature for your station with
the assurance that your signature
will stay locked in, uniquely
branding your sound.
Dramatically improved peak
limiter technology decreases
distortion while increasing transient
punch and high frequency power
handling capacity. Compared to
the FM-channel peak limiter in
OPTIMOD-FM 8500, the new peak
limiter typically provides 2.5 to 3
dB more power at high frequencies,
which minimises audible HF loss
caused by pre-emphasis limiting.
Drums and percussion cut through
the mix. Highs are airy. “Problem
material” that used to cause audible
distortion is handled cleanly.
While this design offers about
the same loudness as FM-8500
processing, its main goal is to make
FM analogue broadcasts more
competitive with the cleanliness,
punch, and open high frequencies of
the digital media against which FM
analogue transmissions now battle.
The FM loudness wars represent
20th-century thinking; in the 21st
century, the new competition is
digital media. Thanks to its fresh,
crisp sound, the FM-8600 helps
level the playing field between
analogue FM and its ever more
aggressive digital-only competitors.
The FM-8600 offers FM-8500style processing too. This allows
broadcasters to run favourite
FM-8500 presets if they wish.
Because the input/output delay of
the new peak limiter is too long to

permit talent to monitor off-air on
headphones, FM-8500 processing
is useful for remotes and outside
broadcasts where off-air headphone
monitoring is desired and the FM8600’s low-delay monitor output
cannot be brought to the talent.
The FM-8600 provides stereo
enhancement, equalisation, AGC,
multiband compression, low-IM
peak limiting, stereo encoding, and
composite limiting–everything that
even the most competitive major
market station needs to stand
out on the dial.
Processing for digital media like
netcasts and HD Radio is supplied
standard. The FM and digital media
processing paths split after the
FM-8600’s stereo enhancer and
AGC. There are two equalisers,
multiband compressors and peak
limiters, allowing the analogue FM
and digital media processing to be
optimised separately. The bottom
line? Processing that optimises the
sound of your FM channel while
punching remarkably crisp, clean,
CD-like audio through to your digital
channel audience.
More than 20 excellent sounding,
format specific factory presets get
you started. You’ll find all of your
favorite FM-8500 presets, plus
new “MX” presets designed by
Bob Orban and Greg Ogonowski
to exploit the exciting possibilities
inherent in the FM-8600’s new peak
limiter technology.
Although the factory presets are
fully competent “out of the box”, you
can customise them with easy oneknob less-more control or with more
than 60 advanced controls with
versatility that will satisfy even the
most finicky on-air sound designer.
New for the FM-8600 is the ability
to apply MPX power gain reduction
after the clippers so that the texture
of the processing can include more
“clipper sound” when desired.
Regardless of how you adjust the
multiplex power controller, you can
be sure that you will always meet the
BS 412 requirements flawlessly.
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Kit ﬁnance
made simple
specialists in asset ﬁnance
for media, broadcast, AV,
theatre and live events

Medialease is a specialist ﬁnance company providing asset
funding to the broadcast, ﬁlm & television industry,
as well as to the theatrical, live event and audio/visual
market-place.
Our customers range from sole traders & partnerships
to leading production companies and major PLC’s.
In support of our ever increasing customer base,
Medialease maintains access to a wide range of ﬁnance
and banking products, to suit your speciﬁc requirements.
Our support to the industry can range from funding an
FCP edit suite to a fully equipped O.B. truck; a digital audio
console to a full line array or any variation of LED screen
installations.
Whatever your plans are, Medialease welcomes the
opportunity to meet face to face to discuss the most
appropriate and cost-effective manner in which to support
your capital expenditure requirement or to assist with
cash-ﬂow planning.
Call Medialease on 01327 872 531 for friendly,
professional and discreet advice.
info@medialease.com
www.medialease.com

Leasing & hire purchase
Equipment rental
Reﬁnance of kit
Trade ﬁnance
Invoice discounting
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RTS Serves An Ace At The French Open
T

he Fre n c h O p e n te nnis
tournament ran this year from
May 21st to June 9th – as ever,
in Paris. The Tournoi de Roland
Garros, as it is officially known, is
one of the four Grand Slam events
in the tennis calendar and was
first held in 1891. The capture and
distribution of sound and images
from the event, which attracted
massive attention worldwide, with
live coverage in over 150 countries,
was the responsibility of the
French broadcasting giant France
Télévisions.

The French Open at Roland Garros

82

To underpin the logistics of its
coverage, France Télévisions relied
on an intercom system from RTS.

At the heart of the system was a
full-sized Advanced Digital Audio
Matrix (ADAM) with a modular 248
x 248 configuration. Both digital and
analogue interfaces were used by
Chief Technician Lionel Dubois and
his team to assure communications
throughout the tournament between
the camera crews, outside broadcast
vehicles and the central switching
room. Through its integration of
eight keypanels and the routing of
over 60 four-wire connections, the
ADAM matrix provided a conduit for
exchanges between technicians in
and around the stadium as well as
between commentators and their
respective mobile control rooms.
The ADAM- based network
had a Herculean task to perform,
because as well as the coordination
of all audio and video feeds from
the OB trucks of the national and
international broadcasters, it had
to integrate via fibre-optic cable the
France Télévisions broadcasting
centre as well as the master control
room of the French tennis federation.
“It was there that all the vital
information was pooled,” explained
Dubois, “weather forecasts, for
example, which are always of
considerable interest at Roland
Garros given that it’s an open-air

The ADAM matrix from RTS assured communications between the OB trucks,
international broadcasters, commentators and the French tennis federation

event, and changes in the order of
play. Fortunately the topology of
the intercom network was such as
to allow us to ensure that all those
who required it were plied instantly
with the latest information as soon
as it became available.”
In addition to the technical
management of the event, the
ADAM matrix provided the nerve
centre for communications between
the international broadcasters and
the master control room. “All were

connected via an ADSL network
and an IFB system,” said Dubois.
“This allowed the international
commentators to communicate
directly with their respective control
rooms. The latter were even able to
commission special image formats
from France Télévisions.“
For the next major sporting event
in his diary, the Winter Olympics
from Sotchi, Dubois will once again
be relying on systems from RTS.

TSL Products Introduces New Madi-Capable Solution At IBC
T

SL Products, manufacturer of
surround sound microphones
and processing, audio monitoring,
tally/studio-control systems and
power management solutions, will
introduce the SAM1 3GM+MADI
Studio Audio Monitor at IBC 2013.
The monitor is ideal for both fixed
and mobile broadcast facilities,
as well as systems integrators
who have embraced MADI as
the backbone of a facility’s audio
infrastructure.
“Until now, the choice of confidence
monitoring devices incorporating
MADI has been extremely limited,”
says Martin Dyster, Head of Audio
for TSL Products.
The SAM1 3GM+MADI is a
sophisticated device that provides
multiple source monitoring of
up to 20 channels of audio from
MADI, embedded HD-SDI, AES
and analogue sources on a userconfigurable screen, providing
immediate access to any
combination of formats, delivering
a comprehensive visual and audio
feedback for confidence monitoring
in a compact unit.
“The new SAM was designed
following a period of in-depth
market consultation to deliver
exactly what the industry has

Martin Dyster, Head
of Audio for TSL
Products

now,
“…Until
the choice of
confidence
monitoring devices
incorporating MADI
has been extremely
limited

”

asked for regarding MADI. The
main concern was how working in
a mixed multichannel environment
that includes HD-SDI, MADI, AES
and analogue audio makes quality
assurance tricky,” continues Dyster.
“The SAM1 3GM+MADI is perfect for
sound engineers checking on the

integrity of their MADI signals, or
broadcast studio engineers who
use MADI to transport multiple
channels of audio around a facility,
and production operators involved
in creating programming within
studios or on OB trucks where MADI
technology is implemented.”
With the SAM1 3GM+MADI,
the user can create a tailor-made
monitoring panel that gives them
access to the channels that they
need via a simple rotary control.
Channels can be defined as being
mono, stereo or 5.1 downmixed
group via a single button press with
a simple colour scheme for instant
user recognition of the channel
configuration. Furthermore, the
operator can mix multiple signals
together and adjust individual
mix levels, if required, to create a
personal monitoring environment
that meets their exact requirements.
The SAM1 3GM+MADI features
dual auto-sensing at 1080p
resolution (60, 59, 94 and 50Hz)

through HD/SDI video inputs for
maximum flexibility in any facility.
De-embedded audio monitoring
is possible from the video HD/SDI
data stream with intuitive selection
from up to 16 audio channels in
four groups. MADI connectivity is
through a single 54/64 channel MADI
input/output with coax connections
and single-mode or multi-mode fibre
option. The unit additionally offers
54/64 channel MADI ‘reclocked’
loop output via coax connection.
Dedicated audio inputs include four
AES (four pairs/eight channel) and
two analogue stereo inputs. The unit
also provides Ethernet capabilities
for network connectivity, a USB
connector and SD card slot for
system updates and preset save/
recall. Dual high-resolution 2.4-inch
screens for 20 bargraphs, setup and
metadata display are provided with
a generous range of user-selectable
bargraph scales including BBC PPM,
EBU PPM, EBU Digital, Nordic,
VU and DIN.

TSL PPL’s SAM1 3GM has received a MADI boost
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AUDIO REPAIR
COMING IN SEPTEMBER

RX 3 and RX 3 Advanced
Fix troubled audio with unprecedented
power and precision. With the new RX 3,
iZotope brings you the most robust and bestsounding audio repair toolkit on the market.

Learn more at www.izotope.com/rx3
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2013 CAS Award Nominee
Post Production and Technical Achievement

EBU R128
Compliant Metering

“

Insight is extremely reactive.
I get clear, detailed readings
instantaneously.

”

—Karol Urban, re-recording mixer at Urban Audio Post

DESIGN YOUR IDEAL METERING VIEW
An extensive set of audio analysis and metering tools,
perfect for keeping an eye on your mix at all times.

Download the free 10-day trial at www.izotope.com/insight
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From a Single Channel Playout Server
to a Multi Channel Turnkey Broadcast Centre
It's All in a PlayBox

• Single and Multi Channel Playout Automation with interactive CG and Graphics
• Traffic Management • Media Asset Management and Archive • Newsroom System
• Remote Redundant Playout • Ad Insertion and DPI • Time Shift
• IPTV and Internet TV Solutions
• Available in HD / SD and DVB (ASI/IP)
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EdgeBox by PlayBox Technology

EdgeBox by PlayBox Technology
Fully Redundant Automatic Remote Playout Anywhere in the World via Internet
EdgeBox makes delivering a TV station, complete with local branding and content, to anywher e in the world an economic reality –
even for small audiences. EdgeBox enables the whole operation to be run from an established broadcast centre, at a cost that makes
sense.
PlayBox Technology’s ability to offer complete, reliable broadcast workflows at IT prices is an essential part of EdgeBox. EdgeBox
provides a tapeless file-based operation that has two parts: one integrated with the broadcast centre and the other at the remote site.
At the broadcast centre it is fully integrated into the current or preferred systems including traffic, storage, MAM, ingest, transcoding
and file transfer systems, or PlayBox Technology can provide these. This connects to the new remote EdgeBox site’s playout
equipment via the public internet – making a huge cost saving over the traditional dedicated fibre or satellite links.

Workflow
The workflow is highly automated and is designed to provide easy, familiar playout operation. Proceedings start with daily playlists
created in the broadcast centre’s traffic system, which is integrated with MAM, being sent to the remote EdgeBox. There it checks for
the required media and generates a list of missing items that’s sent back to the MAM that then generates requests for the media and
subtitle files required for playout. Aspects such as ingest requests, the correct TV format, SD or HD, transcoding, etc, are automatically
handled and the required material is sent to the remote. Remote playout then proceeds in the normal way, running from the playlist.
Also reports, including ‘as run logs’, are returned to the broadcast centre and finally the EdgeBox playout servers are purged of old
material.
EdgeBox enables all the features of normal local operation such as the inclusion of subtitles. Subtitle files can be produced in the
normal way. Then SubtitleBox, installed on each EdgeBox server, accepts and checks the files and automatically delivers open subtitles
during transmission. PlayBox SubtitlePlus DVB supports DVB subtitles. Multilingual channels are also supported. Operations are
monitored with SNMP sending server status alarms. EdgeBox servers are also connected to VPN for access from anywhere. Local
monitoring can be added if required.

Remote Media Format
The media format used at the remote location can be decided on a number of factors such as the amount of new media per day, the bit
rate chosen for playout and the available internet capacity. MPEG2 IBP at 10Mbps is often chosen, however H.264 at 4Mbps or less is
also chosen as a very good alternative. The chosen bit rate is the customer’s choice.

Your EdgeBox
No two EdgeBoxes are alike. Every broadcaster has its own requirements and PlayBox Technology can design, supply and install each
system according to customers’ needs. Integration with the existing broadcast systems is essential. One focus is format compatibility
where, for the cleanest operation, EdgeBox must be able to work directly with the existing ‘house’ formats – one of the areas where
PlayBox Technology excels.

Customers may consider:
On-air presentation
Graphics makes a big impact on the look of the station. EdgeBox provide basic branding with one of a number of logos presented on
the screen at any time. A far wider range of graphics is available when TitleBox is included within the EdgeBox server. This offers
animated logos and multi-layered 2D and 3D graphics, character generation, and interactive graphics for SMS to screen, voting,
gaming, crawls etc. TitleBox can be scheduled from the traffic system while projects and templates are created with TitleBox
Preparation at the broadcast centre.

Enhanced internet performance
A number of steps ensure fast and secure operation over the internet and so each end of the connection includes a file transfer server
and a firewall. The transfer speed can be assisted with a file transfer agent and its reliability enhanced with the use of multiple internet
paths and data checks. For complete privacy the firewall needs to be quite separate from any others used by the broadcaster.

More reliability
EdgeBox benefits from the inherently reliability of PlayBox Technology products. Depending on needs and budget, two
EdgeBox servers can provide full redundancy with automatic switchover should one fail. In addition the servers have triple
redundant PSUs.
A further measure is to design-in no single point of failure so, for example, even with the loss of internet, FTP server or firewall
playout can continue. Operational planning can add to this with, say, the next seven days of media always stored on the remote
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Local Content and QC
Provision can be made to ingest local commercials and some content at the remote site. This can be forwarded to the broadcast centre
for editing and quality control and the result delivered back to the remote site.

Compliance Recording
This is mandatory in many countries and provides important evidence in programme or advertising disputes. It is also a good aid for
fault finding with remote playout systems. CaptureBox Compliance can record 30, 60, 90 or more days with time stamp at low bit rate.
These files are recorded in one hour blocks that are easily retrievable over the internet for viewing.

Installation and Training
PlayBox Technology’s Broadcast Systems Division is experienced in installing, setting up, testing and commissioning the EdgeBox
systems and integrating them with broadcast centres. PlayBox Technology staff are experienced in working with broadcast and IT
engineers as both competences are required for a successful project.
On-site training is available for both operators and engineers at customers’ operational centres and any other monitoring centre or
disaster recovery site. Training is also available at the PlayBox Technology R&D Centre. Training contributes to reliability and is
recommended for broadcast centre staff. Head-end staff need only basic training as it is unusual that any action will be required from
them.

Remote and Local Support
PlayBox Technology has one of the most advanced remote support systems. Each PlayBox module has a PlayBox Doctor that is a very
powerful aid to fault finding most problems remotely. As EdgeBox systems are installed in remote locations and connected to internet,
PlayBox Technology can, with authorisation, log on remotely, and quickly find and resolve any problem.
PlayBox Technology has 15 Country Offices and over 100 dealers and system integrators in 120 countries worldwide. Most dealers are
factory trained by PlayBox Technology and well able to support system in their regions.

AdBox by PlayBox Technology

AdBox by PlayBox Technology
Seamless Ad Insertion
PlayBox Technology AdBox enables content owners to maximise their business potential by targeting advertisements for
specific audiences with ad insertion and Digital Programme Insertion (DPI) in both SD and HD, in either SDI or DVB (ASI/IP).
AdBox performs basic cost-effective digital ad insertion and can easily be scaled to meet the next-generation of targeted
advertising solutions that are driving the revolution in today’s television advertising.
AdBox is based on PlayBox Technology AirBox, the industry's most advanced channel-in-a-box technology, delivering the
power and scalability to meet the demands of today's rapidly changing advertising environment, and giving a quick return
on investment by providing the solution you want, at your price.
AdBox can be installed locally or remotely at the headend and monitored and controlled via the internet. If required, many
hundreds of hours of ad insertion and DPI can be scheduled and an entire stand-alone solution can be provided, or
alternatively it can be integrated into the content owner’s current workflows and systems.
In addition to ad insertion and DPI, AdBox can include graphics capabilities ranging from simple logo insertion to full CG and
interactive graphics insertion - using TitleBox to enable a complete and very powerful local branding solution including
SMS2TV.
AdBox can be integrated into clients’ traffic systems to enable traffic and billing to provide the complete one-box solution
that includes automation, video server and switching.
AdBox works by receiving a GPI or Cue Tone trigger for the start of commercial break or programme insertion. Other trigger
sources can also be handled via GPI or Cue Tone from an external cue decoder. Once the trigger is received the scheduled
advert break or programme is switched from the live feed and played to air. After a scheduled period, or on receiving a
second trigger, AdBox returns to the live programme feed.
AdBox will only insert advert breaks or programmes during predefined or scheduled periods. It can also auto-fill any periods
that have no defined adverts or programmes.

Options
IP Switch
PlayBox Technology IP Switch is a cost-effective UDP IP switch. It uses commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) IT hardware for single
or multiple AdBox systems where multiple inputs and/or output routing / switching is required. IP Switch can be installed in
AdBox or installed in a separate server in multiple AdBox installations.

Universal Matrix Controller (UMC)
PlayBox Technology Universal Matrix Controller (UMC) provides central control for routers / matrices that enable multiple
AdBox installations to centrally control the switching for ad insertion and DPI. UMC is fully integrated with AdBox as well as
installations containing AirBox, CaptureBox and Multi-Backup Manager (MBM).

Bypass Relay and GPI I/O Card
PlayBox Technology Bypass Relay and GPI I/O Card is a cost-effective hardware solution designed and manufactured by
PlayBox Technology to work with AdBox. It provides a simple GPI I/O interface with third-party cue decoders, as well as a
relay bypass in case of system or power failure.
The bypass section has four BNC connectors and supports composite, SD-SDI, HD-SDI for full input-to-output isolation
during bypass. Bypass is automatic during power failure or can be controlled remotely by serial protocol or COM API, and has
a watchdog with a controllable timer. The GPI I/O section allows the easy connection of external cue decoders to AdBox and
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MEDIA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Complete your workflow with PlayBox Media Asset Management

Key Features

* Scalable – From a Single Channel to a
Multi-Channel Turn-Key Broadcast
Centre PlayBox MAM organises your
digital library. Content can be searched,
browsed and distributed easily
anywhere within your broadcast
workflow.
* Cost effective – end to end digital
tapeless workflow.
* Unlimited metadata – Add metadata
at the point of ingest. User
configurable metadata fields let you
choose a flexible way of assets
management.
* User Security – Sophisticated
security features prevent unauthorized
access to the media files. Active
directory integration provides added security, different user group access rights can be assigned to ensure the
correct use of media assets.
* Transcoding Engine – Built-in multi profile transcode engine provides ability to create automatic Proxy files
and various other formats suitable for broadcast requirements.
* User friendly – Personalised workspace layouts, familiar folder structures and search functions provide fast
and easy access to your assets.
* Web interface – Access your content anytime
anywhere from a PC or MAC. Upload media remotely
and edit metadata via simple user interface.
* Post production integration – Your library is
accessible in your editing suites with Integration for your
editing software such as Final Cut, Sony Vegas, Edius
(optional).
* Advanced Media viewer – A multifunctional viewer
allowing users to edit metadata, set markers and add
notes. Audio and video censorship. Story board and clip
creation all from within the viewer window.

Workflow

PlayBox MAM
PlayBox MAM sits at the heart of the broadcast structure providing organized access to the most important asset
any broadcaster has, it's content. PlayBox MAM makes your content viewable and deliverable to any area of your
organisation, speeding up workflows and delivering considerable time and cost savings over traditional
broadcast structures.

Playout Automation
PlayBox Technology broadcast automation systems support all existing I/O interfaces, all video and audio
standards, graphics and compression formats. PlayBox Technology systems can be personalized to fulfill a wide
range of extraordinary workflow requirements. The automation system has a scalable and modular architecture
that enables broadcasters to configure their systems with dynamic interfaces, as well as intelligent and
customizable 'rules' that meet precise workflow requirements and eliminate repetitive and labour-intensive
functions.

Interactive CG, Graphics and Channel Branding
PlayBox Technology developed TitleBox, an interactive character generator and graphics system that can create,
display and control fascinating multi-zone screens with rolls, crawls, animations, clocks, station logos and more. Its
unprecedented level of interactive control over the on-air CG objects turns TitleBox into a powerful tool, ideally
suited for channel branding, music channels, live entertainment programmes, presentations, sports events titling,

PlayBox Technology is the #1 International 'TV Channel in a Box' manufacturer with Interactive CG & Graphics,
MAM, Trafﬁc and News Room available SD, HD and DVB(ASI/IP). PlayBox Technology has innovative and
scalable solutions to ﬁt your workﬂow and offer you the solution you want at your price. From a Single Channel
Playout Server to a Multi-Channel Turn-Key Broadcast Centre, please contact PlayBox Technology.

With 12,500+ Playout and Branding Channels in over 120 Countries Powered byPlayBox Technology the
chances are you will have experienced our solutions for yourself. PlayBox Technology offer solutions at
breakthrough pricing levels while maintaining the highest levels of Reliability, Flexibility and Support.
PlayBox Technology is an international Communications and Information Technology Company Serving the
Broadcast and Corporate Markets Worldwide. PlayBox Technology is dedicated to the Research, Design,
D e ve l o p m e n t a n d P ro v i s i o n of B roa d c a s t i n g P ro d u c t s , Sy s te m s , S o l u t i o n s a n d S e r v i c e s .
PlayBox Technology has Solutions for Start-Up TV Channels, Remote Playout TV Channels, DVB (ASI/IP) TV
Channels, Ad Insertion, Interactive TV, Music Channels, Film Channels, Disaster Recovery, Satellite Broadcasters,
IPTV, SMS2TV, Internet TV, Webcasters as well as Local, Regional, National and International Broadcasters.
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